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Life-Cycle Concept: A Practical Application to

Transportation Planning

JAMES E. CHICOINE and DANIEL K. BOYLE

ABSTRACT

The usefulness of the fsmily life-cycle con-
cept in trip-generation procedures is ex-
amined. A life-cycle classification scheme
is constructed after consideration of impor-
tant components and data availability. ‘l’he
Automatic Interaction Detector program is
used to determine which variables are impor-
tant in affecting the number of trips taken
by a household. These variables are then
calculated in light of published census
tract information.The stages in the classi-
fication scheme are designed to be compat-
ible with census categories, thus ensuring
the usefulness of the scheme. Trip-qenera-
tion tables based on stage in the life cycle
and vehicle ownership are developed by usinq
data from the 1973 Niagara Frontier Trans-
portation Committee home-interview survey.
These tables are compared with trip-genera-
tion tables based on household size and
vehicle ownership. Analysis of variance is
used to compare the life-cycle-based scheme
and the household-size-basedscheme. The ap-
plicability and replicability of the life-
cycle-based trip-generation tables are also
tested by using data from the 1974 Roch-
ester, New York, home-interview survey. Re-
sults indicate that the life-cycle-based
trip-generation procedure produces accurate
results and has several advantages over
other procedures. An example of an applica-
tion at the town level in Albany County is
briefly described.

One of the most profound recent changes in American
society has been the rapid evolution of alternative
living styles and family types. The proportion of
single-head and single-person households has nearly
doubled in the past decade alone, and the average
size of the family has fallen sharply. These trends,
well established in the literature of demographics
and confirmed in the 1980 census, are likely to have
widespread and far-reaching effects on family activ-
ity patterns and travel, and therefore it is incum-
bent on transportation planners to quantify and
understand them.

In this paper the usefulness of the family life-
cycle concept in the tri~-generation phase of trans-
portation planning is evaluated. The concept of life
cycle as used in this paper refers to household
structure or composition. Different structures are
reflected in life-cycle stages, and a household
passes through various staqes as it evolves. Al-
though not all households take the same path through
these various stagea, the concept has the ability to
take into account structural changee in families and
households more accurately than traditional vari-
ables (i.e., number of persons in a household, in-
come), and this ability could possibly lead to bet-

1

ter trip-generation models. Many researchers have
examined the usefulness of the family life-cycle
concept and have generally found it to be an impor-
tant factor in explaining travel behavior (l-9).
However, recent papers have cast doubts on its-u;e-
fulness (10-12), and the issue deserves further ex-——
amination.

The practical applications of the life-cycle con-
cept to trip-generation procedures are stressed in
this paper. The primary purpose here is to demon-
strate that a useful life-cycle classification
scheme can be developed and applied in trip-qenera-
tion tables, where only readily available tract-
level census data are required as input. A stream-
lined life-cycle classification scheme usinq readily
available data is desirable for ita practicality and
usefulness. Because of the wide availability of pub-
lished census information, development of a classi-
fication scheme is focused on the identification of
stages that are compatible with census household
categories. In this way trip-qeneration tables based
on these life-cycle stages are easy to use, because
of the ready availability of published tract-level
census data.

Rather than establish stages of a life-cycle
classification scheme based on a priori notions, the
data in this paper rely on a computerized explana-
tory data analysis proqram known as the Automatic
Interaction Detector (AID) to determine which life-
cycle variables influence the number of household
trips and how these variables should he arranged in
a classification scheme. An examination of AID re-
sults can indicate which variables are important in
explaining the variation of the dependent variable,
and thus can provide insight into which variables
should be considered as components of a life-cycle
classification scheme. Once these ideal components
of a classification scheme are identified, they are
evaluated in light of available census tract in-
formation.

Data from the 1973 Niagara Frontier Transporta-
tion Committee (NFI’I’C)home-interview survey in the
Buffalo, New York, region are used in developing the
life-cycle classification scheme and the triP-gener-
ation tables. Trip rates are developed for home-
based work, home-based nonwork, non-home-based, and
total trips: the primary focus of this paper is on
total trips. The 1974 Genesee Transportation Council
(GTC) home-interview survey in the Rochester, New
York, region is used as a check on the life-cycle
classification and trip rates developed from the
NFTC data. Although use of GTC data is not a final
test of replicability of the results, it provides a
preliminary screeninq process to help judrjethe ac-
curacy Of the life-cycle-based procedure. The trip-
generation tables based on life-cycle classification
are tested for significance hy using analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Significance levels are then .xnn-
pared with those of trip-generation tablea based on
household size.

It ,should be noted that cross-classification
tables based on income and automobile ownership are
currently in favor for uae iritrip generation (13).
Although automobile ownership ia considered in~he
trip-generation tables (as described later in the
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paper), two problems preclude consideration of in-
come here. The first is that trip-generation tables
based on income require constant updating to account
for inflation. The consumer price index is often
used for this purpose, but an index more sensitive
to changes in transportation costs may be more ap-
propriate. The second problem is that this paper is
based on data gathered in home-interview surveys,
which have high nonresponse rates for income ques-
tions (more than 35 percent in both surveys used
here). Consequently, no comparisons of results from
life-cycle-based and income-based Classifications
are possible.

AID AND IDEAL COf4PONml%

As mentioned previously, there has been a consider-
able amount of research addressing the family life-
cycle concept, and most researchers have found it to
be an important factor in explaining travel behavior
(l-9). A consensus has not yet emerged concerning
tKe–components of a family life-cycle classification
scheme. In this paper potential components of a
classification scheme are examined along with other
demographic variables by usinq the AID proqram. AID
is a sequential search procedure that divides the
data set into subgroups through a number of binary
splits based on the ability of the independent vari-
ables to account for the variation of a dependent
variable (~). From the series of binary splits, a
‘tree” with various branches can be developed. In
contrast to statistical methods such as multiple re-
gression, the use of AID does not require assump-
tions concerning such factors as linearity.

The 1973 NFTC (Buffalo) and 1974 GTC (Rochester)
travel surveys were used in the AID analysis. The
analysis was done at the household level, and four

dependent variables were used: tota1
trips,

number of
home-based work trips, home-based nonwork

trips, and non-home-based trips. Independent vari-
ables include all demographic and structural vari-
ables available or readily synthesized from the
existing data. Figure 1 shows how to read an AID
tree and also lists the independentvariables.

Figure 2 shows the AID tree for overall trips in
the ~ region. The box in the far left is the
starting point (level O) for the AID analysis; it
contains all 1,963 households that average 7.9 trips
per day. The first splitting variable is vehicle
ownership. The top box on level 1 represents mul_
tiple-vehicle households, and these 774 households
average 11.56 trips per day. In the bottom box on
level 1 are the 1,189 households with zero or one
vehicle; they average 5.56 trips per day. ‘Thispar-
titioning of the data set into two qroups according
to level of vehicle ownership accounts for 17.5 per-
cent of the total variation in household trips. An
additional 1 percent is accounted for by splittinq
the multivehicle households into two groups based on
occupation of the household head. The coefficient of
determination (R2) for the entire tree is 0.401.
The uppermost box in the right-hand side contains
eiqht white collar multivehicle households with six
or seven children; these households average nearly
29 daily trips. The lowest box in the tree contains
310 households with no vehicle; these households
average fewer than two daily trips.

Interpreting an AID tree is more an art than a
science. It certainly appears that vehicle ownership
has a strong effect on travel behavior. Household
size, vehicle availability, and age of oldest child
each accounts for at least 2 percent of the total
variation in household trips. Occupation and number
of children appear less important. A complete set of
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n
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~
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FIGURE2 AID tree.

AID trees for both regions and for all trip purposes
is contained in a report by Boyle and Chicoine (~);
the results in terms of important variables are sum-
marized in Table 1. Vehicle ownership, household
size, and presence and aqe of children emerqe from
the AID analysis as important factors that affect
the number of household trips. The i~rtance of
vehicle ownership indicates that it should be taken
into account in developing trip-generation tables.
Consequently, these will be cross-classification
tables based on (a) stage in the life cycle and
vehicle ownership and (b) household size and vehicle
Ownership. In terms of ideal components of a family
life-cycle classification scheme, consideration
should be given to the presence and ages of children.

T.4BLE1 InqxwtantVariablesbyTripTyp

CENSUS DATA AND A FAMILY LIFE-CYCLE
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

A major purpose of this paper is to develop a clas-
sification scheme using as input published tract-
level census data. The availability of such data
ensures the widest possible use of the scheme in
trip-generationprocedures. Thus published 1980 cen-

SUs information was examined (lJ) and appropriate
household categories sought for use in constructing
a family life-cycle classification. With the AID
findings in mind, a breakdown of households by pres-
ence and ages of children was particularly souqht,
without particular success. Several alternate clas-
sification schemes were drawn up; details may be

TripType Variable Categories Indicated by AID Analysls

Alltrips Number ofvehicles
Vehicles per licensed driver

Number of persons

Number ofchildren

Age of oldest child
Horn&based work trips Employment status of spouse

Employment status of head
Age of oldest chtid
Number of persons

Home-based nonworktrlps Number of persons
Age of oldest child
Vehicles per licemad driver
Loratmn

Non-home-based trips Number of vehicles

Employment status ofhssd
Employment status of spouse
Age of head
Occupation of head

0,1,>2
O-O.5,>l;Or0,>0,3
0-3,>4
0-1,>2
Noneor1-5,>6
Full-timeorpart-time,notemployed,ornospouse
Full-time or part-time, not employed
None or l-20, >21; ornoneorl-l S,>16
l-2,>3;0r1,>2
1-3,>4
11-20, none orl-lOOr >21; or none or 1-5, >6
0,>0.3
Urban-rural,suburban;orurban,suburban–outernng
0,1,>2
FuU-tlme,part-time,orunemployed
Full-time,part-time,orunemployed
17-54,*55;0r17-44,>45
Categoriesunclear
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found elsewhere (I-&).After some consideration, the
following census-compatible family life-cycle clas-
sification scheme was selected:

1. Singe-person households,
2. Households of unrelated persons without

children,
3. Families with children younqer than 18 years

old, and
4. Families without children or families with

the youngest child older than 18 years old.

Census informationdid not include the age of the
oldest child, and so the presence of children is a
major component of this life-cycle classification
scheme. It should be noted that this classification
does not differentiate between single-parent and
two-parent households. AID results indicated that
the presence of a spouse is not a significant ele-
ment in determining the number of household trips.

DEVELOPWENT AND ANALYSIS OF TRIP-GENERATIONTABLES

Trip-generation tables are prepared by using data
from the NFTC survey. TWO sets of tables are devel-

oped: the first is based on stage in the life cycle
and vehicle ownership, and the second is based on
household size and vehicle ownership. Mean trip
rate, standard deviation, and number of observations
are presented in each cell. The trip-generation
tables for overall trips in the NFTC region are
given in Table 2. Detailed tables by trip puroose
may be found elsewhere (15). Table 4, discussed—

later in this paper, gives trip ratea for all trip
pur~ses and for both classification schemes in both
NFTC and GTC regions.

With number of household trips aa the dependent
variable, a two-way ANOVA was run by using vehicle
ownership and either the life-cycle or the house-
hold-size classification as the two independent
variables. Because examination of the data indicated
unequal variances, the Welch statistic was used to
determine F-values and tail probabilities. The Welch
Statiatic Was chosen because it is approximately
distributed as an F-statistic and does not aaaume
equality of variances (17,18). Although tail pOSSi-——
bilities are directly comparable, F-values are not
because their level of significance is based on the
degrees of freedom. Therefore, F-values resultinq
from the ANOVAS are examined in general terms.

The data in Table 2 also give the results of the
ANOVAs. For overall household trips, the F-values
are comparable, although slightly higher for the
family-size-baaed classification. Standard devia-
tions are similar for both schemes. These findings
alao apply to other trip ty’pes[see Table 4 and the
report by Ugolik and McDermott (lJ)l. There is no
indication that a significant improvement is ob-
tained by use of one scheme instead of the other.
Thus either classification scheme may be considered
valid aa an analytical tool for use in examining
differences in travel behavior.

APPLICATION OF TRIP RATES TO GTC REGION

Another method of comparing the two classification

TABLE2 TripRates,AUTripa,NFTC

Life
Cyela VS8KCLSDWS2RSEIP Souaehold
stag*

VERICLSoslnmsEIP
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#

n
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schemes is to apply each to a different data set and
compare the results. The data set from the GTC home-
interview survey was used to do this. The number of
GTC households in each cell is given in Table 3.
Trip rates from Table 2 were applied to these house-
hold distributions, and the resultinq numbers of
trips in all cells were summed to obtain total cal-
culated GlY2 trips for each classification scheme.
These are compared with the actual number of GTC
trips:

1. Actual number of GTC trips (sample only) =
18,920;

2. Calculated number of GTC trips using life-
cycle-based method = 18,739: and

3. Calculated number of GTC trips using house-
hold-size-basedmethod = 18,246.

Although one application certainly is not conclu-
sive, it is interesting that use of the life-cycle-
based trip table produced a total number of trips
within 1 percent of the actual number, whereas use
of the household-size-based trip table produced a
total number of trips 3.5 percent less than the
actual number.

TABLE3 Distribution ofGTC HouseholdsbY Cell

Vehicle ownership

o 1 > >3

Stage in life cycle
I 281 259 18 2
2 32 36 38
3

12
126 365 474

4
119

81 341 245 84
Household size

1 281 259 18 2
2 118 347 194
3

23
46 123 170 48

>4 75 272 393 I44

Note: Life-cycle stages are t = single-~rson households, 2 = households
of unrelated persons without children, 3 = families with children younger
thm 18 years old, and 4 = families with no children or with youngest
child at Iemt 18 years old. Total number of GTC houwbolds = 2,513.

COMPARISON OF NFTC AND GTC TRIP RATES

The final test of the life-cycle-based trip-qenera-
tion tables also concerns their applicability to
other areas. If the trip rates could be applied to
several different data sets where the actual number
of trips is known, this would indicate whether use
of these trip rates produced consistently accurate
results. Because only one other data set is used
here, variations in household distribution among
cells may mask differences in trip rates. A better
way of testing the accuracy of the trip-generation
tables is to derive a set of tables from the GTC
data and compare the trip rates in each cell between
the two regions. This can serve as a preliminary
test of whether the life-cycle-based trip rates are
replicable. For this test, all trip types are con-
sidered [see report by Ugolik and McDermott (15) for
detailed data].

—

The data in Table 4 present the trip-generation
tables by classification scheme, by region, and by
type of trip. For the life-cycle-based tables, trip
rates in each cell were examined for differences be-
tween the two regione. Those cells with greater than
a 10 percent difference were tested to determine
whether the difference was statistically signifi-
cant. Only 6 cells (out of 52) were found to have
trip rates different at a significance level of 0.05
in the two regions:

1. Total trips, stage 1 (single person), no
vehicle;

2. Total trips, stage 4 (familieswithout chil-
dren), no vehicle;

3. Home-baaed nonwork trips, stage 1 (single
person), one vehicle;

4. Home-based work tripa, stage 3 (familieswith
children), no vehicle;

5. Home-based work trips, stage 4 (families
without children), no vehicle (trip rates alao dif-
ferent at a significance level of 0.01); and

6. Non-home-based trips, stage 4 (familieswith-
out children), three or more vehicles.

The NFTC trip rates are generally replicable
using GTC data. Although the results cannot be used
to proclaim the replicability of the life-cycle-
based trip rates, these preliminary indications are
promising.

Related to the concerns of accuracy and replica-
bility is the issue of the stability of trip rates

over time. One study of differences between the
results of home-interview surveys conducted in the
NPTC region (1962 and 1973), and the GTC region
(1963 and 1974) indicates that trip rates tend to be
stable over time, at least for an n-year period
(Q). The question of the stability of trip rates in
the post-energy-crisesera remains to be answered.

TRAVEL PROJECTIONS:ALBANY COUNTY

An interesting application of the life-cycle-based
trip-generation procedure was carried out by using
town-level data in Albany County. Projections of
1990 town households, broken down by life-cycle
stage, were made by using 1970 and 1980 data and
previous New York State Department of Transportation
forecasts (20). The life-cycle-based trip-qeneration
procedure w~s then used to forecast the number of
trips generated in 1990 in each town under two sce-
narios. The first scenario held the number of house-
holds in each town constant at the 1980 level, thus
measuring solely the effects of chanqes in household
structure. The second scenario allowed the number of
households to grow to the levels forecast for each
town, thus measuring the actual number of trips ex-
pected in 1990. Results indicate that the number of
trips shows an 11 percent increase in 1990 over
1980, with a 13 percent growth in number of house-
holds. When the number of households is held con-
stant, changes in household structure produce a 2.3
percent decrease in the number of trips in 1990 com-
pared with 1980. These results suggest that, if
present trends continue, changes in household struc-
ture will dampen the increase in travel expected
with an increase in number of households.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of family life cycle has been used to
construct trip-generation tables based on a life-
cycle classification scheme developad in this paper.
The stages in the classification scheme are dev@l-
oped in such a way as to require only published
tract-level census data as input. Important compo-
nents of a life-cycle classification scheme were not
assumed a priori, but were determined through use of
the AID program. Results from AID were evaluated in
light of available census information, leading to a
scheme in which the presence of children is empha-
sized more than ages of children. By designinq
life-cycle stages to be compatible with census
categories, the practical usefulness of these life-
cycle-based trip-generationtables has been ensured.
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TABLE4 Trip Rates

LIYSCYCLECLASSIPZCATIOH

BUFPAUl(1973) ROCHESTER(1974)

TOTALTRIPS

VEEICLES/HOUSSHOLO

FAISZLYSIZECL&9SIFICATIOtP

BUFFALO(1973) socsSsTER(1974)

VZ8iIIXWH01JSEHOLD

o 1 2 3+

1 .9 3.3 - -

3 3.6 9.4 13.0 16,0

4 1.4 5.2 B.3 10.s

AHOVA
U71’UXSTATISTIC
F-VALUS 137.46
TAIL-PEOBASILITY 0.0000

0 1 2 3+

1.1 3.2 5.3* -

3.0 7.6 9.1 l&.B*

2.8 9.2 13.0 16.5

2.2 5.6 7.6 11.6

144.97

1

FAMILYz
SIZE

3

4+

0.0000
HOME-BASED NON-~OFX TRIPS

o 1 2 3+

.9 3.3 - -

1.4 4.9 6.9 B.2*

3.3 7.4 9.1 10.6

3.4 9.8 13.8 15.4

146.65
0.0000

0 1 23+

1.1 3.2 5.3* -

2.0 5.5 6..9 ~.p

3.0 7.2 9,6 10.6

3.4 10.1 13.8 16.7

156.63
0.0000

1 .5 1.6 - - .6 1.3 2.B* - 1 .5 1.6 - - .6 1.3 2.8* -

2 1.1* 2.1* 3.7* - 1.5 3.7 4.7 6.4* 2 .9 2.8 2.9 3.8* 1.0 2.9 3.0 3.2*

3 1.9 5.7 7.9 9.2 1.8 5.6 7.9 10.1 3 1.8 3.9 5.2 5.3 1.6 3.9 4.9 4.8

4 .9 2.9 4.0 5.2 1.1 3.0 3.6 4.6 4+ 1.6 6,1 8.3 B.6 2.4 6.3 8.5 U

ANOVA
UELCISTATISTIC
F-VALUS 90.05 96.33 95.12 101.95
TAIL-PROBABILITY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.ooa

HO~-BASEDWORSTRIPS

1 .3 .8-- .4 .9 .8* - 1 .3 .8-- .4 .9 .8* -

2 .7* 1.?* 2.0” - .9 2.3 2.2 4.2k 2 .4 1.1 2.2 2.3* .8 ~.4
2.1

2.79

3 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.7 .B 1.9 2.5 3.3 3 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.7 1.1 1.7 2.6 3.3

4 .5 1.3 2.4 3.3 .9 1.4 2.4 3:B 4+ 1.1 1.9 2.6 3.9 .8 2.o 2.6 3.8

ANOVA
WSLCHSTATISTIC
F-VALVE 72.35 73,0B 80.47 75.21
TAIL-PROBABILITY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

NON-HO?41BASEDTRIPS

1 .2 .9-- .2 1.0 1.8* -

1

1 .2 .9-- .2 1.0 1.8* -

2 .4* 1.4* 2.5* - .5 1.B 2.2 L.3 2 .2 1.1 1.8 1.7* .2 1.2 1.7 3.1*

3 .6 2.o 2.7 3.3 .2 1.7 2.7 3.2 3 .1 1.B 2.0 2.7 .4 1.6 2.1 2.8

4 .1 1.0 2.0 2.3 .2 1.2 1.7 3.3 4+ .8 1.9 2.9 3.0 .2 1.B 2.7 3.5

AHOVA
WSLCSSTATISTIC
P-VALUE 37.90 37.02 39.60 36.33
TAIL-PROZASILITY 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 ‘0.0000

- - Saptycellsor cellcountverysmell(under10)’

● . tillsize< ~

LifeCycleStages

(1)Sfng2epersonhouseholds
(2)Son-relatedpersonhouseholdswithoutchildren
(3)Familiaswithchildrenunder18yearsold
(4)Faailieawithno childrenor femilieewithyoungestchildover18yearsold

The explanatory power, accurac~, and replicabil- The advantage of a life-cycle-based trip-qenera-
ity of the life-cycle-based trip-generation tables tion procedure-over regression models lies in its
were teated by various means. ANCIVAshowed that the
life-cycle-based scheme ia comparable in terms of
F-values to a scheme based on household size (with
vehicle ownership beinq a second independent vari-
able for both schemes). When applied to data from
the GTC region, the life-cycle-based trip-generation
table produced a more accurate number of total trips
than did the household-size-based trip-generation
table. Life-cycle-based trip rates were also shown
to be replicable using GTC data.

simplicity and its ability to handle non-numeric
valuea. It ia preferable to a procedure based on
family size because it explicitly addresses family
structure and thus takes intrahousehold interactions
into account. Finally, a life-cycle-baaed procedure
uses readily available data; an income-based Pro-
cedure is vulnerable to high nonresponse rates if a
noncensus data source is used, and such a scheme
must be constantly adjusted to account for the ef-
fects of inflation.
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It is anticipated that critiques of this paper
will focus on the difficulty in forecasting house-
hold structure, the usefulness of the census tract
as the basic areal unit for travel analysis, and the
justification for changing established trip-qenera-
tion procedures. Each of these points deserves to be
addressed. First, the question of the pattern of
family structure in the future needs further inves-
tigation and cooperation with demographers and
sociologists so that accurate means to forecast
household structure can be developed or put into
more widespread use. Related to this, the sensitiv-
ity of the life-cycle-basedprocedure to the projec-
tions of future household and family structure needs
to be investigated. Second, as noted previously, use
of the census tract as the basic areal unit of
analysis ensures the availability of the necessary
data.

Finally, althouqh it has been demonstrated in
this paper that use of the family life-cycle concept
in trip generation is practical and produces ac-
curate results, the main justification for this
procedure is based on theoretical considerations.
The premise behind this investigation is that the
family life-cycle concept holds the potential to im-
prove the trip-generation process by increasing its
sensitivity to household structure. Consequently,
this analytical tool should improve the ability of
the transportation analyst to account directly for
underlying factors that influence travel behavior.
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Automobile Occupancy, Vehicle Trips, and Trip Purpose:

Some Forecasting Problems

ERIC (1. OHSTROM and PETER R. STOPHER

ABSTRACT

The problems with estimating automobile oc-
cupancy by trip purpose for use in travel
forecasting and in the policy decisions that
frequently follow from forecasts are de-
scribed. Investigations of data and develop-
ment of logit models of mode choice reveal
that the occupants of multioccupant automo-
biles frequently have disparate trip pur-
poses, even within the restricted trip-pur-
pose definitions usually encountered in
practical transportation planning. These
disparate purposes mean that, although occu-
pants can be classified by trip purpose, the
automobile vehicle cannot be defined as
being used for a single trip purpose, as is
necessary to compute accurately the automo-
bile occupancy for a purpose and to convert
automobile-person trips by purpose to auto-
mobile-vehicle trips for assignment of auto-
mobile vehicles to the highway network. This

has serious repercussions on a variety of
contemporary policy decisions. The problems
are discussed, and some alternative proced-
ures that can be used as a compromise compu-
tation of vehicle occupancy by purpose are
given. The problems and solutions are demon-
strated in the context of a case study.

Automobile occupancy plays a number of roles in
practical transportationplanning. First, it is used
as a statistic to verify the correctness of col-
lected data and the validation of forecasting
models. In both cases it is usually used as a pur-
pose-specific measure. Second, it is used to convert
automobile-person triPs (the product of standard
modelinq procedures) to automobile-vehicletrips for
assignment of vehicles to the highway network. This
is again purpose specific, except in the case of
estimating 24-hr assignments (~). A peak-hour or
peak-period assignment uses purpose-specific occu-
pancy in building a peak trip table from different
proportions of trips by each of the purposes. Final-
ly, automobile occupancy is an important component
in policy decisions concerning high-occupancy ve-
hicles (HOVS), where the forecasts of automobile
trips in such vehicles is of critical importance.
Again, occupancy is generally required to be purpose
specific, particularly because most F?OV facilities
will operate only during peak periods (2,3).

Before the general introduction ~f- multimodal
logit models of mode choice in practical transporta-
tion planning, occupancies by purpose were estimated
outside the standard modeling stream and were intro-
duced for the conversion of automobile-person trips
to automobile-vehicle trips. HOV policies were not
of much interest at that time, and automobile occu-
pancy was not an issue in model or data validation.
Usually, occupancy by purpose was obtained from
roadside interviews, with the driver’s trip purpose
defining the vehicle trip purpose.

The introduction and expanding use of the logit
mode-choice model with varying levels of automobile
occupancy or the use of an automobile driver and
automobile passenger split in the automobile alter-
natives has revealed hitherto unrecognized problems
and issues in the use of purpose-specific automobile
occupancy. Briefly, the issues explored by this
paper are that

1. Automobile occupancy by purpose cannot be es-
timated from modal-split models that specify occu-
pancy levels by purpose, and these models cannot be
validated by use of automobile occupancy;

2. Standard measurement procedures for automo-
bile occupancy do not estimate occupancy by purpose,
and it is not clear if this can be estimated by any
current methcds; and

3. Use of automobile occupancy by purpose for
any of the uses previously described must involve
some approximation, for which currently there are
neither empirical nor theoretical rules available to
guide the practitioner.

In this paper these problems are described in
more detail, the additional common problem of mea-
surement of automobile occupancy is explored, and
the problems with a case study from Honolulu, Hawaii
(~), are discussed. Some suggested ad hoc procedures
are outlined, although no final solutions to the
problems are offered. It is hoped that the problems
discussed in this paper will serve to alert practi-
tioners to inherent problems in working with pur-
pose-specific automobile occupancies, will assist in
discouraging the practice of using automobile occu-
pancy by purpose to validate data and models, and
will encourage research to deal with this problem
more effectively than is done by the ad hoc proce-
dures outlined here.

OUTLINE OF PROBLEMS

The problems that arise can be defined most clearly
by considering the two alternative automobile-occu-
pancy model specification most commonly used for
logit mode-choice models. In the first model speci-
fication, the automobile mode is defined as the sub-
mode of drive-alone automobile, two-occupant auto-
mobile, and three-or-more-occupantautomobile (~-~):
person trips in each submode are divided by the
average occupancy for the submode (1, 2, and about
3.3, respectively) to derive automobile-vehicle
trips. The second specification defines the two sub-
modes of automobile driver and automobile passenger
(8,9), in which automobile-vehicle trips are set--
equal to the number of automobile drivers, and the
number of automobile passengers plays no role in the
assignment. Before developing these descriptions
further, however,
is necessary.

Trip Purpose

In most practical

some discussion of trip purposes

applications, trip generation and
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trip distribution use six to eight trip purposes,
wheress modal-split and highway and transit assign-
ments use three or four purpoaea. In the Honolulu
caae study (4), as in a number of other transporta-
tion studies: trip generation and trip distribution
each use six trip purposes for resident travel:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

After
gated

Home-based work,
Home-based school,
Home-baaed shopping,
Home-based social-recreational,
Home-based other, and
Nonhome baaed.

trip distribution, the six purpoaea are aqgre-
to four by frirminq a new home-baaed other

category [sometimes referred to aa modal-split other
(!4S0)to distinguish it from the category 5 trip
purpose] by combining purposea 3-5.

Of particular concern in the iaaue of autombile
occupancy and trip purpose is the treatment of
serve-paasenger trips. In common with conventional
procedures, the 1982 modelinq in Honolulu treated
home-based serve-pasaenger tripa as home-based other
trips, whereas non-home-based tripa with a aerve-
passenger origin or destination were classified as
non-home-based trips.

Definition of Principal Issues

Bearing in mind the definitions of trip purpose, the
problems associated with the automobile-occupancy
models can be described.

Multioccupancy Reporting Error

The reporting of automobile occupancy for multioccu-
pant automobile may exhibit one or more of several
systematic and random errors in the recording of the
actual occupancy of the vehicle:

1. Sampling error, resulting in driver and pas-
senger biaa,

2. Automobile drivera differing from automobile
pasaengera in reporting occupancy,

3. Occupants improperly include or exclude them-
selves (dependinqon the wording of the question) in
determining the occupancy, and

4. Children younger than 5 years are generally
included in the occupancy response, although no
travel information is usually collected for this age
group (e.g., this results in four person tripa uainq
a five-occupantautomobile).

These errors are critical to the correct analysia
and application of these data to automobile-occu-
pancy models.

Automobile Occupancy by Trip Purpose

Automobile occupancy by trip purpose is frequently
derived by cross-tabulating person trips by automo-
bile occupancy and trip purpose. However, multioccu-
pant vehicles with two or more trip purpoaea will
neceaaarily include an unknown number of tripa of
other purposes in tha occupancy response. In effect,
this will lead to varying levels of double countinq,
as ia discussed later in the case study.

Model Specification Mixtures

The two model apecificatlons previously discussed

may be used for different trip purposes. However,
this leads to additional error in converting person
trips to automobile-vehicle trips for multioccupant,
multipurpose vehicles. Conaider the common caae of a
two-pasaenger vehicle with a serve-passenger driver
takinq a student from home to school: a home-baaed
other and a home-based school trip. If home-based
other trips are modeled with a driver and passenger
model, the driver yields 1.0 automobile-vehicle
trips. If home-based school usea the occupancy
mode1, the passenger converts to 0.5 automobile
tripa, yielding 1.5 automobile-vehicle trips where
only 1.0 actually occurred.

SOLUTIONS

The following case study gives techniques to quanti-
fy the multioccupancy reporting errora and to adjuat
the data accordingly. Aa mentioned previously, these
adjustment procedures are ad hoc and somewhat arbi-
trary, but they represent the state of the art for
this problem.

For multioccupant, multipur~ae automobile trips,
it would appear that the first potantial solution
might be to restrict calibration data to those auto-
mobile trips where all occupants are traveling for
the same purpose. Two problems ariae hera. First,
the purposes of other automobile occupanta are not
collected in contemporary surveya, and their collec-
tion may prove to be cumbersome and difficult. Sec-
ond, although such a stratagem may solve the problem
of calibrating the automobile aubmodes correctly and
would allow automobile occupancy to he estimated by
mode-choice purpose for the calibration data, it
does not solve the basic issue of calculating occu-
pancy by pur~se for multioccupant, multipurpose
automobiles, nor doea it solve the forecasting prob-
lems. Instead, it excludes them and replaces them
with a loss of trips and information.

Therefore, alternative compromises to provide
feaaible solutions for practical transportation
planning are proposed, which offer less overall er-
ror at the expense of varying levels of error by
purpose. The compromises can be illustrated by con-
sidering two common situationa in multioccupant,
multipurpose automobile trips:

1. The driver is performing a serve-passenger
trip (either home based or nonhome based) with a
paaeenqer(s) travelinq to work or school; the driver
will be classified as making either a home-baaed
other or a non-home-based trip and the paaaenqer(s)
will be classified as makinq either a home-baaed
work or home-based school trip; and

2. One occupant of the automobile ia travelinq
to work or school, while another occupant ia travel-
inq to the same destination for a nonwork, nonschool
purpose.

In both caaea the use of occupancy by purpose
will double count automobile trips, thereby obscur-
inq the estimation of automobile occupancy by trip
purpose. Three alternative compromises are defined.
First, it could be assumed that all double countinq
occurs with at leaat one occupant travelinq for work
or school, ao that estimated double countinq ia de-
ducted from work and school purposes only. This
solution will tend to understate the volume of autc-
mobile-vehicle trips for work and school and will
moat affect peak-hour asaignmenta. Second, all

double-counted automobile vehicles could be deducted
from the home-baaed other and non-home-based trips.
This ia equivalent to assuminq that every automobile
user performing a serve-paeeenger trip has the sama
purpose as his paasenqers. If peak-hour assignments
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or policies concerning HOV lanes and carpoolinq are
of primary concern, then this option, even thouqh it
overstates the number of vehicles affected, will be
the best option.

Third, and arbitrarily, half of the double count
for home-based work trips can be deductsd from each
of the home-based work trips and the two nonwork,
nonechool purpeses; and half of the double count for
home-based school can be deducted from itself and
the other half deducted from the two nonwork, non-
achool trips. This is difficult to justify because

the fraction of deduction is purely arbitrary. Yet
it may also be interpretable as the least biased of
the three compromise solutions.

CASE STUDY

The problems and solutions described in the preced-
ing sections are demonstrated much more clearly with
the case study, which illustrates all the problems
previously mentioned. Furthermore, the home-based

work (HBW) and home-based school (HBS) models were
originally developed as multioccupant models, where-

as the home-based other (HBO) and non-home-based
(NHB) models were of the driver-passenger type,
thereby demonstrating the pitfalls of this inconsis-
tent treatment of the automobile mode. Two other
items are of interest in the case study. First, evi-
dence was uncovered that the reporting of automobile
occupancy appears to be subject to a large reporting
error, which serves to obscure the computation of
corrections for double counting; and second, there
was an initial incorrect assumption made about aver-
age occupancy for the 3-or-more-occupant automo-
biles, the effect of which turns out to be small
compared with the effects of double counting.

The case study is for Honolulu, for which data
were collected in the fall of 1981. The data were
collected by means of a 24-hr travel diary in a pro-
cedure described in a paper by Ohstrom et al. elSe-
where in this Record.

Reporting Automobile Occupancy and Purpose

An analysis of the survey data clearly indicates
that the problematical mixed-purpose trips occur
frequently, even though trip purposes ~f other auto-
mobile occupants were not requested. The results ob-
tained from the survey data are given in Table 1.
The last two categories show that there are a number
of people who are engaged in serve-passenger trips,
whereas the first two categories show an imbalance
between car drivers and car passengers within the
purposes. However, this latter issue of an imbalance
is not conclusive evidence on its own. First, a
question arises as to whether the small sample data
produce a balance between automobile drivers and
automobile passengers, which implies that for every
two-occupant automobile driver there should be a
two-occupant passenqer; for every three-occupant
driver there should be two three-occupant passen-

T,4BLE 1 Drivers, Passengers, and OccupancyfromHonolulu
SurveyData

servePassenger
Home Nonhome

Mode Occupancy HBW HBS Based Based

Automobde drwer 2 225 79 426 391
Automobde passenger 2 205 158
Automobiledriver >3 71 93 315 285
Automobile oasserkzer 23 74 374 .-

gers; and so forth. This is far from what is found
in the data, which indicate that there are far too
few passengers or too many drivers at each occupancy
level (Table 2).

Six reasons can be advanced for this:

1. The sample contains more drivers than passen-
gers, thus representing a bias between passengers
and drivers;

2. Many of the drivers misread the occupancy
question and counted themselves as well (i.e., re-
porting one too many occupants);

3. The extra passengers are under 5 years old,
who are correctly reported as occupanta, but for
whom there are no trip logs, thus producing no pas-
senger reports;

4. Automobile passengers reported occupancy in-
correctly;

5. There is a higher probability of forgetting
to report an automobile-passengertrip than an auto-
mobile-driver trip; the 100 missing trip logs from
the households that provided responses to the mail
survey were from people making predominantly automo-
bile-paasengertrips; and

6. Automobile passengers misread the survey
question and marked themselves down as automobile
drivers in some cases.

TABLE 2 Driversand Passengersby ReportedOccupancyLevel

Occupants

I 2 3 4 5 6-10 >11

Driver 6,001 2,422 867 359 124 78 4
Passenger 1 1,374 700 484 231 141 19—— _
Total 6,002 3,796 1,567 z 355 % G

Probably, part of the answer ia to be found in
each of these six reasons. It is unlikely that any
one reason is solely responsible, or that any one
has no effect. For example, that 6,001 drivers re-
ported zero other occupants indicates that most
drivers probably reported occupancy correctly. (If
this question was consistently misread, there would
be zero one-occupant automobiles.) That the question
was misread sometimes is apparent because there is
one automobile passenger who reported zero other oc-
cupants. Similarly, if all the automobile drivers
were shifted to one lower occupancy, there would be
serious imbalances in the opposite direction. Iden-
tical argumenta can be made for automobile passen-
gers.

The discrepancy is also not likely to be due en-
tirely to children younger than 5 years old. If this
were the case, there would be 3,288 trips by chil-
dren younger than 5 years old as automobile passen-
gers. Assuming that half of the surveyed households
with two or more people in them have one child
younger than 5 years old (which would appear to be
an overestimate), then tbe survey households would
have not more than 624 children younger than 5 years
old. This would mean that these youngsters each make
5.27 trips per day compared with an average person-
trip rate of 2.83 trips. Alternatively, every house-
hold with more than one person would have to have
one child younger than 5 years old in the household
to average the trip rate of all people older than 5
years old; this is equally unlikely.

Similar arguments apply to the 100 missing triP
logs. These would have to have contained more than
32 automobile-paesengertcips each to compensate for
the missing automobile passerigers.Assuming an aver-
age of 4 automobile-passengertrips per missing 109
would account for only 400 of the ehortfall of aute
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mobile-passenger trips. Finally,
some evidence that respondents in
slightly higher income than the

although there is
the sample have a
average, and that

there were some intentional biases on household
size, it appears unlikely that the sample could be
biased to the extent that less than half Of the
automobile passengers that would be expected were
found in the sample (3,854 sampled automobile-driver
trips, where the number of passenger trips by occu-
pancy would lead to the expectation of 1,965 trips).
This would represent a large bias, and nothing else
in the data supports such a supposition.

Given this, the sample should be adjusted so that
it behaves consistently with the use of the model
outputs. The models are used to estimate automobile
use by occupancy, and every twc-occupant automobile
trip is assumed to generate 0.5 automobile-vehicle
trips, while every three-or-more-occupantautomobile
trip generates 1/3.7 automobile-vehicle trips for
HBW trips and 1/4.2 autombile-vehicle trips for HBS
tripa, as found empirically in these data.

Referring back to Table 2, there are 3,796 auto-
mobile trips with two occupants. These would be
assumed to be split evenly between drivers and pas-
sengers, giving 1,898 of each. This generates a
multiplier of 0.784 for two-occupant automobile
drivers and 1.381 for two-occupant automobile pas-
sengers. By a similar process, 837 automobile
drivers would have been estimated from the three-or-
more-occupant categories out of 3,007 automobile
trips, leaving 2,170 automobile passengers; but
1,432 drivers and 1,575 passengers were observed.
Therefore, correction multipliers of 0.584 for auto-
mobile drivera and 1.378 for automobile passengers
can be deduced. These figurea yield an all-purposes
average occupancy of 3.59 for the three-or-more-oc-
cupant automobiles.

The raw survey data indicate that there are 817
automobile drivers making serve-passenger trips with
two occupants in the car. Factoring this, as indi-
cated in the preceding paragraph, yields a total of
641 automobile-driver, two-occupant, serve-passenger
trips. The data indicate that 15.06 percent of auto-
mobile passengers in two-occupant automobiles were
making HBw trips, and 11.61 percent were making HBS
trips. Assuming that the drivers making serve-pas-
senger trips are distributed across all purposes in
the same proportions as the automobile passengers,
then 15.06 percent (97) FiBW automobile passengers
and 11.61 percent (74) HBS automobile passengers are
being driven by serve-passenger drivers. In the HBW
data there are 443 automobile trips with two
occupants. By using the procedure applied to model
forecasts, this would generate an esthete of 222
automobile-vehicle trips. But 97 of these automo-
bile-vehicle trips are already counted in the WSO
(HBO for modal split) and NNB purposes for automo-
bile drivers. Therefore, only 125 automobile-vehicle
trips from the 443 automobile-person trips should be
counted to avoid double counting. This yields a fac-
tor of 1/3.54 instead of 1/2 for the two-cccupant
automobile-person trips to convert them to automob-
ile-vehicle trips. This is a 43.6 percent reduction
in the automobile-vehicletrips from those estimated
without correction. Similarly, the school trips pro-
duced an observation of 241 automobile-person trips
with two occupants, which would produce an estimate
of 121 automobile-persontrips. However, 74 of these
are already counted in t4S0and NHB trips. Therefore,
the conversion factor from automobile-person trips
to automobile-vehicle trips for two-occupant l-lBS
automobile trips ia (121 - 74)/241, or 1/5.13.

An identical procedure should be applied to the
three-or-more-occupant automobile trips. The reader
can readily confirm that this produces conversion

faCtOKS to automobile-vehicle trips of 1/5.69 for
HBW and 1/13.24 for HBS trips.

The next question is to determine the effect of
this on the estimates of automobile-vehicle trips
obtained for the 159 zones and 1985 data (Table 3).
The original estimate of automobile-vehicle trips
for these person trips was 421,112. Applying the new
conversion factors yields an estimate of 393,338
automobile-vehicletrips. This shows a double count-
ing of 27,774 automobile-vehicle trips, or 6.6 per-
cent of the automobile-vehicle trips previously
estimated for HBW trips. Results for the HBS trips
are given in Table 4 and indicate a reduction of
22,394 automobile-vehicle trips, or 24.6 percent of
the original estimate.

TABLE3 Changes in Automobile-Vehicle TripEetimation
After Correction(HBW )

Origmal New
Automobile-Occupancy Category Person Vehicle Vehicle

Estimated one-occupant trips 356,837 356,837 356,837
Estimated two-occupant trips 104,312 52,156 29,466
Estimated three-or-moreacupant trips 40,027 12,129 7,035

Total 501,176 421,112 393,338

TABLE4 Changes in Automobile-Vehicle Trip Estimation
AfterCorrection( HBS)

Orrgmral New
Automobile-Occupancy Category Person Vetucle Vehicle

Estimated one-occupant trips 58,571 58,571 58,571
Estimated two~ccupant trips 29,470 14,735 5,745
Estimated three-or-more-occupant trips 58,918 17,854 4J4_5J

Total 146,959 91,160 68,766

In total, there were 1,880,090 estimated automo-
bile-vehicle trips for 1985, which these conversion
factors would reduce to 1,829,901, a reduction of
2.67 percent of the original estimate. There were
2,414,755 automobile-person trips in the 1985 esti-
mates, which yielded an average automobile occupancy
of 1.28. The revised automobile-vehicle trips in-
creases this to 1.32 persons per automobile.

The initial use of an average occupancy for
three-or-more-occupant vehicles of 3.3, corrected
subsequently to 3.7 for HBW and 4.2 for NBS trips,
contributed about 10 percent to the change noted in
these figures. Thus, although it is important to use
a correct average occupancy for the highest occu-
pancy grouping, the effects of an incorrect value
are small-compared with the problem of double count-
ing.

It is reasonable to assume that the number of
double-counted automobile will be a function of the
volume of HBW and HBS trips. Therefore, the correct
procedure must always be to initially estimate the
double count from these trips. However, there has to
be some inconaiatency in determining occupancy by
purpose and in attributing automobile-vehicle trips
to purposes because of the mixture of Pureosea
represented in any multioccupant automobile. There
are three alternative that could be used with some
justificationfrom this analysis.

Alternative 1: Reduction of Work and School Trips

Automobile-vehicle trips are r-educedsolely in the
HSW and HBS purpoaea. Therefore, the conversion fK@-
tora defined earlier in this papsr are used to com-
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pute vehicle trips from person trips. The conversion
factors are given in the following table (the re-
sults are summarized in Table 5):

Purpose and Occupancy Factor
HBW
Two occupants 1/3.54
Three or more occupants 1/5.69

HBS
Two occupants 1/5.13
Three or more occupants 1/13.24

Alternative 2: Reduction of Nonwork,
Nonschool Trips

The additional automobile-vehicletrips are deducted
from MSO and NHB instead of from HEW and NBS, after
first calculating the double count from the FIBWand
NBS trips. This involves calculating the fraction of
automobile-person trips for each of two occupants
and three or more occupants that represent double-
counted automobile-vehicle trips. If there were no
double countinq, then two-occupant vehicle trips
would be obtained by using a conversion of 0.5 on
automobile-person trips. The difference between this
and the revised conversion factor of 1/3.54 for NBW
is 0.2175. Thus there is a double count of 0.2175
times the 104,312 twc-occupant automobile trips. In
similar fashion, the factors that represent double
counted automobile-vehicle trips for each occupancy
of each purpose can be calculated, as noted in the
followinq table:

Purpose and Occupancy Factor
HBW
Two occupants 0.2175
Three or more occupants 0.0945

HBS
Two occupants 0.3051
Three or more occupants 0.1626

In the sample data, 64.68 percent of the automobile-
driver, serve-passenqer, multioccupant trips were
home based and 35.32 percent were nonhome based.
Therefore, after summing the total double-counted
automobile-vehicletrips, 64.68 percent are deducted
from MSO trips and 35.32 percent are deducted from
NHB tripe.

Applying this to the 1985 reqional trip eeti-
mates, 45,042 automobile-vehicle trips are double
counted. Deductinq these from the MSO and NRB auto-
mobile-driver trips, by using the percentages given
in the preceding paragraph, reduces the number of
auto!robile-drivertrips (and therefore the number of
automobile-vehicletrips) to 960,782 for MSO and to
361,982 for NIS. By using the corrected average oc-
cupancies for three or more occupants for HBW and
NBS trips, new estimates of 419,814 vehicle trips
for HBw and 87,342 for HBS are obtained.

Alternative 3: Reduction from All Trip Purpoees

Although much less eaey to justify, there is the
proposition to deduct one-half of the double counts
from each purpose. The double count for two-occupant
HBW trips is 22,688 vehicle trips, of which 11,344
would then be deducted from the HBW trips and 11,344
from MSO and NNB trips together. Similarly, 1,891
vehicle trips would be deducted from HBw threeeor-
more-occupant automobile trips, 4,496 from =S two-
occupant trips, and 4,790 from HBS three-or-more-oc-
cupant trips. A total of 14,567 and 7,954 trips
would be deducted from MSO and NNB trips, respec-
tively, for a total of 22,521 tripe.

It is instructive to see the effects of theee
alternatives against both the original estimates
with no correction for double counting and the cor-
rection to a more correct average occupancy. These
reSults are summarized in Table 5. It is also in-
teresting to note the automobile occupancies by pur-
pose that result from these various alternative
(Table 6). The results in Table 6 show some marked
variations in automobile occupancy by purpo8e.
Again, this serves to underline the problem of com-
puting automobile occupancy by purpose.

TABLE5 ComparisonofOriginalResultamdAftemative%luthm

UncOrrected
Purpose Corrected Alternative
and Oc- PersOn Vehicle occu-
cupancy Trips Trips panty 1 2 3

HBW 1 356,837 356,837 356,837 356,837 356,837 356,837
HBW 2 104,312 52,156 52,156 29,467 5~,,56 40.812
HBW >3 40,027 12,129 10,818 7,035 10,818
HBS 1

8,927
58,571 58,571 58,571 58,571 58,571

HBS2
58,571

29,470 14,735 14,73s 5,745 14,735 10,239
HBSa 3 58,918 17,854 14,028 4,450 14,028
MSO d

9,238
989,915 989,915 989>915 989,915 960,782 975,348

MSO P 314,454 314,454 314,454 314,454
NHB d

314,454 314,454
377,891 377,891 377,891 377,891 361,982 369,937

NHB P 84,360 84,360 84,360 84,360 84,360 84,360

TABLE 6 Vehicle Occupancy by TripPurposeforAlternatives

Vehicle Occupancy:
Uncorrected Threeor More Alternative

Purtrose Model Occuvancv Correction 1 2 3

HBW 1.19 1,19 1.27 1.19
HBS

1.23
1.61 1.68 2.14 1.68 1.88

HBO 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.32
NHB 1,22 1.22 1.22 1.23 1.32

Ae a final note, the overall magnitude of the
changes noted in this paper are of a similar order
of magnitude to many of the other errors in the
forecasting procese. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile
to seek a correction for at least four reasons.
First, much of the existing error in forecasting
models cannot currently be removed. Simply because
the errors noted here appear no greater than those
errors is no argument for ignorinq correction and
the possible improvement in accuracy to be obtained
from improved methods to estimate automobile occu-
pancy. Second, it is important to discern the inap-
propriateness of using, automobile occupancy to
assese the validity of data and modele. Failure of
data or models to reproduce observed automobile
occupancy by purpose provides no information on va-
lidity. Third, when HOV lanes are of policy concern,
the magnitude of the errors is large, proportion-
ately. Depending on the method used, HOV lane vol-
umes maY range up to 100 percent greater with one
method than with another. Fourth, the errors in
automobile occupancy could be reduced by redefining
some of the questions customarily asked in transpor-
tation surveys. In particular, attention ehould be
given to determining whether or not a survey instru-
ment deeign can be created that will both remove
current potentials for misreporting or mismeasuring
automobile occupancy, and permit data to be obtained
on the purposee of all occupante in a multioccupant
vehicle. With respect to the measurement problem~ it
is worth noting, anecdotally, that various designs
of questions used by the authors that specify ‘in-
cluding youraelfm and varioue other terms deeigned
to specify unambiguously how to count have all met
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with relatively similar rates of failure. Appar-
ently, most people just do not bother to read the
question properly and therefore are uninfluenced by
any qualifiers on occupancy.

CONCLUSIONS

Two final comments are in Order. First, one autome
bile-occupancy model specification should be applied
across all trip purposes, with the occupancy model
offering better information relative to current
transportation planning issues. One model specifica-
tion will simplify some of the problems in dealing
with the multioccupant, multipurpose automobile.
However, the analyais will still be necessary to ad-
just the derivation of automobile occupancy by trip
purpose for use in calculating automobile-vehicle
trips and for estimating the effects of HOV policies
and similar issues.

Second, if policies relating to carpoolinq, HOV
lanes, and similar concerns are to be examined, then
alternative 2 should be used, which will provide a
correct estimate of the number of three-or-more-oc-
cupant automobiles that are being used to work and
to echool, primarily in the peak period. Use of
alternative 1 would result in iqnorinq a number of
three-or-more-occupantautomobiles because they are
included in the MSO and NHB trips but are not expli-
cit as to occupancy. When automobile occupancy by
period or purpose is not critical, then alternative
1 (which is simpler) is probably the beet procedure
to use. Beyond this, the alternative procedures are
a matter of the preference of the analyst. Of
course, there is a danger that these various methods
can be used to justify alternative strategies, and
qreat care must be taken to select an alternative
that ia objectively justifiable and not subjectively
convenient.
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Successful Administration of a Mailed 24-Hour

Travel Diary: A Case Study

ERIC G. OHSTROM, JOAN B. OHSTROM. and PETER R. STOPHER

ABSTRACT

Recent trFtIISpOrtatiOn survey research has
shown that successful travel diaries can be
constructed, and that these diaries can col-
lect information on travel by individuals
for a period of 24 hr or more. The success-
ful diaries are comparatively expensive sur-
vey instrumentsand have been described pri-
marily in terms of use in conjunction with a
personal visit by an interviewer. The inter-
viewer may collect some information at the
time of the visit, but he plays an essential
role in explaining the use of the diary.
This interviewer visit has made the diary an
expensive survey instrument. A case study of
the administration of a travel diary survey
conducted through a combination of telephone
contact and mail-out, mail-back procedures
is described. In the description of this
case study it is shown that the diary can be
administered successfully by this means,
that the reaulta obtained are of a high
quality, and that a response rate signifi-
cantly higher than that associated with most
mail surveys can be obtained. A number of
details of the administration methods used,
which are believed to have contributed to
the success of the instrument, are dis-
cussed. The procedure described produced a
usable response rate of 58.5 percent of the
mail sample of households, from which it was
possible subsequently to calibrate new trip-
generation and modal-split models. Some of
the results obtained, including the higher
trip rates for non-home-based trips, are de-
scribed. It is suggeeted that refinements to
the instrument and procedures could generate
yet higher response rates.

Several papers have appeared recently extolling the
virtues of a travel diary for use in collecting a
24-hr record of houeehold membersg travel (l-4).
These travel diaries provide a means to have ;n~i-
viduals record details about their travel and ac-
tivities for a day in the future, rather than rely-
ing on recall. Brog et al. (~) and Stopher and
Sheskin (~) claim that the data obtained are more
complete than the data collected by the traditional
recall surveys used for the paat three decades in
transp.artationplanning activities. However, meet
transportation surveye that uee the diary have made
use of a face-to-face encounter between a survey
pereon and one or more members of the household to
administer the travel diaries (~).

Because of the need for careful deeign of the
diary (i.e., the use of various devices such as
color-keying, indented cuts, and special bindings),
the diary is a comparatively expensive survey in-
strument. In versions that these authors have used
in the United States, coste have varied between
about $0.75 and $1.25 per diary. Given an average
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requirement of more than three diaries oer house-
hold, the instrument alone can coet between $2.25
and S4.00 per househc . In addition, many of the
diaries will be returnv< spoiled or empty but unus-
able, or just not returned, thus increasing the coet
per household for completed, usable diaries. It ia a
conservative estimate that the instrument cost alone
for each completed household is approximately $10.
If this cost is added to the cost of the labor-in-
tensive activity of sending out survey personnel to
deliver and explain the use of the diaries, and pos-
sibly also to retrieve completed diaries, the surveY
unit costs increase considerably. In a 1980 survey

of this tYPe in Michigan, Stopher and Sheskin (~)
estimated the total per houeehold cost (including
data reduction) at approximately$125.

There hae been a slow acceptance of the diary for
urban area data collection. Some early efforts re-
ported low response rates, which may have been a
contributory factor to this slow acceptance. The
cost of the diary procedure may also have much to do
with this. However, the estimated travel-diary sur-
vey costs in excees of $100 must be aet in the con-
text of the coet of conventional home-interview sur-
veys that cost anywhere from about $80 to more than
$500 per houeehold, depending on deeign, length of
interview, response rates, and many other factors.
Furthermore, more efficient sampling methods other
than simple random sampling have been applied suc-
cessfully, thereby increasing the efficiency of the
survey personnel. Recent research (6,7) has indi-
cated that large samples, on the ord~r-of 2 percent
or more of regional household, are quite unneces-
sary for urban area updates; and that samplea of
considerably lees than 5,000 households produce data
of more than sufficient accuracy for virtually every
transportation planning need. These characteristics
have made the diary a practicable instrument, even
at a coat of more than $100 per household. However,
it is clear that, if the cost can be reduced, the
procedure becomes more accessible to many urban
areae and may offer a relatively low-cost method to
update decades-old data or collect data needed for
new types of models and forecasting procedures.

In this paper the use of the 24-hr travel diary
is described. The diary used a combination of tele-
phone and mail contacts that produced a high re-
seonae rate, appears to have generated data that may
be more complete than that obtained from more con-
ventional methods, and that cost substantially less
than $50 per completed household. The telephone con-
tact provided an extremely effective meane of random
sampling, without the need to eeek out and correct
some form of household sampling frame.

As is usual in a survey effort of this nature,
the procedures evolved as the survey proceeded.
Rather than a chronology of developments of the
technique, the procedure is described in the form in
which it was administered. A detailed and extensive
pilot survey was conducted but is not described
herein. Without this pilot survey, many of the auc-
ceesful elements of the final design would not have
been developed and implemented. Not all elements
were tested in the pilot survey, but those that were
not tested were introduced into the main survey to
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correct problems encountered in the pilot survey. In
this respect, the pilot survey was not only indis-
pensable to a good final survey, but succeeded in
all of the primary areas that pilot surveys are de-
signed to handle (g). One detraction from the case
study is that the survey was not designed as a ccml-
parative exercise among alternative methods or in-
struments. Therefore, the success of the instrument
and its administration must be based primarily on
response rates, nonresponse biases, and measures of
the quality of the data obtained.

DESIGN

Sample

The sample was designed to be selected in a two-
phase process. The first phase was a simple random
sample of telephone numbers generated by rando~dig-
it dialing. From the households contacted by tele-
phone, the second-phase sample was selected on the
basis of household size and automobile availability.
Before the survey, certain combinations of these two
variables were identified that should have encom-
passed more than 75 percent of households and more
than 80 percent of daily regional trip making. The
households contacted in the second-phase sample were
asked to complete travel diaries.

Survey Instruments

The first-phase sample was given a 5-reintelephone
interview that established household size, automo-
bile availability and ownership, number of workers
in the household, number of adults, type of housing,
and numbers of trips made by bus and car for each of
work and nonwork purposes by the contacted respon-
dent on the survey day. During the telephone inter-
view the interviewer identified whether the house-
hold was eligible for the diary survey. (This was
done by giving each interviewer a laminated selec-
tion grid that showed household size and automobile
ownership. The interviewer first placed a penny on
the column heading for the household size, and then
moved the penny down the column to the appropriate
value of the automobile availability. If the cell
had an X in it, the household was not selected-for
the travel-diary survey; otherwise, It was.) If the
household was eligible, the interviewer described
the diary survey briefly and requested the address
to which to send the diary materials. The contacted
respondent was informed of the day to be used to
complete the diaries.

The second-phase sample received a mall package
that contained several items. First, there were the
correct number of travel diaries (for all members of
the household who were at least 5 years old), on the
outside of each of which a sticker was attached in-
dicating the day of the week on which the diary was
to be filled out. The travel diary included not only
a diary section as described by Stopher and Sheskin
(~), but it also included a small booklet requesting
details about the respondent (age, gender, relation-
ship to other household members, education, driveras
license etatus, and eo forth) and details about one
of the trips selected from the diary. These details
included travel time components and cost for the
trip selected, and equivalent data on up to two
alternative travel modes for making that trip.

In addition to the diary, there was a one-page
eurvey form asking for certain characteristics of
the household. These details included the same
vehicle availability and ownership questions utzedin
the telephone survey, parking availability and cost

at home, military or civilian status (because of the
large number of military households on Oahu), house-
hold size, and income. The package also contained
two signs indicating the travel-diary day, an enve-
lope for collecting together and returning the sur-
vey forms (preaddreseed and printed with a reply-
paid postage licenee), and a cover letter from the
director of the metropolitan planning organization
(l@O) indicating the purpose of the survey, the im-
portance of the household’s response, and a tele-
phone number to use for questions about the survey.

The entire package was mailed out in a large
White envelope. Computer-generated addrass labels
were fixed to the envelopes, using the contacted
respondentqe name, if given to the telephone inter-
viewer. Postage stamps rather than metered or pre-
paid bulk mail were used for mailing, and these
stamps included come attractive commemorative stamps
(~).

Contact Procedure

Household were contacted initially by telephone,
and those households that were eligible were then
mailed a package of survey materials, as described
in the preceding section. The travel-diary day was
set as the came day of the week as the day of the
telephone contact, but 1 week later. This was done
in the belief that it would help respondents remew
ber the day more easily, and because it would be
less complicated for the telephone interviewers.The
only exception to this procedure wae for telephone
interview made on Saturday (no calling was done on
Sundays). The interest was to obtain travel data
from weekdays, eo that Saturday interviews set the
diary for the Wednesday or Thursday (10 to 11 days)
following the telephone interview. (Use of the
Wednesday or Thursday immediately following would
not have provided sufficient time for the mail pack-
ages to arrive.)

A telephone follow-up was used with all house-
holds, based on a computer listing of the names, ad-
dreeses, and telephone numbers for each travel-diary
day. This contact was made on the evening before a
houeehold’s travel-diary day by ueing specially
trained interviewee. The purposes of this contact
were to remind houeeholde of the agreed-on travel-
diary day, to make sure that the survey package had
been received and opened, and to answer any ques-
tions about the eurvey. In the few instances where a
package had not been received, the address wae veri-
fied and another package mailed with the request
that the travel-diary day be the same weekday 1 week
later. If the package had been received but not
opened, the person called was aeked to get the pack-
age and open it, and the interviewer explained what
was in the package and how to use each item.

If a mail package had not been returned by 4 days
after the travel-diary day, a reminder postcard wae
sent, urging completion on the same weekday of the
week in which the reminder waa received. Further

follow-ups had been planned but were not executed
because the response rate already achieved by these
prior methods exceeded the clients’ expectations and
requirements. A limited follow-up and targeted re-
mailing was undertaken and is described later in the
paper. A ‘thank-you- letter and a copy of the State
Highway Map were sent to all households that re-
turned crsepletedpackages.

Logistice

The success of a multiple-contact survey of this
type resides largely in an effective logistical
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design. The idea behind this is to make each respon-
dent balieve that his or her response to the survey
is so important that the survey administration knows
on precisely which day he or ahe is to complete
travel diaries and knows whether the survey has been
completed and returned.

The procedure for mailing out survey forms in-
cluded a series of steps of checking, computerizing,
packaging, and dispatching the forms. It ia most
easily described by considering a specific dayns
telephone interviews, that ia, the first Wednesday.
Telephone interviews were undertaken on Wednesday
evening and were completed by about 8:30 p.m. on
Thursday morning all telephone interviews, still in
individual interviewer binders, were checked visual-
ly fOK completeness, correct designations of the
household by cell of the trip-generation matrix,
readability of the addresa, and correct identifica-
tion of mail-out statua. Specific errors were noted
and the interviewer was informed of these and in-
structed on correcting problems before the start of
the evening’s interviewing. During checking, the
interviews were tabulated by household size and
vehicle availability categories to determine the
distribution of surveys obtained and particularly to
determine where termination were occurring. This
lead, for example, to discovery that the early days
of the survey were experiencing an exceptionally
high termination rate for one-person households.
After sensitizing interviewers to this issue, the
response of these households improved dramatically.

After checking, the eligible interviewa were
sorted by number of travel diaries to be sent out

for the mail-out surveys, followed by ineligible
households, and finally by terminations that were
complete enough to keypunch. In this order, the
interviews were then sequenced-numbered by using a
numbering system baginning at 110001, where the”
first two digits designated the main interview sur-
vey. Each new day*s interviewing bagan at the next
hundred. Thus Wednesday, October 21 had interviews
numbered 110001 through 110111. Thursday,&tobar 22
then commenced at 110201. A log was maintained show-
ing the beginning and ending number for each day and
the assigned logging day and date for each.

The sequence-numbered forms were turned over to
the keypuncher who completed a second visual check,
looking specifically for problems likely to be en-
countered in the direct keypunching proceee. Usually
tbia check was carried out in the late afternoon,
after the interviewers reported for the evening’s
interviewing, so that any questions could be di-
rected to the responsible interviewer. The complete
answer set to the telephone interview was keypunched
during the evening, checked for errors, and both a
recontact listing and a set of addreas labels were
generated.

For Wednesday evening”s interviewing, the key-
punching was c~leted on Thursday evening and ad-
drese labels were available by Friday morning. The
address labels included the sequence number of the
household, the number of travel diaries to be
mailed, and the diary day. On the morning that the
address labale became available, the mail-out pack-
ages were assembled. This assembly included stamping
the household number on each of the travel diaries,
on the household-interview form, and on the return
envelopa. The package was made up for each household
and mailed at a U.S. postal facility providing next-
day delivery eervice. Thus Wedneaday*s interview
were proceseed and mail surveys were sent by Friday
afternoon, with delivery probably occurring on
Saturday and Monday. With the travel-diary day being
the following Wednesday, most households would re-
ceive their survey packages about 3 days before the
diary day. This procedure was followed throughout

the survey period, except that interviews from Sat-
urday were delayed by 1 day beyond this schedule.

The telephone recontacts were set Up by using the
computer listing produced when the telephone inter-
view was keypunched, as noted earlier. The household
sequence numbers were transferred to the recontact
interview sheets for each evening”s calls. The pro-
cedure was to work straight through the households
in sequence order, making one attempt at each num-
ber. If the household was contacted successfully,
the number was checked off on the computer listing,
and the answer spaces were filled out on the recon-
tact form. When one pass through the list was com-
pleted, the interviewers returned to the beginning
of the list and reattempted each of the unsuccessful
initial contacts. This procedure was repeated a
third time during the evening, after which recontact
was concluded. Requests for a later call back were
accommodated if the call back was to be within the
telephone-interviewingperiod, or only a short time
beyond the end of it. In this way some 75 to 80 per-
cent of all mail-out householda were recontacted
successfully on the evening of their travel-diary
day.

The telephone recontact alao represented a means
of checking and verifying the computerized record of
telephone numbers and addresses. Corrections were
keypunched on the following evening and a dual set
of labels produced from the corrected records, to-
gether with an extra mailing label for those cases
where a remailing was to be done. The dual set of
labels consisted of two consecutive labels for each
household. The first had the word “card” printed at
the top right and the second had tbe word “thanks”
printed there. These were used to mail and control
the subsequent follow-up.

As aur.vey packages were received in the mail,
each package was date-stamped, opened, and its con-
tents examined. The travel diaries were opened to
see if they had been filled out, and the number
filled out was written on the outside of the return
envelope in the space provided. The household survey
form was checked to see if it was filled out, and
the appropriate space was marked for this on the
outside of the envelopa. Returns were sorted into
numerical order during this process, and the number
of packages returned by day of original survey (in-
dicated by the household number) was recorded. This
provided a profile of the returna by time from the
original interview, as discussed later in this paper.

For each survey day~s responses, once the dual
set of labels had been generated, a cross-check was
made between returned packagea and the labels. The
labels showed both the household number and the num-
ber of travel diaries, while the return envelope now
bore the number of returned, completed diaries. If
missing diaries were detected by this check, this
was marked on the envelope; and, in the event that
not more than one diary was missing, a thank-you was
sent to the household. If the survey package was
processed before mailing of the reminder postcard,
then the label marked “card” was crossed through and
that marked ‘thanks” was used to send the thank-you
package. If the package was too incomplete for a
thank-you, both labele were crossed through.

On the day designated for postcard mailing, all
the uncrossed “card” labels were used on reminder
postcards. After the reminders were sent, “thanks”
labels continued to be used to send out thank-you
packages as complete returns were received, Or were
crossed through if an incomplete return was re-
ceived. This procedure proved to be an effective way
of keeping track of returns and remindere, and OnlY
a few errors (lese than 10) were detected in which
an incorrect thank-you or reminder was sent. (One
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household sent back an
package, with a note to
Pleted the survev forms

incorrectly sent thank-you
say that they had not com-
and did not intend to, and

therefore felt they should return the thank-you
package.)

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

Telephone Survey

A total of 2,883 telephone interview were con-
ducted, including 247 interviews of households that
qualified for mailing but refused to give a mailing
address. These are included in the 313 terminations
in Table 1, not in the successful interview. The
rate of 65.5 percent of ineligible numbers called
for interview is considered relatively low. Past
telephone surveya have shown thie rate to range
between 75 and 85 percent. The lower rate in this
survey is considered to be due to the sampling in
proportion to numbers assigned by prefix (exchange)
and to exclusion of the numbers outside the minimum
and maximum currently aaaigned within each prefix.

TABLE 1 Disposition of Telephone C& Made

TelephoneNumbers Called

Dlsposlt]on No. Percent

Not m service 4,599 30.9
Business 863 5.8
Number changed to new listing’ 380 2.6
No answer 2,773 18.7
Busy 1,060 7,1
Recorderb 64 0.4
Totalineligible 9,739 65.5

Terminated 313 2.1
Refused 1,364 9.2
Unsuccessful request for call back 562 3,8

Eligible nonresponses 2,239 F
Successful interviews 2,883 19.4

Total eligible 5,122 G

Note: Data am from Schtmpeler.Corradino Associatm.

aA telephone company recorded messagemdicatmg a new number assigmd
was conwdered eq. ivale”t to not. in.service status for numbers selected by
the computer.

b~ recorder was considered equivalent to no ‘answer and tried again.

All interviewing wae conducted in Englieh, al-
though there are many Oahu residents whose native
language is not English. Translation problems and
the expected difficulty of finding multilingual
interviewers dictated a restriction to English. Of.
all telephone contacts, 191 households had language
problems such that no telephone interview could be
conducted. These are included in the terminated
calls in Table 1. If answers could be obtained, but
it was apparent that the household members would be

unlikely to be able to deal with the written ques-
tionnaire, the interviewer was instructed to mark
households otherwise eligible for a mailing as PLP
(foreign language problem) and treat the household
as ineligible. Only 5 such cases were encountered
out of the 2,883 completed telephone interview.

If the interviewer wae unable to get a single
question answered by the eelected respondent, this
was designated a refusal. The volume of refueals at
1,364, or 26.6 percent of eligible numbers, is con-
sidered high, but generally does not reflect on the
skill of the interviewers. A call was considered to
end in a termination if the interviewer succeeded in
asking at least one question of the selected respon-
dent and obtained an answer. The low rate of termi-
nations, at 6.1 percent, is a reflection of the
skill of the interviewer in obtaining responses once
a respondent was contacted who could be pereuaded to
answer the first question. Furthermore, the number
of respondents who terminated during the main ques-
tioning in this survey, as opposed to refusing to
give an address for mailing, was only 66, or 1.3
percent. The unsuccessful requeets for call back
were those inetancee where contact wae made with a
household and the respondent requested a subsequent
call back. Up to three attempts were made to recall
the household, with each of these attempts being
several days apart and with at least one on a week-
day and one on a Saturday. Of these, 562 remained as
failures to make a further contact by the end of the
calling period.

Mail Surve~

Of the 2,883 interviews conducted, 2,595 were with
households eligible for a mail survey, 2,348 of
which provided an address and were sent survey
forms. A total of 1,485 mail forms were returned.
The distribution of telephone and mail eurveys by
day of week ie given in Table 2. The data show a
fairly even distribution of survey effort by day of
week, with only Thursday showing a significant drop
below the other days, although this is compensated
for in a higher eligibility rate and a higher re-
sponse rate. Overall, about 90 percent of inter-
viewed households qualified for the mail survey, and
this varied from a low of 87.3 percent to a high of
92.6 percent. Of interviewed houeeholde, 81.4 per-
cent were mailed surveys, and this varied by day of
week from 78.0 to 83.7 percent. An average of 51.5
percent of all households contacted (57.2 percent of
all eligible households, and 63.3 percent of all
household mailed surveys) responded to the mail
survey, with a variation from 48.5 to 55.2 percent
by day of week.

The data in Tablee 3-6 give the distributions of
interviews by household size and vehicle availabil-
ity. The zeroes in Tables 4-6 are in those cells
where no mail surveys were designed to be sent out.
Only 7 of the 12 cells of the matrix were designed

TABLE2 DistributionofTelephoneandMaii-BackSurveysbyDayof
Week Called

Eliglble for Mail Sent Out Returned

Day lnterwews No, Percenta No. Percenta No. Percenta

Monday 430 398 92.6 360 83.7 229 53.3
Tuesday 467 423 90,6 380 81.4
Wednesday

232 49.7
519 453 87.3 40s 78.0 256 49.3

Thursday 382 350 91,6 312 81.6 207 54.2
Friday 524 472 90.1 435 83.0 289 55.2
Saturday 561 499 88.9 457 81.5 272 48.5

Total 2,883 2,595 90.5 2,340 81.5 1,485 51.5
Note. I)atn are from Schimpeler.Corrad, no Associates

aPerce. tage$ are of infervtews conducted.
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T.4BLE3 Diatnbution of Telephone lnterviewa Conducted

Distnbutlonby Personsper Household “

Vehicles per 1 2-3 4 >5 Total
Household NO, Percent No, Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

o 65 2.2s 98 3.40 14
1

0.49 16 0,55
188

193
6.52 S88

6.69
20.40 164 5.69 126 4.37 1,066 36.98

>2 24 0.83 653 22.65 462 16.02 485 16.82 1,624 56.33—.
Total

—— —
z 9.60 1,339 46,45 z 22.20 G 21.74 2,883 100.00

Note: Data are from Schimpeler.Cmradino Assxtates,

TABLE 4 DistributionofInterviewsEligibleforMailing

Vehiclesper Distributionby Persons per Household

Household I 2-3 4 >5 Tnt,l

o 0 97 0 0 97
188 586

;2
o 126 900

0 653 483 1,598462 _ _

Total G 1,336 462 609 2,595
Note Da!. are from Schtmneler.Corradino Associates.

TABLE 5 DistributionofInterviewsMailedOut

Vehicles per D1str!butlon by Persons per Household

Household I 2-3 4 >5 Total

o 0 87 0 0
1

87
165 527 0 114 806

>2 0 583 422 451 _1,456

Total 165 1,197 422 565 2.349

?Jole Data are fmm Schtmpelec.cocc admo $.SSOCW.WS

for mail out. From the data in Table 3 it can be
seen that the omitted cells comprise 9.8 percent of
the households interviewed by telephone. Primarily,
the differences between Tables 4 and 5 are those
households that refused to provide an address. In
Table 6 the percentages of mail surveys returned in
each cell are given. With the exception of the
2- and 3-person households with no vehicles, the
rates are quite similar and show an even response
over the matrix.

The high mail-back response to the survey is con-
sidered to have been achieved, at least in large
measure, by the telephone recontact on the day be-
fore the travel-diary day for each household. In
general, the reaction to recontact was positive.
Many respondents indicated that they were ready to
complete the forms and hsd no questions. An almost
equal number either had not opened the package but
did so under the prompting of the interviewer, or
had opened it and had questions about the materials.
A number of those contacted indicated initially that
they did not plan to respond, but some of those ap-
peared to be persuaded to do so by the interviewer.
The remaining contacts generally indicated an as-
sortsnentof problems, most of which occurred only
once or twice in each evening and probably consti-
tuted not more than 1 to 2 percent of all mail outs,
although a precise count was not maintained.

TABLE6 DistributionofInterviewsReturned

1. Some contacted households indicated they had
not received the survey package, even thouqh the
address was verified as correct. No action was taken
on those, because it waa assumed that the Post Of-
fice had delayed delivery or the person contacted
had overlooked the arrival of the packaqe or was un-
aware of it.

2. Some contacted households indicated they har3
not rsceived the survey and an error was found in
the address. This error appeared to include the re-
spondent having given an incorrect or incomplete
address, the telephone interviewer makinq an error
in transcribing the address, or a keypunch error in
the address. These were corrected, and a new package
was sent out.

3. In some instances the telephone number called
was of someone completely different from the name
and address recorded. Whenever possible, the name
and addrese were then looked up in the telephone
directory and the correct telephone number ineerted.
In many of these cases, however, the name and ad-
dreee were not listed. From a log kept that indi-
cated the section of a page of computer-generated
telephone numbers that an interviewer called each
evening and from the interviewer number on the tele-
phone-interview form, the telephone numbers called
were searched. This search used a reverse directory
to check each marked number for the name and addrese
in question. Through this process, about half of
these casee were recovered and correct telephone
numbers appended. Some of these instancea were re-
covered more simply, becauee a comparison between
computer listing and original interview showed a
simple keypunching error. Also, a few instances re-
vealed a different name but the same address and
subsequently were found to indicate a multifamily
household. The remainder could not be traced and,
for them, the telephone number on the computer rec-
ord was removed.

The return profile for the mail-back survey is
given in Table 7. Not unexpectedly, this profile
shows that returns generally peaked two to three
daya after the designated diary day, suggesting that
most respondents completed their travel diaries on
the designated day. After the tenth day from the
interview (thirteenthfor Saturday, with ita delayed
diary daye), the response declines quite rapidly,

but there was a small increase around the fifteenth
to sixteenth days following the postcard reminder
and second diary day. There is, however, no way to

Distribution by Persons per Household

Vehicles per 1 2-3 4 >5

Household No. Percent No. Percent No, Percent No. Percent Total

o 0 41 47,1 0 0 41
1 11s 69.7 340 64.5 0 65 S7.O 520
>2 0 386 66,2 266 63.0 272 60.3 924

Total 115 767 266 K 1,485

Note: Data are from Schimpelec-Corradino Associates.
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T.kBLE7 ReturnProfifeforMaiI-BackSurveys

Daysfrom ReturnProfde (%) by Day of Week of lntervlew

lnterwew Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

6 0.4 0.4 0 0.5 0.3 5.1
7’ 0,4 1.3 I ,4 I .0
8

17 1.1
15.7 10.3 0.4 11.6

9
1.7 8.4

31.9 15.9 15.2 11.1
10

19.4 0.4
7.9 25.0 17,0 24,6

11
14.6 1,8b

12.7 13.4 14,4 5.8
i2

17.7 9.9’J
96 3.0 5.1 11.6

13
17.0 11.0

1.3 6.5 6,1 10.6 2.4 18.3
14’ 0.4 i .3 9,0 1.9 4,2 11.7
15 3.5 7.8 2.2 4.8 4,9 3.3
16 5.7 2.6 2.9 3.9 0 21
17 1,? 2.6 5.8 0.5 2.8 1.5b
18 2.2 2.6 0.4 1.9
19

2.1 4.8b
1.3 0 1.4 0.5 3.1

20
2.2

0 0.9 1.1 3.4 2.1
21*

1.5
0.4 0.4 0.7 0.5

22
0.7 5.5

1.3 0.4 0 0.5 0 0
23 0,4 0,4 0.4 0..5 0
24

1.5
0 0.9 1.8 0

25
07 1.8b

0.9 0.4 0 1.0 0.3 o.4b

Other ~,~ 3,9 5.1 3.9 6.3 7.7

Note: Data are from Sch,mpeler.Corrad t.o Associates.

aDmrYday.
bTravel-diary days for%t. rdsy mfewmws
cDiary day 2.
dl)iary day 3.

define how many responses were received as a result
of the reminder postcard. It appeara to be in the
range of 8 to 12 percent of all returns. A small ad-
ditional surge occurred after the third diary day,
although the total volume of this was, as expected,
small. Most of the remaining responses came from a
targeted remailing of survey packages that occurred
about 30 to 35 days after the original interviews.
The remailing was a targeted remailing sent to
households in certain zip codes and categories of
household size and vehicle availability that were
considered to have a response rate that was signifi-
cantly below the general responee rate. A total of
190 such mailings were sent out, of which 27 (14.2
percent) were returned.

With respect to this targeted remailing, it is

interesting to speculate that, if the original plan
to send a remailing to all nonresponding households
had been executed, an extrapolation of this response
might indicate the size of the final response that
could have been achieved. A total of 863 remailing
could have been made, given the nonresponding total,
and a 14 percent response from this would have added
a further 121 responses that might have been ob-
tained, leading to an increase of 5.2 percent in the
response rate for households receiving mail surveys.
Such a reminder process should have achieved a final
response rate of 67.5 percent. It is also reasonable
to suppose that the targeted households for this re-
mailing were inclined to be more nonresponsive than
the average, so that it may also be speculated that
this represents the low end of the potential re-
sponse achievable.

Follow-up for Missing Data

Included in all of the response figures are all
packages received by mail. Of these, 24 packages
proved to be outright refusals, with the forms re-
turned blank, which reduced the respense total to
1,461 and the response rate by 1.6 percent. In addi-
tion, 37 of the 2,338 packages mailed were returned
by the Post Office as undeliverable and no correct
address was found from reverse directories, recon-
tact telephone calls, or all other means available.
These also are considered to constitute refusals, in
that probably an intentional wrong address was pro-

vided. However, these 37 were not included in any of
the reported returns. The refusals that were mailed
back are evenly distributed over the household types
defined by the trip-productionmatrix.

Subsequent analyais of the remaining returns
revealed various elements of missing or conflicting
data. It had been decided much earlier that a return
would be considered complete if it was missing not
more than one-third of the travel diaries that
should be returned (i.e., no travel diaries missing
for households sent one or two; one missing for
households sent two through five; and two missing
for those sent six through nine), and that critical
questions on household size, vehicle availability,
and household location had been answered on the
mail-back forms. In those cases where the returned
survey would be described as incomplete on this
basis and, in addition, when any information was
missing from the household survey form or any travel
diaries were blank or missing, an attempt to corrr-
plete the data by telephone was undertaken. A second
category of responses requiring follow-up was iden-
tified: this was when critical data provided in the
telephone interview differed from the data provided
in the mail-back survey. Resolution of such con-
flicts was considered to warrant a telephone call.
In many instances the conflicts were found to have
arisen because of changes in the household between
the original telephone interview and the travel-dia-
ry day, or because of an error in the information
given to the telephone interviewer.

This follow-up procedure was reasonably success-
ful in completing otherwise incomplete surveys and
reeolving conflicts, and it was relatively inexpen-
sive at $2.00 per household. However, 90 responses
were classified as too incomplete to be usable, re-
ducing the final usable sample to 1,370 observa-
tions. The distribution of these complete surveys by
the two primary categorization variables is given in
Table 8.

USEFULNESS OF RESULTS

The data produced by this survey have been used sub-
sequently to develop new models of trip generation
and modal split for long-range regional transporta-
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T.ABLE8 DistributionofUazbleSurveysby Household
Siseand VehicleAvailability

Vehicles per D!stnbutmn by Persons per Household

Household 1 2-3 4 >5 Total

o s 33 0 2 40
I !16 310 6 56
>~

488
I 356 237 249 843

Total 122 z 243 307 1,371
NoteD.ta,mfrom Schunpe ler.Ccmradmo .Wsoctates,

tion planning in Oahu. The data could be used, but
have nOt been, for recalibrating the trip-length
distributions for the gravity model. As a brief sum-
mary of the results obtained from the data, it can
be noted that cross-classification mcdels of trip
production were produced for six purposes, and esti-
mates of trip rates by household were produced that
compared favorably with rates from other recent
studies. For example, the weighted average person
trip rate for Oahu was determined to be 3.08 motor-
ized tripa per day, compared with rates of 2.80
(1980) and 2.46 (1965) in southeast Michigan, 3.OO
(1977) and 1.66 (1962) in Baltimore, and 1.57 (1977)
in San Juan. Earlier studies in Oahu had also indi-
cated a tendency for households on the island to
show a higher trip-making rate than households on
the mainland. It is also speculated that the travel-
diary approach is more successful in obtaining a
reasonably complete report of trip making.

Similarly, logit models of mode choice were cali-
brated for four purposes--home-based work, home-
based school, home-based other, and nonhome based--
with calibration data sets of 458, 329, 361, and 277
for the four purposes, respectively. Satisfactory
models were obtained in each case, with coefficients.
that were within the expected ranges, t-scores that
exceeded the 99 percent significance level, and
satisfactory chi-square and rho-square statistics.
For the selected models, the chi-square for home-
based work was 355.3, with 9 degrees of freedom
(df); for home-based school it was 134.1, with 8 df;
for home-based other it was 34.0, with 6 df; and for
non-home-based trips the chi-square was 113.8, also
with 6 df. These all indicate reasonable fits to the
data, and indicate that the data collected were
clearly adequate for the job.

CONCLUSIONS

The case study reported in this paper demonstrates a
procedure by which an intensive survey, based on
travel diaries, was administered by telephone and
mail and achieved a 50 percent saving in the survey
cost per completed return, compared with the use of
personal interviewers.The final result of this sur-
vey was the achievement of a mail-back response of
1,370 usable household returns, which represented a
58.5 percent response rate for the mail-back portion
of the survey. Because the survey described here was
conducted very much as a pioneering effort, it is
considered that this response rate should be sble to
be improved further in subsequent refinements of the
procedure,

The survey used some duplicate questioning sO
that it is also possible to deduce the nonreaponse
biaaes of the mail-back survey. This haa not been
explored in this paper, but it is an important ele-
ment of the validity and value of a survey of this
type.

The data produced have been used subsequently to
develop new models of trip generation and modal
split for long-range regional transportation plan-
ning on Oahu. The data could be used, but have not
been, fOr recalibrating the trip-length distribu-
tions for the gravity model.
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Analysis of Geographical and Temporal Variation in

Vehicle Classification Count Statistics

DAVID L. GREENE, PATRICIA S. HU, and GLENN F. ROBERTS

ABSTWCT

The problem of estimating highway travel by
vehicle type usinq available traffic vehicle
classification count data is discussed. The
data are analyzed by usinq techniques of
discrete multivariate analysis. It is deter-

mined that vehicle type relative frequency
distributions vary importantly across re.
gions, hiqhway systems, seasons, day of
week, and time of day, but that interactions
amonq these factors, which would complicate
estimation of travel, are not of qreat
i-rtance. The only important two-way in-
teractions involve hiqhway system type;
therefore it is possible to derive unbiased
estimates of vehicle travel by vehicle type
and hiqhway system even from a nonrandom
sample of classification count observations,
provided that total travel by system }S

known. Some exploratory disaqqreqate vehicle
travel estimates are presented.

The quantities of travel by type of vehicle and type
of hiqhway system are fundamental trans~rtation
data. Such information is important for analysis and
forecasting of travel and enerqy use and for deter-
mining exposure rates in studies of hiqhway safety.
Vehicle survey data are useful for estimating travel
by vehicle type, but not by hiqhway system (1,2). In
order to obtain travel estimates disaqqreq-at-edin
both dimensions, vehicle classification count sta-
tistics are needed. Classification count data con-
sist of hourly counts of vehicles by type that are
recorded at a particular location on the hiqhway
evstem network. Determining disaqqreqate travel by
vehicle and hiqhway type is thus a problem of infer-
rinq vehicle miles from vehicle counts.

If there were a efficiently large, well-aesiqned
random sample of traffic counts, deriving unbiaeed
estimates of vehicle travel would be, in principle,
a rather simple exercise. Unfortunately, while
there is a great volume of classification count
data, none hae been collected according to a sta-
tistically desiqned samplinq plan. The problem ie
then one of removing, to the qreatest extent pos-
sible, the bias inherent in the existinq eample. To
do this effectively, the variation in vehicle type
distributions across time and space muet be under-
stood. If temporal and spatial dimensions affect
the distribution of vehicle types independently,
then sample bias can be corrected by a simple re-
weiqhtinq of the data.

Thie paper ie divided into three parts. In the
firat part a probabilistic model of vehicle type
relative frequencies, which helps to clarify the re-
lationship between vehicle milee and vehicle counte
by vehicle type, is presented. Second, the three ma-
jor sources of vehicle classification data are de-
ecribed, and the results of an analysie of the
etructure of classification count data ueinq loq-

linear models are presented. The implication for
ueinq available data to estimate dieaqqregate
vehicle travel are discussed. Finally, several pre-
liminary estimates of travel by 13 vehicle typee and
10 hiqhway syetem classee are presented and dis-
cussed. In the concluding section the interpretation
of these estimatea is discussed and important areas
for further research are recommended.

STATISTICAL MODEL OF VEHICLE TYPE COUNTS AND TRAVEL

Traffic counts do not represent vehicle travel but
rather represent density at a point on a road. Thus
a set of aeeumptione muet be specified by which
vehicle travel eeti~tee can be derived fr~ vehicle
count data. It ie shown that if a functional class
can be divided into homogeneous systems, then an
unbiased eetimate of vehicle type relative frequen-
cies can be obtained ae a weiqhted averaqe of the
estimated syetem relative frequencies. Thie reeult
will be used in the section Exploratory Dieaggreqate
Eetimates of Vehicle Travel to eetimate relative
frequencies and travel by vehicle type for func-
tional highway clasaes. The syetems used will be
regional functional claeees classified by eeason,
day of week, and time of day. The analysia of the
variability of vehicle type relative frequencies
across these eyetems in the next section will chow
that a particularly simple weightinq echeme can be
used that permits weighte for temporal dimension to
be constant across systeme. That the syetems defined

~V in fact not be homogeneous is a persistent prob-
lem that can only be solved by improved random
samplinq strategies.

Assume that a functional hiqhway clase (see Table
1) is divided into seqments that are efficiently
small and homogeneous that vehicle miles on the seq-
ment are equal to its length times a traffic count
taken anywhere on the eegment. The seqment then
forms the baeic unit of analysie becauee there is
nothinq to be qained by subdividing it.

A collection of eegments with identical (in prac-
tice, similar) traffic deneitiee and vehicle type
distributions are called a system in thie paper.
Clearly, a qiven functional highway class (e.q., ur-
ban Interstate) may be made up of eeveral different
syet,ems. In fact, the same strip of rosd can be
considered to belong to different systems, dependinq
on the time of day or eeason of the year. In thie
senee a functional class hae no underlying param-
eters of its own to be estimated, but rather ia
merely a sum of individual systeme. Becauee the qoal
is to make inferences about vehicle miles of travel
on functional hiqhway clasess, theee will be derived
from weighted averaqes of inference about the sys-
tems that compose it. In particular, for the pur-
poses of this study, the interest ie in inferrinq
the distribution of. vehicle milee by vehicle type
for each functional claes.

Assume that an obeerver, standinq at a roadside
recordinq vehicle counts fer a fixed time period
euch as an hour, is obeervinq “a random procees. In
particular, if N total counte are recorded durinq
the period, aesume that the probability of obeervinq
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Day 2

Time of day 5

Veh~cl.e type 13

T.ABLE 1 VariablesandCategories

Variable %umber Category

Quarter 4 I St
2nd
3rd
4th

Re~on 4 Northwest
South
North Central
West

Road type 10 Interstate, rural
Other principal arterlals, rural
Minor arterials, rural
Major collectors, rural
Minor collectors, rural
Interstate, urban
Other freeways, urban
Other principal artenak, urban
Minorarterials,urban
Collectors,urban
Weekday
Weekend
5:00-9:00a.m.
9:00a.m.-3:OOp.m.
3:00-7:00 p.m.
7:00-1 I :00 p.m.
1I :00 p.m. -5:OO a.m.
Standard and compact cars
Subcompact cars
Motorcycles
Buses
Pickups, panels, and other two-axle, four-

tlre trucks
Two-axle, six-tire single-unit trucks
Two-Or-more-axles@e-unit trucks
Three-axle combination trucks
Four-axle tractor-semicomblnations
Other four-axle combinations
Three-axle tractor, two-axle semicombina-

tions
Other five-axle combinations
Six-or-more-axle combinations

Cl vehicles of type 1, C2 of type 2, up to Cm
of type m is given by the multinominaldistribution,

P(C,,C2,....Cm)=N! ~ P~k/k& Ck! (1)
~.,

The pk’s are the probabilities of observing a ve-
hicle of type k in a sample of one, or alterna-
tively, the relative frequencies of type k vehicles
in the total population of vehicles traveling the
given system. Also, it is required that

.
Z Ck=N.
~.,

In general, the total number of counts recorded
in an hour will itself be a random variable. Assume
that the number of counts observed will follow a
Poisson distribution. The Poisson is widely used
both in traffic engineering and elsewhere to repre-
sent random arrivals (~):

Pk(N)=e-k (kN/N!) (2)

The Poisson distribution has expected ValUe (mean)
and variance both equal to a. Compounding the
Poisson and multinominaldistributions in this way
results in a distribution in which each of the
vehicle type counts is distributed Poisson with
Parameterkk = ~k~ (~)J

f’KI. C2).. .%) =k~, {e”Apk [(k~)Ck/Ck !] } (3)

From this model some useful results concerning esti.
maters of system traffic densities and vehicle fre-
quencies can readily be derived.

Maximum likelihood estimator of A and Pk can
be obtained by taking derivatives of the log likeli-
hood function,

m

Max 10@)=k:i [-~pk +CklOg(@k) -lOg(Ck !)]
k,Pk,k

(4)

setting them equal to zero and solving for i and pk:

alogT)/aP~ = -x+ c~ (i/pk)

Settinq these equal to zero,

m
> Pk=l,

k=l

then

p~=c~/a

(5)

and because

(6)

The unbiaeedness of these estimators can be shown by
takinq expected values:

E(pk)=(1/k)E(Ck)=(1/k)kPk=pk

(7)

In general, however, the actual k will not be known
.

in order to be able tO eStimate ~k, and instead ~
will have to be used. By using an approximation from
Mood et al. (j) it can easily be shown that their
quotient is unbiased at leaet up to a second-order
Taylor eeries approximation,

Ef&)=E(C~/i)+(pkk/k)-(l/~)pkk+(pkk/i3)k=Pkk/k‘Pk (8)

This result follows from showing that

()COVC~,f Cj =Var(Ck)=pkk.
j=*

(The full proof ia available on request from the
authors.)

These estimators are appropriate for estimating
the parameters of a system compoeed of essentially
homogeneous road segments. If a random sample of
aeqments is taken from the same ayetem, then these
estimators can be ueed to obtain maximum likelihood,
unbiased estimatea of the system parameters. A func-
tional road claes in a given reqion and time period
will most likely be composed of several syatema. In
a eense, it has no underlyin9 Parameter of its ‘Wn
but, rather, is merely a summation of individual
ayatema. In particular, it ie clear that the rela-
tive vehicle mile frequencies (fk) for vehicle
types k = 1, .... m are just the weiqhted aVera9es
of those of all ayatems in the class:

(9)

Systems are indexed by i = 1, ..., S, Ti to repre-

sent total vehicle miles of travel on system i~ and
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ri is the proportion of total functional class
travel occurrinq on System i.

Unfortunately, the actual travel on a system is
not qenerally known. However, it is known that on a
segment j travel is

T,=k,~i, (lo)

where 1 is the segment lenqth and i is the sys-
tem average traffic count rate. For the system,

T,=~Z4?i,
J

(11)

‘f ‘Lij ‘s knoun, the maximum likelihood, un-
biased estimator of i can be used to estimate Ti
(this estimator will alao be unbiased). Then fk can
be straightforwardlyestimated by substituting Equa-
tion 11 into Equation 9.

Suppose that N samples (a sample being, for ex-
ample, a l-hr vehicle count on a seqment) are taken
from different systems, where ni i.a the number of

samples from syetem i. To obtain an unbiased esti-
mate of the true weighted average for the functional
class, it follows from Equation 9 that parameter
estimates from each sample must be weiqhted in pro-
portion to total vehicle miles from each system.
This is readily done by using counts and eystem
mileage aa demonstrated in Equation 11. The impor-
tant result here is that to obtain an unbiased esti-
mate of the vehicle type distribution, it is only
necessary to have traffic counts and system lenqthe.

STRUCTURE OF VEHICLE CLASSIFICATIONCOUNT DATA

Four data basee were supplied by FHWA. One data
base contains estimates of total vehicle miles of
travel (vMT) by atate and highway class (correspond-
ing to FHWA, table VM-2). The remaininq three data
baaes contain vehicle type count records from (a)
the Hiqhway Performance Monitoring System (HF?4S)
case study (~), (b) various truck weight study (TWS)
counts, and (c) various traffic counts conducted by
states for their own purposes.

The TVISand HPMS data are both large data bases
of equivalent size. The HPMS contains 27,070 usable
hourly records and the TWS contains 32,650.such rec-
ords. The distribution of these records by func-
tional class, however, is extremely different. The
HPMS cases are divided about equally: 13,246 rural
and 13,824 urban. The TWS, on the other hand, is
heavily biased toward rural roads, with 27,158 rural
cases and only 5,492 urban ones. Geographically,
the TWS used for this study is more comprehensive,
with data from 22 statea, with at least 1 in each of
the 9 census reqiona. Because it is a case study,
the HPMS includes data from only four states and one
planninq reqion: Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Wash-
ington, and the Delaware Valley. In terms of traffic
counts, the two data bases are roughly equal in
size, with each having just more than 10 million
counts.

The chief problem with vehicle count data is that
it has not generally been qathered in accordance
with statistical samplinq procedures dee.iqned to
produce comprehensive coveraqe for the entire United
States. Instead, counts have been taken for differ-
ent purposes and at different times under varyin9
conditions. In short, what has been produced is a
nonrandom sample. Most technique of statistical in-
ference are deaiqned to be applied to a random
sample. The challenqe in workinq with a nonrandom
sample lies in discovering ways to eliminate the
bias inherent in the sample (e.q., weekdays maY be
oversampled relative to weekends, or daytime hours

oversanmled relative to niqhttime hours). One aspect
of the sample bias that cannot be corrected within
the scope of this project is the choice of traffic
cOUnt observation locations on the road network. In

tarms of theory offered in this paper, this is to
say that the authors may not be able to work with
homogeneous systems. From the viewpoint of this
analysis, the choice of traffic count locations must
be assumed to be representative of or a random
sample within a particular functional class and
reqion.

Each data base was reorganized into a table of
total count frequencies classified by quarter, day,
time, region, functional class, and vehicle type.
The categories of each variable used are aiven in
Table 1. Thus the cell labeled sprinq, weekday, 9:00
a.m.-3:OO p.m., reqion 4, rural Interstater motor-
cycles, would contain the sum of all motorcycle
counts from all observations havinq thosa attributes
in the data base in question. Certain vehicle cate-
gories were combined so that no variable had more
than 10 categories, a requirement of the statistical
software that was used. The result is a six-dimen-
sional table with a total of 16,000 cells, many of
which are empty for any qiven data base. In terms
of the theory, each cell is considered to be a homc-
qeneous system.

The technique of discrete multivariate analysis
usinq loo-linear models is used to analyza tables of
frequency data cross-classified by categorical vari-
ablea. Consider a three-way table of traffic counts
by vehicle type (V), functional hiqhway class (C),
and reqion (R). The lower case letters i, i, k are
used to index the levels (or categories) of the
variables V, C, R; and I, J, K are the number of

lavels in each cateqory. Let fijk be the observed
frequency (count) in cell i, j, k of the table (ma-
trix). Loq-linear modelinq asaumes that the loqa-
rithm of the expected cell count [E(fijk) = Fijkl is

a linear function of certain parameter associated
with individual effects of each variable and inter-
actions of variablee. If the variable symbols are
used as superscripts and the variable indices are
used as subscripts to indicate the level of each
variable, the model can be written as

(12)

The its are ueually called effects and the super-
script identifies to which variable or interaction
of variables the effect pertaina. In Equation 12,
~V, AC, ~R are the main effects of variables v, c, R,

in which Lvc, Am, ACR are their two-way interaction
and ~VCR iS their three-way interaction. Clear-
ly, the table of frequency counts containa only IJK
cells, whereas Equation 12 specifies (1 + I + J + K
+ IJ + IK + JK + IJK) parameters. To eliminate this
parameter redundancy, the following constraint are
imposed:

(13)

With the constraints of Equation 13, the model
(Equation 12) has exactly as many parameters aa
there are celle in the table. If all parameters

were estimated, the model would fit the tabls ex-
actly. The model (Equation 12)’ is termed ths satu-
rated model because it includes all possible ef-
fects. In general, all effects are not statistically
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significant, and thus the identification of a loq-
linear mOdel consists of determining which effects

are needed, and which A terms are superfluous.
Generally, only hierarchical models are con-

sidered. In a hierarchical model, a higher-order
interaction effect is included only if all lower-
order effects involving the variables in the higher-
order effects are also included. Thus if An is in-
cluded, iv and kR must alSO be included. When only
hierarchical models are considered, each m~el can
be described as a minimal set of hiqher-order ef-
fects. For example, specifying the hierarchical
mcdel (VC, CR) is equivalent to the model (9, V,
C, R, VC, CR). In this fitted model, the marqinal
Sums associated with v, c, R, VC, CR, and the table
total will exactly equal those of the oriqinal
table. Thus in the hierarchical model includinq the
parameter VR ia equivalent to exactly fittinq the
IxK marginal table formed by summinq over j (the
levels of the variable C).

Loq-linear models are useful for understanding
the relationships between variables in a table and
for estimating a table of expected frequency counts
usinq a fitted model. What needs to be known are
the important relationships among functional hiqhway
class (C), season (Q), day of week (D), reqion (R),
and time of day (T), and also the distribution of
traffic counts by vehicle type (V). The procedure
consists of estimating a new table that fits a sub-
set of the six-way table marqins and measurinq the
degree to which it fits the oriqinal table. The
degree of fit is measured by means of the likelihood
ratio X2 statistic,

(14)

which is asymptotically distributed as x? with
degrees of freedom equal to the number of cells
minus the number of parameters to be estimated.

In order to test the significance of a particular
parameter (e.g., LAB, in the model (Equation
12), the difference in Xz is computed between the
hierarchicalmodel that includes this term,

(15)

and the model that includee all the same terms ex-
cept AAB,

(16)

The difference in the two modelst X2 is alao dis-
tributed Xz with degrees of freedom equal to the
difference in degrees of freedom of the two models
[here (1-l)(J-1)]. By testinq Equation 15 versus
Equation 16, it is actually a test of whether A and
B influence cell counts independently or whether
they interact in determining cell counts.

Log-linear analysis allows simultaneous interac-
tion of all variables. In some cases it is reason-
able to consider one variable a dependent variable
that is affected by the other variables but does not
influence them. In the present case vehicle type
should be considered the dependent variable (e.q.,
vehicle type does not influence the number of counts
on weekends versus weekdays, rather the reverse).
When one variable is considered the dependent vari-
able and all others are independent variables, the
joint marqinal of the independent variables must
always be fitted. In the six-way traffic count table
the CDTQR margin must always be fitted. Given this,
the interest is in testing hypotheses about only
thoee terms Involvinq V.

In qeneral, the technique of log-linear model
analyais ia applied to a random sample of data. When
the data have not been collected by meana of a

simple random sample, it is necessary to fit addi-
tional marqinals to control for the fact that the
sample size (marginal sums) in some combinations of
categories has been determined exoqenously. In the
case of the traffic count data, the only factor that
is in fact random is the number of counts by vehicle
type for a qiven observation. Everything else has
been determined by the peculiarities of the traffic
count sample frame. This requires that the CDTQR
marqin be fitted exactly. Fortunately, this iS the
same requirement imposed when V is considered the
dependent variable.

The analysis of the traffic count data proceeds
by addinq terms to the null model (CDTQR) to form
Successively more COmpleX mOdels involvinq V. A
stepwise procedure of the BMDP4F statistical soft-
ware packaqe was used. Each of the three traffic
count data bases (HP&&, ~, and state data) were
analyzed separately. Because of the extremely larqe
sample sizes of these data basea (on the order of 5
to 10 million counts), every conceivable effect is
significant at commonly used significance levels
(e.g., 0.05, 0.01). The reason for this ia that, in
a very larqe sample, even the most trivial differ-
ences can be detected with great accuracy. TO
determine which parameters are important and which
are trivial, some other measure is needed. Goodman
(~) has suqgested a quasi-R2 (coefficient of mul-
tiple determination) based on the percentage reduc-
tion in X2 brouqht about by introducing an addi-
tional parameter. In the present case the intereat
ia in percentage reductions in X2 over the null
model (CDTQR, V) brought about by addinq interaction
terms involvinq V.

Because only hierarchical models are considered,
a shorthand notation is used in which only the hiqh-
eat-order terms are mentioned. For example, the fol-
lowing two are equivalent:

CDTQR, VC’r,VCR

C, D, T, Q, R, CD, CT, CQ, CR, DT, DQ, DR, TQ, TR,
QR, CM’, CDQ, CDR, CIQ, CTR, CQR, DTQ, DTR,
DQR, TQR, C-, CTQR, CDQR, DTQR, CDTR,
CDTQR, “CT, “c, VT, VCR, “R, V.

A limitation of the B~P software (~) is that no
more than 10 categories can be defined for a sinqle
variable. It wae therefore necessary to combine
three vehicle type categories. Sinqle-unit truck
counts, except pickups and so forth, were combined
into one class, as were aly four-axle combinations
and five-axle combinations.

The stepwise procedure beqins with the basic
(null) model CDTQR, V and adds terms. Results for
the HPWS data are qiven in Table 2. The individual

effect of each variable on the vehicle type distri-
bution is captured by the two-way interactions with
V. Region and road class appesr to be the most im-
portant influences. Day and time effects are only
about one-third aa Wtent and the quarter effect is
almost negligible. When all the two-way effects are
included in the model, the percentage of X2 ac-
counted for increases to 83. Interestingly, this is
almost exactly equal to the eum of X2 Ktiuctions
the individual effecte (84), an indication that
interaction of higher order may not be important.

Examination of x’ redaction due to three factor
interactions indicates that only the cla8s-re9ion
interaction reduces X2 by more than 1 Percent.
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TABLE 2 Stepwise Analysis of HPMS Traffic Count Data

Degrees

of Likelihood-
Mod el Freedom ratio X2 Quasi-R2

CDTQR, V 9,i71 1,417,160 0.0

Individual Two-Way InteractIons

CDTQR,VC 9,054 1,018,124 0.28
CDTQR,V= 9,162 1,288,042 0,09
CDTQR,VT 9,135 1,281,126 0.10
CDTQR,V~ 9,144 1,370,291 0.03
CDTQR,VR 9,153 931,127 0,34
CDTQR, VC, VD, VT, VQ, VR 8,964 245.229 0.83

TABLE 3 Stepwiae.&udyaisofTWS Traffic bunt Data

Degrees

Model
of Likelihood-
Freedom ratio ,X2 Quas,-R2

CDTQR,V 3,330 870,986 0.0

Individual Two-Way Interactions

CDTQR, V& 3,224 601,158 0,31
CDTOR. VD 3,321 868,682 0,003

3,294 690,654 0.21
3,303 825,040 0.05
3.303 710.485 018

CDTQR:VT
CDTQR,~
CDTQR,VR
CDTQR,VC, VD, VT, VQ, VR

. . .
3;125 227,259 0.74

Indiwdual Three-Way Interactions 1ndividual Three-Way Interactions

CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,

VT>VQ,
VD,VQ,
VD,VT,
VD,VT,
VC,VQ,
VC,VT,
VC,VT,
VC,VD,
VC,VD,
VC,VD,

8,865
8,598
8,676
8,838
8,928
8,937
8,946
8,856
8,892
8,910

239,917
227,791
231,348
182,694
229,81I
242,053
229,074
239,964
237,322
237,410

0.83
0,84
0.84
0.87
0.84
0.83
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.83

These results suggest that spatial variation in
traffic distributions dominates temporal variation.
Simple two-way region and road class interactions
with vehicle type reduce X1 by 34 and 28 percent,
respectively. The effect of season only reduces XX
by 3 percent. This suggests that for the HPMS data
base, at least, little would be lost by ignoring the
seasonal variation in vehicle type relative frequen-
cies (not total counts, because these have been ac-
counted for by the CDTQR terms). The results also
suqq,estthat each factor, class, day, time, region,
and road class can be considered approximately in-
dependent of the others in its effect on vehicle
type relative frequency.

Because HPMS includes only five states coverinq
four regionar the importance of reqion might be ex-
pected to be greater than in the other data eets
where each reqional effect is the average of several
possibly different states Second, the HPUS has by
far the most complete coverage acroes all other
variablee. This is simply a result of the fact that
the fiPMSis a systematic data-gathering program. The
samplinq systarn ensured qood coverage by day of
week, season, time of day, and road claes. The other
data sets are not systematic and generally have
large gaps (e.g., weekends at night are sparsely
sampled). In brief, it should be expected that the
variable region in the HPMS data base is in fact
representing particular states. On the other hand,
variables such as time or day in the other data sets
could possibly be assumed for particular states that
reported data for odd times while others did not.

Log-linear model analyses of the TWS counts are
summarized in Table 3. The general pattern ia eimi-
lar to that Df the ?IP?4S.Functional hiqhway avstem
clasa Is the most important sinqle factor. Reaion
and time of day are considerably less important, and
dav of week and quarter are almoat neqliqible. The
VC term alone accounte for a 31 percent reduction in
X2. All two-way interactions account for 74 per-
cent as compared with 83 percent in the TipMS.Inter-
actions are somewhat more important. The road class-
reqion interaction and quarter-recion interaction
aPPear to be most importsnt. Includinq both reduces
the lack of fit by 92 percent.

The state data base analvaia results show stronq
similarity to thet of the HP?4S (Table 4). Road
class and reqion appear to be the most influential

CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR ,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,
CDTQR,

VT,
VD,
VD,
VD,
Vc,
Vc,
Vc,
Vc,
Vc,
Vc,
VD,

VQ,VR,V/
VQ,VR,V~

VT,VR,Vg
VT,VQ,VJ

‘VQ,VR VDT
VT,VR;V~
VT,VQ,V~
VD,VR,V~
VD,VQ,V~
VD,VT,Vf
VT,VQR,VCR

3,070
2,802
2,968
2,915
3.089
3,106
3,107
3,017
3,017
3,035
2,82S

224,809
208,984
203,739
151,177
226,41i
225,176
223,694
224,779
219,974
140,305
74,329

0,74
0.76
0.77
0.83
0.74
0.74
0,74
0,74
0,75
0,84
0.92

TABLE4 StepwiseAnsi@sofStateTrafficCountData

Degrees

of L1kellhood-
Model Freedom ratio .X2 Quas,-R2

CDTQR,V 3,942 1,251,697 0.0

Indiwdual Two-Way Interactions

CDTQR,V~ 3,799 751,830 0,40
CDTQR,VJ 3,933 1,226,458 0,02
CDTQR,V~ 3,906 1,]38,397 0.09
CDTQR,~ 3,915 1,186,096 0.05
CDTQR,VV& 3,856 844,404 0.33
CDTQR,VC,VD,VT,VQ,VR 3,641 258,141 0.79

Individual Three-Way InteractIons

CDTQR,VT,VQ,VR VCD 3,595 252,306 0.80
CDTQR,VD,VQ,VR’,~ 3,278 163,581 0.87
CDTQR,VD,VT,VR,V~ 3,395 220,831 0.82
CDTQR,VD,VT,VQ,V- 3,406 222,791 0,82
CDTQR,VC,VQ,VR,V@ 3,605 255,681 0.80
CDTQR,VC,VT,VR,V~ 3,615 256,210 0.80
CDTQR,VC,VT,VQ,V~ 3,624 253,473 0.80
CDTQR,VC,VD,VR,V= 3,533 247,105 0.80
CDTQR,VC,VD,VQ VTR 3,531 233,086 0.81
CDTQR,VCR,VTR,ti~Q 3,310 205,838 0.84

factors. Time of flayis considerably less important,
and day of week and quarter are aqain almost neqli-
qible. Two-way rosd claas and region interactions
with vehicle type reduce X2 bv 40 and 33 Percent,
respectively. Includinq all two-wav interaction
accounts for 79 percent of reduction in X2. The
road claes-time interaction with vehicle type re-
duces X* by 87 percent. Thie auqqests that road
class and time of day depend on each other in their
effect on vehicle type relative frequencies.

EXPLORATORY DISAGGREGATE ESTIMATES OF
VEHICLE TF@VEL

The results of the loq-linesr snalyeia intelv a

simple baaic structure to traffic count deta. The

distribution of vehicle traffic amonq vehicle tvees
does verv across time and spsce. But the onlv i_r-
tant interaction effects are two-wav effects that
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include hiqhway class. In terms of the theory, this
means that the effect of time of day does not vary
scross systems within a hiqhway class. Therefore,
to develop estimates of travel by type of vehicle
disaqqreqated by hiqhway class, the remaininq dimen-
sions can be weighted independently. This result
was used to produce some experimental estimates of
disaqqreqate reqional travel. These estimates are
experimental because biases not controlled in this
analysis (e.q., network location) can, and probably
do, still influence the results. It should also be
noted that the authors did not have complete cover-
aqe of states in this sample.

The estimation process consists Of two compo-
nents: (a) weiqhtinq and collapsing categories and
combininq data bases, and (b) usinq the final pro-
cessed data to estimate travel. To appreciate the
role of preprocessing and weiqhtinq in the estima-
tion process, it is useful to beqin with a descrip-
tion of the second and final step. Assumina that
there is either a random sample or that the vehicle
classification count data are weiqhted to correct
for sample bias, the estimation of disaqqreqate ve-
hicle travel is relatively straightforward. Let c
represent traffic counts that are indexed by i = 1,
2, .... 1 fOK vehicle types; j = 1, 2, .... J for
reaions; and k = 1, 2, .... K for hiqhway functional
class. All other dimensions (e.q., time of day, day
of week, season) have been eliminated in the weiqht-
inq and dimension collapsing Drocess. The absence
of a subscript will be used to siqnity that counts
have been summed over that dimension. For examole,

~cijk= Cjk,
i

which is the total count for all vehicles

j on functional class k. ‘rem ‘he Cijk
the relative frequencies are computed for
hicle type, reqion, and functional class,
represented by fijk,

fijk = Cijk/Cjk.

Recall that if there is a random sample

in reqion
and cj~
each ve-
which is

or if the
bias in the sample has been eliminated throuqh
weiqhtinq, then the vehicle miles by each vehicle
type i should be proportional to ‘ijk for all
i=l, 2, .... I. This of course applies only to the

appropriate reqion and road system. Given this fact,
and the fact that

i! ‘ijk = ~(cijkicjk) = Cjklcjk = It
i i

the fi k can be used to distribute total VMT, on a
qiven Functional class in a particular reqion, amonq
the various types of vehicles. Let T.k

i
denote

travel in reqion j on functional class k; t en

‘ijk = ‘ijkTjk

is the estimate of disaaqregate vehicle travel. If
summed across vehicle types, the analyet will qet
back the total vehicle travel in reqion j, func-
tional class k, with which he beqan:

~Tijk=Tjk~ ‘ijk=Tjk ● 1.
i

The key assumption made is that once the three-
dimensional array of traffic counts is ar-
rived at, any bias in the data has ;~~~ady been
removed. In general, this will not be true unless
there is a reasonably well-desiqned sample to begin

with.
cipal

1.

Bias in the sample may arise from three prin-

sourcea, only one of which can be corrected:

Location bias, which results from collecting
counts on an atypical location on the road network; -

2. Time-space bias, which results from a nonran-
dom allocation of observations over time, across
functional classes, across regions, and even across
states within a region; and

3. Missing data for any cateqory, especially
states or highway classea.

Only the second kind of bias can be mitiqated. This
can be done by the weighting of categories in ad-
vance.

The weighting process is best illustrated by ex-
ample. Suppose that the dimensions and categories
given in Table 1 are used. Statistical analyses of
the three major vehicle classification count data
bases indicated that vehicle type frequency distri-
butions vary acroas all these dimensions and cate-
gories. For example, for any given day of week, sea-
son, region, and functional class the distribution
of traffic by vehicle type will be different at
different times of the day. Therefore if there are
twice as many daytime as nighttime observations, the
final estimate of total travel by vehicle type will
be biased toward the daytime pattern. It was also
noted that the vehicle type frequency distribution
varies jointly by functional class and time of day
and by functional class and region. Because the
final estimates will be by functional class and re-
gion, this does not complicate mattera. To get un-
biased estimates, the weights of observation by
time, day, and season need only to be corrected
independently.

Suppose that half of the observations (records,
not counts) were taken on weekends and half on week-
daya. This represents sample bias because a uniform
distribution over time would give 2/7 on weekends
and 5/7 on weekdays. To correct this bias a weight
of 2 for weekends and 5 for weekdays can be speci-
fied. Because it is known in advance what the dis-
tribution of samples over time in an unbiased sample
should look like, it is simple to weight categories
of temporal dimensions.

Unfortunately, by weighting the sample observa-
tions, there is a trade-off of a reduction in bias
for a loss in efficiency. To see thie, imagine that
there were 105 weekday observations in the data
but only 10 weekend observations. By using a 5:2
weighting, the bias is reduced in theory but the
variance (decrease in reliability) of the estimate
is greatly increased. The reason is that while
there is a great deal of information about weekday
travel, next to nothing is known about weekend
travel, and yet the data are used as if the analyst
had 0.4 x 10s weekend observations. In practice,
caution ehould be exercised when weiqhtinq
observations when the input data are extremelY
maldietributed. In such caees it may be better not
to try to correct for sample bias at all.

In the same way that categories of a dimension
can be weighted and summed, data from different data
sets can alao be aseigned weights and combined. The

weights may reflect the analystCa confidence in a
particular data aet or simply the actual number of
observations in each. This allows several data sets
to be processed (categories weighted and dimension
collapsed) individually, crsabined at any desired
point, and then further processed as a combined set.

Three sets of disaggregate vehicle travel esti-
mates by region and functic?nalclass were produced
based on 1980 VMT by state and functional class.
[Note that these data are from the FNWA, U.S. Ds-
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partment of Transportation (1982). Used were tables
of “Vehicle miles Of travel classified by state and
functional class highway category” for 1980 and
1981, table V’M-l, “Annual Vehicle Miles of Travel
and Related Data--1981,= and three traffic count
data tapes supplied by Paul Svercl of Highway Plan-
ning, Highway Statistics Branch.] The first two
sets are based on the traffic count data from the
TWS and HPMS data bases. The state data base was
not used because inconsistencies in its method of
vehicle classification could not be resolved. For
each state, traffic counts are given a weight pro-
portional to total state VMT. In qeneralr this
changed the results little in comparison with counts
not weighted by state. Finally, a combined set of
eStim.SteS Waa produced based on the state vMT-
weighted data from both data sets. Observations for
a 9iven re9ion from the ?IPr4Sand Tws data were qiven
equal weight, even thouqh the TWS always represented
more states.

The estimates based on weighted traffic counts
are given in Tables 5-7. Vehicle categories have
been combined to reduce the size of the tables and
also because four vehicle types--large cars; small
cars; two-axle, four-tire trucks; and 3s-2 semi-
trailer (18 wheelers)--account for virtually all

the vehicle travel.
achieve as much as 1
reqion.

27

Some vehicle categories never
percent of total travel in any

Some qeneral patterns of vehicle travel hold up
across reqions and data bases. For example, combina-
tions or semitrailers are always most prevalent on
rural Interstates and are less common the lower the
order of the road system. Also, the distribution of
total regional travel among vehicle types varies im-
portantly, but not drastically, across regions and
data basea. For example, the West and South always
show the most single-unit trucks, mostly two-axle,
four-tire (pickup) trucks. Finally, it appears from
these data that combination trucks may account for a
greater percentage of total vehicle miles than pre-
viously thought, possibly by as much as a factor of
2 (it should be noted that the tables do not include
local roads, which account for 14 percent of the
1980 VMT). This holda for both the HPMS and TWS data
bases. In 1980, the FHWA estimated that 3.7 percent
of total U.S. highway miles were by combination
trucks. The exploratory estimates from this research
are considerably hiqher.

The travel estimates represented in these tables
represent direct empirical estimatea based on the
available data. Because of problems with these data,

TABLES EstimatesofVMTby HighwayCategoryandVehicleType(1981),HPMS DataOnly

Veh]cle Type

Trucks

C~rs and Motorcycles Buses Single Unit Combination

Road Type VMT (109) Percent VMT(109) Percent VbtT(109) Percent VMT(109) Percent

Rural Interstate 70. I 593 0.4 .0.3 24.5 20.7 23.2 19.6
Rural arterial 133.1 59.7 0.9 0.4 70.0 “ 31.4 18.9 8.5
Rural other 79.4 56.1 1.1 0.7 51.8 36.6 9.4 6.6
Urban Interstate 109.4 68.2 0.4 0.2 33.9 21.1 16.7 10.4
Urban other ~ 74.4 ~ 0.4 JJ7J 22.7 ~ 2.5

Total 777.6 67.0 4,8 0.4 297,9 25.7 81.1 6.9

TABLE 6 Estimates of VMT by Highway Category and Vehicle Type (1981), TWS Data Only

Vehicle Type

Trucks

Carsand Motorcycles Buses Singe Unit Combination

Road Tyw VMT(109) Percent VMT(109) Percent VMT(109) Perwrt VMT(109) Percent

Rural Interstate 77.7 57.6 0.4 0.3 26.7 19.8 30.1 22.3

Ruralsrterial 177.9 67.8 0.5 0.2 60.6 23.1 23.3 8.9
Ruralother 110.7 70,1 0.6 0.4 34.8 22.0 11.9 7.5
Urbanhrterstate117.8 73.4 0.3 0.2 26,4 16.5 15.9 9.9
Urbanother ~ 76.1 ~ 0.2 !9J5& 20,7 JQ 3.0

Total 839.8 71.0 2.7 0.2 245.1 20.7 95.2 8.1

TABLE7 EstimatesofVMTby RegionandVehicleType (1981),HPMSsndT’WS DataCombin&l

Vehicle Type

Trucks

Cars and Motorcycles Buses Single Unit Combination

Regmn VMT(109) Percent VMT(109) Percent VMT(109) PeIcent VMT(109) Percent

Northeast 132.9 79.2 0,9 0.5 23.7 14.1 10.3 6.I
South 286.6 63.7 1.4 0.3 118.0 26.2 43.8 9.7
North 242.3 72.5 1.0 0.3 66.7 20.0 24.1 7.2
West ~ 66.6 ~ 0.3 Q 28.6 ~ 4,5

Total 808.8 67.0 3.9 0.3 271.6 23,2 88.2 7.5
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it is not possible to quantify the accuracy of these
estimates with any precision. Three of the four re-
9i0n5 are missing data for one road type. The
Northeast and South are missing minor rural collec-
tor data, and the West is missing data for other
urban expressways. In addition, not all states are
represented, and there are good reasons to believe
that routes hiqh in truck traffic were oversampled.

CONCLUSIONS

Vehicle classification count data are the sole
source of information on vehicle travel by type of
vehicle, highway system class, and geographical
area. Although a great deal of classification count
data has been collected, it has not been collected
according to statistically unbiased sampling proce-
dures, and this presents serious problems for esti-
mation of vehicle travel. Discrete multivariate
analysis of the classification count data has re-
vealed a simple structure to the variation in ve-
hicle type distributions across time and space.
Vehicle type relative frequencies vary by reqion,
highway system, day of week, time of day, and sea-
son. There are also important interactions between
highway class and region, and highway class and
time. Vehicle type relative frequencies vary most
across the geographical dimensions (regions and
highway systems), although temporal variations are
also important. The combination of all main effects
and two two-way interaction effects accounts for
about 90 percent of the variation (as measured by
reduction in X2) in vehicle type relative frequen-
cies in three different vehicle classification count
data bases.

This result implies that sample bias in classifi-
cation count data along these five dimensions can be
corrected relatively easily if vehicle travel by
highway class and region, as well as by vehicle
type, is being estimated. This can be done by ap-
propriately weighting observations according to the
time-space distribution of the road network. Ragion

and functional highway system were the only geo-
graphic dimensions used in this analysis. Because
it is not necessary to agqreqate over these dimen-
sions, there is no need to develop weights for them.
Weights could easily have been computed, however,
based on hiqhway system mileage by region.

An important geographic factor not controlled in
this analysis is the particular location of the
traffic count on the given highway claas. In prin-
ciple, to obtain unbiased estimates of vehicle type
relative frequencies, locations for observing clas-
sification counts should be randomly distributed on
the highway system. This is the most important un-
known factor in estimating vehicle travel from
available classification count data. Another impor-
tant issue deserving further attention is the fact
that although weighting factors can remove sample
bias, they also tend to increase the variance of es-
timators, especially when the sample is extremely
maldistributed.

Experimental estimates of disaggregate vehicle
travel by 4 census ragions and 10 FHWA highway sys-

tem classes were derived by using data from the HPMS
and TWS data basea. The estimates suggest a much
higher level of combination truck travel than offi-
cial FHWA estimates. Because of the way the data
were collected, there is reason to believe that the
classification count estimates may be biased by a
selection of locations on the highway network with
above-average levels of truck traffic. This question
deservea further attention.

The ability to estimate highway travel by vehicle
type ia limited by (a) a lack of comparable data for
all states, (b) the gross epatial and te~ral
biases of exieting tr?ffic claeaification count
eamples, and (c) the unknown bias due to choice of
observation location on the network. Some of the
problems caueed by a and b can be ameliorated and to
some extent quantified by further analysis. The
problem of locational bias and the final resolution
of other data problems can ultimately be solved only
by the use of statistically valid eampling tech-
niques.

The authors wieh to thank David McElhaney, Frank
Jarema, and Paul Svercl for thair support and guid-
ance from the inception of this research to its con-
clusion. The authors alao thank Stephanie Floyd for
her customary diligent yet expeditious preparation
of this manuscript.
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Trip Chains and Activity Sequences:

Test of Temporal Stability

LIDIA P. KOSTYNIUK and RYUICHI KITAMURA

ABSTFfACT

A study of the temporal stability of urban
travel patterns is reported. Daily trip rec-
ords of individuals from southeast Michiqan,
obtained from origin-destination survey data
sets of 1965 and 1980, are compared and ana-
lyzed for temporal chanqes. In addition to
the traditional indicators of travel pat-
terns such as trip rates, trip durations,
and travel time budqets, the distribution of
trips within trip chains, the sequencing and
linkages of activities, and the time-of-day
dependency of out-of-home activity partici-
pation are considered in the analysis. A
series of hypotheses about the temporal sta-
bility of these indicators are tested by
ueinq log-linear models of contingency table
analysis. The results indicate that, qen-
erally, theee aspects of travel patterne are
not stable over time. Howeverr temporal sta-
bility is identified in the Linkaqes and
sequencing of activities and in the time-of-
day dependencies of the decision to return
hcme.

The patterns of person movement in an urban area are
the result of the travel behavior of a larqe.number
of individuals. Travel choices of an individual
ariee from a fundamental set of activity choices
that represent the individuals needs and desires.
These choices are at the same time subject to a set
of epatial and temporal constraints attributable to
the individual’s obligations and commitments, tech-
nologies and authorities available to him, and
interpersonal linkaqes (l-5). The choices also re-
flect the interdependent%a~ure of his activity par-
ticipation decisions. An individual’s current deci-
sion ie influenced by previous as well ae future
decisions (~).

“Fromthis viewpoint, it is logical to character-
ize the enviroruaentof an individual in which his
activity and travel choices are made in terms of
activity-relatedvariables in addition to the tradi-
tional transportation network and land use variables
(e.q., the amount of time allocated to a set of
activities required for the maintenance of a house-
hold varies, dependinq on the technologies available
to it). The available technologies may also induce
substitutions between out-of-home and in-home ac-
tivities. These factors undoubtedly affect the type
of activities the individual pursues, the amount of
time allocated for the activities, the locations
where they are pursued, and hence the activity and
travel psttern over time and space.

The process of forecasting future travel patterns
is based on the assumption that there ie stability
in the relationships that quantify trip makinq.
Models of these relationships are developed from
cross-sectional trsvel data and credibly reproduce
the travel patterns from which they were derived.

However, the models are qenerally not based on
theory about the motivation of trip mekinq and are
not causal in the formal sense. They are descriptive
and may be confounded by the environment in which
they were developed.

In the 30 years since the introduction of travel
forecasting models, many chanqes have occurred in
the activity and travel environment of urban resi-
dents of the United States. The freeway and hiqhway
networks have been expanded and most urban areas
have become decentralized. The number of people
licensed to drive has increaeed continuously, as has
the number of vehicles owned by households. Many
labor-eavinq appliances and home entertainment de-
vices have been introduced into households. Sccio-
demoqraphic chanqes include the decreasing size of
the households, the eteady increase of sinqle parent
households, and the increasing participation of
women in the labor force.

In liqht of these chanqes it is reasonable to ex-
pect that changes in travel behavior have also oc-
curred durinq this time period. The viewpoint of
“orqanizationalisrn”(~) may be taken, and it may be
arqued that it is not the environment that influ-
ences an individual’s behavior, but it is the indi-
vidual who chooeee and modifies his environment.
Neverthelese, it cannot be denied that the impacts
of the chanqes have, in many cases, expanded tre-
mendously the range of choicee available to the in-
dividual, and also have eliminated some of the
choices that were once available. In any event, the
chanqes that have been observed in the pact 30 years
point to the need for reviewinq the interrelation-
ship between the travel environment and behavior.
The first question that must be addressed is: Are
there properties of trip makinq that have not
chanqed over time, and if there are, are these the
ones that are reflected in the forecastingprocedure?

The results of an onqoinq investigation into the
stsbility of activity and travel patterns are sum-
marized herein. Emphases are placed here on those
aepects of urban travel behavior that closely repre-
sent the daily activity and travel pattern, but to
which relatively little attention has been paid in
the past. Specifically, examined in this study are
the stability in the way a qiven number of sojourns
are combined into trip chains, stability in the
linkages of activity types in the daily pattern, and
stability in the time-of-day dependencies of activ-
ity choices. The objective of the study is to infer,
on the baeis of statistical observations made
survey data, whether there is some regularity in
way a qiven set of activities is pursued and in
way trips are orqanized over the l-day period.

APPROACH

on
the
the

Most studies of temporal stability in trsvel pat-
terns (8-18) focused on the stability of travel
forecast~n~modele, especially trip generation and
trip distribution models (.S-U,U). A SIM1l number
addressed the stability of lim-itedaspects of travel
patterns such as daily person trip rates, trip
lenqths, and travel budqets (13-16). Several studies——
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claim stability of trip generation models at an aq-
qregate level (8,11), whereas most studies cannot——
conclude that bhis kind of stability exists. Some
(15) argue that it is not the separate components of
t~p making such as the number Of trips or length of
trips that remain stable over time, but rather a
time budget for travel. They show that at least at
the aggregate level travel time per traveler does
appear to be stable. Others (16) found temporal dif-
ferences in trip rates and—trip lengths in twO
cities in western New York State, and claim that,
although there is some empirical support for a
travel budget at the household level, there was no
evidence of such a budget at the individual level.
There is evidence for temporal stability in the work
trip (~), especially in the work trip of males (14).

In their previous efforts (19,20), the aut~rs——
have examined temporal stabilities in varioue indi-
cators of individuals! daily travel patterns, par-
ticularly the validity of the assumption that travel
behavior of population subgroups remains stable over
time. The results indicated that the subgroups de-
fined in terms of the traditional variables--car
ownership and household size--do not exhibit stabil-
ity in their behavior, and also that the life cycle
combined with car ownership yields a set of sub-
groups with relatively stable behavior. The latter
result is perhaps because the life-cycle variable is
most strongly correlated with the patterns and con-
straints of the daily activity and travel (3,21-23).-——
Overall, it appears that trip making by only some
specific subgroups of the population or for very
limited trip purposes has been shown to have tem-
poral stability. The state of the knowledqe on the
temporal stability of travel behavior and patterns
can be best characterized as inconclusive [further
discussions on previous studies can be found else-
where (~)].

The conflicting findings as to the stability of
the traditional indicators of travel patterns, such
as the number of trips, trip length, and daily
travel time budget, sugqest that assuming such sta-
bility is at best groundless. The use of models
based on such assumption in stability analysis may
limit the scope of the investigation rather than aid
it. Accordingly, an approach with minimal assump-
tions as to the stability or variability of travel
behavior is selected for empirical examination of
this study.

The statistical tool chosen for the temporal sta-
bility analysis of this study is the log-linear
model of multidimensional classification analysis
(24). The log-linear model uses observations orqa-
n~ed into a multiway frequency table according to a
set of categorical variables. The analysis does not
assume any relation about the effect of each vari-
able, and if a nonlinear relationship exiets, the
model will depict it as such. Furthermore, the model
is capable of representing interaction effects of
arbitrary order, and it ie extremely effective in
travel behavior analysis where many variables in the
survey data are discrete (e.g., number of trips) or
categorical (e.g., sex and occupation).

Stability in behavior is tested by fitting a loq-
linear model that represents a given behavioral
hypothesis. Application of the model to hypothesis
testing is described elsewhere (19). The flexibility
in specifying the log-linear mod= with higher-order
interaction effects allowe comprehensive investiga-
tion of the nature of the stability in travel be-
havior. One focus of the examination of thie study
is on the relative maqnitude of the variation in
travel patterns over time compared with the cross-
sectional variations due to mode ueage and work par-
ticipation. Another interesting sspect to be exam-

ined is the stability in activity scheduling over
the l-day period. It is the intention of this etudy
to conduct an extensive explorative analysis of the
behavior through statistical examination
tive behavioral hypothesis and to infer
ity that may exist in travel behavior.

SAKPLR

The results of two origin-destination

of alterna-
te stabil-

surveys in
southeast Michigan are used in this study. The first
survey, which was a conventional large-scale home-
interview survey, was conducted in 1965, and the
second was conducted in 1980. The latter ueed a
l-day trip diary to collect trip records; its sample
size is much smaller than that of the 1965 survey. A
detailed comparison of these two surveys was made by
the authors (20). This comparison indicates that it
is reasonable to aseume that the trip records ob-
tained in both data eets are comparable in accuracy.

The same set of screening criteria was applied to
both the 1965 and 1980 data files. This process
eliminated from the sample of this study those in-
dividuals whose trip records were incomplete or in-
consistent, whose paths on the survey day did not
originate and terminate at home, who made tripe out-
side the study area, and who were less than 18 years
old. The sample of this study is thus etrictly con-
trolled and is very different than those used in
other etability analyses. Thie would cause a problem
if predicting areawide demand was the study objec-
tive. The use of controlled samples simplifies the
design of data tabulations and makes the interpreta-
tion of their results more straightforward. The
screening prccess resulted in in a sample of 218,284
trip records of 53,928 individuals from the 1965
file, and 8,248 trip records of 2,351 individuals
from the 1980 file.

Individuals who did not make a trip on the survey
day are not analyzed in this study because the
original 1965 file does not contain records of such
individuals.Accordingly, all averaqes are taken per
tripmaker rather than per pereon. The tripmker in
this study is defined as an adult individual who,
according to the trip records, made at least two
trips on the survey day. This will not affect the
analysis here if the probability that an individual
will take a trip on a given day has not changed be-
tween 1965 and 1980. This appears to be a reasonable
assumption for employed individual’ weekday travel
patterns. If any difference exists in the probabil-
ity, it is believed that the difference resulted in
the underestimation in this study of the changes
between the two time points. This possible bias in
the result due to the limitation in the data sets
must be kept in mind in interpreting the results of
this study.

The individuals are classified into two qroups
accordinq to the presence or absence of work trips
in their activity schedulee; those who made work
trips on the survey day will be referred to as
workere and the othere will be called nonworkers.
The individuals also are classified by a set of con-
ditions collectively termed “mode ueaqe.” The “car
users” include those individuals who held a driver’s
license, who had at least one car available to the
houeehold, and who made all trips by car (either as
dziver or paseenger) or on foot. Those who did not
satisfy all these conditions are referred to as

“other” individuals. The-type of out-of-home activ-
ity is defined in this study in terms of triP Pur-
pose categories.
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TEMPORAL CHANGES IN OVSRALL TRAVEL PATTERN
INDICATORS

In this section the chanqes in traditional travel
pattern indicators, such as trip rstes and trip
durations that are found between the 1965 and 1980
samPles, are summarized. The r3ata in TabLe L qive
the chanqes in the number of trips, number of so-
journs, number of trip chains, and averaqe number of

sojourns per chain for four sample subqroups defined

by mode usaqe and work participation. Overall, the
number of trips made by a tripmaker decreased by
15.1 percent in 1980. Similar cbanqes can be found
for the number of sojourns and chains. It is notable
that the declines are in qeneral larqer in the car-
user aubqroups, whereas the other mode user sub-
qroups exhibit smaller chanqes. The other workers
show small (and statistically not significant) in-
creases in the indicators of mobility examined in

this table. The data indicate that no atabilities
exist in these basic indicators, and also that the
temporal chanqea did not take place uniformly across
the four subgroups.

The data in Table 2 give the mean number of trips
made for respective out-of-home activity types.
Quite notable are the decreases in 1980 of shoppinq,
social-recreation, and serve-passenqer activities
that can be found irrespective of work participation
or mode usage (the only exception is the sliqhtly
increased rate of serving passengers by the other
mode group). The decline in shopping may be at-
tributable to the decreased state of economy that
the area was undergoing in 1980. The decrease in so-
cial-recreational activity may be an indication of
the substitution of in-home activities for out-of-
home activities in 1980 as a result of television
sets and other home-entertainment appliances. ‘The
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decreased rate Of serve-passervaertrips is perhans
due to the increased fraction Of individuals with
driver’s licenses and also to increased car owner.
ship. Other notable chanqes include increased school
activity across the subgroups, and the increase in
eatinq meals out of home, especially by nonworkers.
Althouqh the data show a sliqht decrease in work
trips, the averaqe number Of work trips per employed
person remained unchanqed at 1.24.

The rapid decentralization that took place in the
Detroit metropolitan area after 1965 is reflected in
the general increaae in the mean trip time (Table
3). This increase, however, is by no means uniform
across the sample subgroups or trip types. For ex-
ample, the data indicate that some types of trips
show decreases in averaqe duration. The home-t-work
trips ahow a slight decreaae, regardless of mode
usaqe, and the non-home-based trips show relatively
small differences between the two data sets, except
for the nonworkers with other mode usage, who show a
43.2 percent increase. The temporal differences in
the mean trip time vary widely from an increase of
35.8 percent to a decrease by 0.5 percent, depending
on work participation and mode usaqe.

The variation acroes the sample subqroups is
quite notable and is in fact statistically more sig-
nificant than the variations over time. The mean
total travel time per tripmaker (mean time budqet)
aqain varies widely acroes subqroupa and over time
from 60.48 to 87.07 min. The mean time budqet is
more stable between 1965 and 1980 than the number of
tripa, sojourns, or trip chains among the car user
aubqroups (Table 1). This, however, cannot be con-
cluded for the other nonworker subgroup. The assump-
tion of stability in trip rates or travel time bud-
gets ia not supported by these comparisons.

TABLE1 Average Number ofTrips,Sojoums, Chains,and Sojoumsper
Ckainper TrapMaker: 1965 Versus 1980

w, Work ----- SubgroupMean
Usegs

-----
Participation 1965- 1980 $Change

--—------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------.
car Nonworkers No. of Trlpa 4.51 3.70 -18.0
Users No. of Sojourns 2.85 2.28 -19.9

No. of Chains 1.66 l.hl -14.8

So jOurna/Chain 1.72 1.62 -6.1
----------------------------------------------

Sample Size 16,121 620
—-------- --- —— ------------------------- -----------------------

Workers No. of Trips 4.20 3.54 -15. ?
No. of Sojourns 2.67 2.19 -17.9
No. of Chains 1.54 1.35 -11.9

So journa/Chain 1.74 1.62 -6.8
-----------------------------------------------

Eample Size 2?,578 1,099
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Others Nonworkers No.of Trips 2.96 2.84 -Q.2

No.of Sojourns 1.77 1.63 -8.o
No.of’Chains 1.19 1.21 1.6
Sojourna/Chain 1.49 1.35 -9.5
-----------------------------------------------

Sample Size 5,299 318
------------------------------ --------.------------ -------------

Workers No. of Trips 2.85 2.95 3.7
No. of Sojourns 1.63 1.70 4.2
No. of Chains 1.21 1.25 3.1
So$aurmalChaLn 1.35 1.36 1.0

sampleSize 4,390 184
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Total No.of Trips 4.05 3.44 -15.1

No.of Sojourns 2.54 2.10 -17.5
No.of Chaina 1.51 1.34 -11.1

SejOurna/Chain 1.68 1.56 -7,1
-----------------------------------------------
Sas@e Size 53,928 2,221

------------------------------------------------------------------------
●The1965filedoesnotoontainrecordsof walktrips. In order to make

the comparison more direct, the walk trips in the 1980 fileareexcluded
from this tabulation.
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TABLE2 Average Number of Sojowns b~Actitity Ty~,
Work Participation, and Mode Usage: 1965 VeraraIWO

By Work Participation
----Workers---- ---Nonworkers--
1965 1980 1965 1980

-----------------------------------------------------------
Work 1.34 1.24 -- --
School 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.23
EatHeal 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.13
Personal Business 0.23 0.23 0.5JI 0.50
Shopping 0.27 0.19 0.86 0.64
Social-Recreation 0.24 0.14 0.59 0.35
Serve Passengers 0.28 0.13 0.45 0.20
-----------------------------------------------------------
Total 2.51 2.12 2.58 2.o6
-----------------------------------------------------------

Sample Size-------------------- 32)50B l,~~~----_~!l~-------------

By Mode Osage

--- Car Users --- ----- Othetw ----
1965 1980 1965 198o

-----------------------------------------------------------

Work 0.88 0.81 0.52 0.40
School 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.24
Eat Meal 0.12 0.15 0.05 0.06
Personal Business 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.35
Shopping 0.54 0.40 0.39 0.32
Social-Recreation 0.39 0.23 0.35
Serve Passengers

0.22
0.42 0.19 0.05 0.07

-----------------------------------------------------------

Total 2.74 2.22 1.71 1.66
-----------------------------------------------------------

Sample Size 43,699 1,719 10,229 502
-----------------------------------------------------------

Total

1965 1980
-----------------------------------------

Work 0.81 0.72

School 0.04 0.14

Eat Meal 0.11 0.13

Personal Business 0.35 0.34

Shoppins. 0.51 0.3B

Social-Recreation 0.38 0.23

Serve Passengers 0.35 0.16
-----------------------------------------

Total 2.54 2.10
------------------------------------- ----

Sample Size 53,928 2,221

Note: Excludes sojourns made by walk trips.
The averages are per tripmaker.

CWNGES IN TRIP-CHAINING BE~V_fOR

The data in Table 1 indicated that, overall, the
average number of sojourns per trip chain has de-
creased in 1980 together with the number of sojourns
and the number of trip chains. The aggregate tabula-
tion result, however, is misleading, as the detailed
examination in this section of the tendency in
chaining trips showa. The distribution,of individ-
uals by the nurmberof sojourns and chains made on
the survey day is given in Table 4. The overall
changes documented in Table 1 are also presented
here as the differences between 1965 and 1980 in the
marginal distributions of the number of sojourne and
chains for both nonworkers and workers.

Further inspection of the data in Table 4 indi-
cates that, in spite of the decreased average number
of sojourne per trip chain, the individuals with a
large number of sojourna pursued them in fewer trip
chains in 1980. For example, 30 percent of the non-
workers who made six or more sojourns combined them

into four or more trip chains in 1965. This percent-
age decreased to 5 percent in 1980, whereas the per-
centage of nonworkers who combined six or more so-
journs into one or two trip chains increased to 72.5

TABLE3 Average Trip Duration mdTotdTrwd Time Per
Tripmaker

Mode Work Average Duration (~n)
Usage Participation Trip Type 1965 1980 jChange
----------------------------------------------------------- -----

Car Nonworkers To Home 14.3 17.1
Users

19.4
Home to Other 14.2 17.0 19.7
Non-Home Based 14.4 15.7 9.3
----------------------------------------

Iieighted Avg. 14.3 16.7 17.0
------------------------------------ -----

Total Travel Time 64.4 61.6 -4.3
-----------------------------------------------------
Workers To Home 21.4 22.8 6.4

Home to Work 24.6 24.3 -1.2
Home toOther 13,4 16.1 20.3
Non-Home Based 17.1 18.5 8.1

-----------------------------------------

Weighted Avg. 19.8 21.4 8.3
------------.------------ ----------------

Total Travel Time 83.2 75.9 -8.8
----------------------------------------------------------------

Others Nonworkers To Home 21.2 28.7 35.6
Home to Other 20.6 27.2 32.4
Non-Home Based 18.7 26.8 43.2

-----------------------------------------

Weighted Avg. 20.4 27.8 35.8
-----------------------------------------

Total Travel Time 60.5 78.0 29.0
---------------------------------------------------------

Workers To Home 31.9 31.9 0.0
Home to Work 33.8 32.4 -4.3
Home to Other 15.5 23.5 51.1
Non-Home Baaed 24.1 22.3 -7.5

-----------------------------------------

Weighted Avg. 29.8 29.6 -0.5
-----------------------------------------

Total Travel Time 84.7 87.1 2.8
----------------------------------------------------------- -----

Total Total Weighted Avg. 18.6 21.3 14.5
-----------------------------------------

Total Travel Time 75.5 73.1 -3.1
---------------------------------------------------------------- -

Note: Excludes walk trips.

from 43.4 percent. A similar tendency can also be
found among workers. Given that four or more so-
journe are pursued, the individual in the 1980
sample consolidated them into fewer trip chains.
Presumably, after the two energy crises, people are
more concerned with energy and trip costs, and they
plan and schedule daily out-of-home activities more
conscientiously in 1980 than in 1965.

Statistical examination of the nature of the ap-
parent instability in trip chaining is carried out
by applying the log-linear model while considering
mode usage and work participation as contributing
factors. The results are summarized in Table 5. The
hypothesis testing of this study examines the sig-
nificance of interaction terms of the log-linear
model and infers the magnitudes of the effects of
the year and the other factors on the stability. The
firet model of Table 5 does not include any interac-
tion terms and represents the null hypothesis that
all factors are independent. Therefore, model 1 as-
sumes that the distributions of the number of so-
journe (s), chaina (C), mode usage (M), and ~rk
participation (w) do not vary with year (Y); that
is, across the two surveys. The large chi-square
value indicates that the model doee not fit the ob-
servation and the hypothesis is rejected.

Model 2 represents the null hypothesis that the
distribution of work participation and mode usaqe
has changed between 1965 and 1980 [i.e., the inter-
action effect involving the three factors (WY) is
significant], but the distributions of the number of
chains and sojourns and their combinations have not
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TABLE 4 Distribution ofhdividusinby Number ofSojournsand Number
ofChains:1965Versus1980

lb.of -------------No. of Chains ---------------
Work Trip Year Sojourns 1 2 3 24 Total
----------------------------------------------------------------------
NomuorkerS1965 1 100.0 100.0 [39.81

2 57.2 42.8 100.0 [22.81
3 43.9 39.6 16.5 100.0 [14.51
4 28.2 42.3 22.2 7.4 100.0 [8.71
5 21.8 39.9 25.1 13.5 100.0 [5.41

_?!-------!::l---:!:!---:!::---?::!---!::::.-.!:::!-
Total 63.9 24.0 8,o 4.o 100.0[100.0]

------------------------------------------------------------
1980 1 100.0 100.0 [48.2]

2 51.4 48.6 100.0 [23.5]
3 45.1 31.0 23.9 100.0 [13.6]
4 37.0 34.2 20.5 8.2 100.0 [1.0]

40.0 20.0 35.0 5,0 100.0 [3.8]
22 22.5 50.0 22.5 5.0 100.0 [3.8]

---------.-------------------------------------------
Total 71.8 20.7 6.9 1.0 100.0[100.0]

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Workers 1965 1 100.0 100.0 [41.6]

2 33.4 66.6 100.0 [23.0]
3 41.8 41.8 16.4 100.0 [14.3]
4 27.2 53.8 15.0 100.0 [8.11

27.1 47.3 19.2 ::; 100.0 [5.11
1: 27.4 41.7 20.1 10.9 100.0 [7.91

-----------------------------------------------------
Total 61.o 31.3 6.1 1.5 100.0[100.0]

------------------------------------------------------------
1980 1 100.0 100.0 [88.7]

2 39.4 60.6 100.0 [20.6]
3 48.o 34.1 17.9 100.0 [13.71
4 34.3 48.o 14.7 2.9 100.0 [7.8]

44.2

-.:!-------!!:!---!!:!---!!:!----!:!..-!!:!---!!i!!-
Total 70.4 24.6 4.5 0.5 100.0[100.0]

-----------------------------------------------.------------------------
[ 1:Percentageof thernwtotalto thegrandtotal

TABLE 5. TestingtheVariationsinChshwSojournCombhrationsby Year,Work
Participation,and Mode Usage

Nodel HypothesisTented X2 df a
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.C,S,U,M,Y Allfactorsareindependent 7944.6 132 .0000

2. CS,HNY WORK and NODS depand on YEAR, but 5186.0 119 .0000

CHAIW and SOJOUNN remairrad unchanged

3. CS,CW?IY,SWNY Distributionsof CHAIN andSOJOURN 509.8 63 .0000
changed, but nnt their combinations (CS)

4. CSU,CHMY,SUNY CS combinationvariesbyWORK, but not 93.8 54 .0006

by MODE or YEAR

5. csN,clAHY,suf4Y CS oomlrinat ion varies’ by MODE, but not” 485.5 54 .0000

by WORK or YEAR

6. CSY, CWNY, SWNT CS combinationvariesby YEAR, but not 478.8 54 .0000

by WORK or MODE

‘1. CSWM, Cm, SHNT CS combination varies by UORK and !40DE, 67.5 36 .0011

butnotbyYEAR

8. CSNY ,CWNY, SWNY CS combination varies by MoDE and yEAR, 441.8 36 .0000

but not by WORK

9. CSMY,CHMY,SUMY‘2ScombinationVNles byWORKandYEAR, 50.7 36 .0526
butnotbyMODE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHAIN (C) = No. of ohaina (1, 2, 3, 24).
SOJOURN (S) = No. of sojourns (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, z6).
YEAII (Y) = Year (1965, 1980).

NOM (M) = Nnde usase (car only, others).
UORK (W) = Work participant ion (worker, nonworker).
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changed. The significant chi-square value in the
table is not surprising in light of the differences
in the averaqe number of chains, sojourns, and so-
journs per chain found in Table 1.

Model 3 assumes that the expected cell frequen-
cies of the multiway table vary dependinq on mode
usaqe, work participation, as well as yeaz, but
these three factors affect only the marqinal distri-
butions of the number of chains and sojourns; the
interaction effects that influence the expected fre-
qUI?IICieSof respective chain-sojourn combinations,
qiven the marqinal distributions, are not affected
by the three factors. In other words, model 3 elimi-
nates the hypothesis of the stability in the mar-
qinal distributions of the number of chains and so-
journs (C an WUY interact, so CWwY is significant;
similarly, SW1.lYis assumed to be significant), but
assumes that their combinations are unaffected by
work participation, mode usaqe, or year. This hy-
pothesis is aqain rejected.

Models 4-6 assume that chain-sojourn combination
patterns differ dependinq on, respectively, work
participation, mode uaaqe, and year. CSM, CSW, and
CSY represent the three-way interaction terms. The
small chi-square value of model 4, which assumes
that chain-sojourn combinations depend on work par-
ticipation, is quite notabLe. The result indicates
that models L-3 showed poor fits because the effect
of work participation on chsin-sojourn combinations
was not represented in them. Inclusion of the year
effect into the model (model 6 with CSY), on the
other hand, does not show any remarkable improve-
ment. The effect of the added work participation can
be evaluated by takinq the difference in the chi-
square values between model 3 (with CS) and model 4
(with CSW). The result is a chi-square value of
509.77 - 93.80 = 415.97, with 9 deqrees of freedom
(df), a hiqhly siqniticant result. The difference
between model 3 and model 6, on the other hand, in-
dicates that the year effect is only marginally sig-
nificant (509.77- 478.82 = 30.95, with .5f=9).
Thus it can be concluded that the year difference
does affect the chain-sojourn combination uatterns,
but the effect is much leas subatant~al compared
with that of work participation.

It is evident from the tabulation that the mar-
ginal distributions of the number of sojourns and
the number of chains significantly differ between
1965 and 1980. The changee have occurred interac-
tively with work participation and mode usage, aa
the importance of effects CWWY and SWMY in Table 5
indicates. The statistical examination of this
section further indicates that, given the differ-
ences in their marginal distributions, combination
of the number of sojourns and chains depend not so
much on the year “as on work participation. The last
model (model 9), which includes an interaction term
of chain-eojourn combination, work participation,
and year (CSWY), captures the differences between
the two time points discussed at the beginning of
this section’and is not significantly different from
the observation. However, the majority of the varia-
tion in the observation ie already explained by
model 4, and the sddition of the year effect in
model 9 provides a significant but marqinal improve-
ment to the qoodness of fit. The patterns of complex
daily travel involvinq multiple sojourn chains re-
mained relatively stable between the two time
points. In fact, variations within the year across
the sample subgroups
variations across the

STABILITY IN ACTIVITY

It seems logical to

are more substantial than the
eurveys.

SEQUENCING AND LINKAGES

asaume that there exist some

patterns in the way a set of activities to be pur-
sued on a given day are organized into an activity
and travel schedule. Previous studies ahowed that
activities with lees flexibilities tend to be pur-
sued earlier in the day (Q) and also earlier in a
trip chain before more flexible activities (26).
Figure 1 shows the temporal stability of the ~n-
dency in sequencing activities in a trip chain.
Similar tendencies were observed in data sets from
several urban areas (~) . The trip to serve passen-
gers, which is often subject to tight interpersonal
constraints (3,27), tends to be pursued before other-—
activities by both workers and nonworker. Work and
school activities that follow serve-paeeenger trips
are in general accompanied with rigidly fixed sched-
ulee. More discretionary and flexible activities
such aa social-recreationtend to be pursued last in
the chain. While Figure 1 shows some differences
among the significant sequencing relatione in 1965
and those in 1980, they are caused by the small size
Of the 1980 sample. There exiets no evidence that
the way individuals schedule their daily activities
have changed between 1965 and 1980.
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The patterns of out-of-home activity linkaqes

also remained unchanqed between 1965 and 1980. The
data in Table 6 indicate this by presenting salient
flows in activity transition matricee. The salient
flow is defined in this study as the cell of a tran-
sition matrix whose observed frequency is aiqnifi-
cantly larger than the expected frequency. The chi-
aquare value corresponding to a - 0.135 (df = 1) is
used as the criterion of significance. A transition
matrix is developed by organizing into the matrix
form the observed frequencies of transitions from
one activity type to another. Only directly linked
activities are analyzed in this table.

Meet of the diagonal cells are significant, which
indicates that the same types of activities tend to
be pursued successively. The work-t-eating-meal and
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TABLE 6 SafientF1OWSin.Activity Transitionby Year

------------ Destination Activity -----------

Origin Activity
Tsp.Pr’e.

123456 7 Home Home
------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---
Nonworkers 2 School ❑

3 Eat Meal 1?
❑ o

❑ ID
4 Personal Business - ❑ na
5 Shopping ❑ n
6 Social-Recreation - ❑ •3 K2
7 Serve Passengers - ❑ aa

-------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------

Workers 1 Work ❑ ❑ a
2 School ❑
3 Eat Meal ❑
4 Pergonal Business E ❑ la
5 Shopping

❑
K3n ❑ g

6 Social-Recreation ❑
7 Serve Passengers Kl K3 0–00

---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---

0 :Salient in the 1965 sample. TMP. Home:Temporary return to home
0 :Salient in the 1980 sample. Prm. Home: Permanent return to home
❑ :Salient in both 1965 and 1980 samples.

eating-meal-to-work transitiona salient in both 1965
and 1980 represent typical activity linkages in
workerac daily activity schedules and can be found
in analyses of other data sets (28). It is quite
notable that the salient flows of—the 1980 matrix
form a aubaet of the 1965 flows. This ia again bs-
cause of the much smaller size of the 1980 sample.
The only exception to this is the serve-paasenqers-

to-ahoppinq transition by the workers salient in
1980. This is perhaps a result of the increased
participation of women in the labor force, who tend
to pursue these activities more frequently than the
male counterpart (21,~).

The quantitative similarity in the activity tran-
sition between 1965 and 1980 can be seen by the data
in Table 7, which qive the transition matrices by

TABLE7 TransitionMatricesof1965 and 1980by Work Participation

SO14UOEIBSS

------------------ Destination Activity -----------------

Year
Pm.

OriginActivity 1 “2 34567 8 IIoaeTotal
---------.------------.------.-------------------------.-------------.--------------------
1965 2 School .028 .037 .088 .145 .092 .052 .153 .405 1.00

3 Eat Meal .012 .011 .074 .134 .185 .086 .098 .400 1.00
4 PersonalBusiness .004 .021 .145 .182 .085 .045 .208 .310 1.00
5 Shoppiris .001 .012 .051 .190 .072 .039 .210 .429 1.00
6 Social-Recreation .002 .025 .042 .102 .151 .056 .f32 .490 1.00
~ &J Passengers .009 .014 .063 .106 .076 .158 .322 .252 1.00

.013 .032 .181 .273 .247 .254 - - 1.00
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total .006 .020 .090 .170 .122 .098 .173 .320 1.00

------------.---------------.-------:-----------------------------------------------------
1980 2 School .036 .022 .032 .058 .047 .018 .252 .536 1.00

3 EatMeal .008 .016 .062 .117 .094 .055 .187 .461 1.00
4 Personal Business .012 .039 .120 .153 .054 .025 .159 .437 1.00
5 Shopping .007 .032 .065 .169 .054 .017 .172 .484 1.00
6 Social-Recreatlorr .005 .040 .069 .079 .098 .045 .117 .548 1.00

7 ServePassengers .026 .015 .077 .077 .092 .092 .265 .357 1.00
8 Home .110 .072 .159 .267 .233 .159 - - 1.00
------------------------ -------------- ---------------------------------- ---------

Total .028 .037 .088 .145 .092 .052 .152 .405 1.00
-------------------------------,---------------------------------------------------------
UOR2SSS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1965 1 Work .151 .003 .056 .050 .037 .029 .041 .212 .422 1.00

2 School 135 .010 .029 .035 .042 .059 .045 .253 .403 1.00
3 Eat Meal :559 .003 .004 .040 .039 .079 .045 .046 .185 l.Oo
4 PersonalBusinas.s .178 .002 .028 .104 .090 .051 .037 .214 .295 l.Oo

5 Shopping .042 .001 .019 .037 .126 .054 .025 .223 .472 loo

6 Social Recreation .054 .003 .034 .028 .046 .126 .052 .096 .562 loo
; ~m~ Passenger .252 .004 .020 .033 .042 .044 .151 .203 .250 1,00

.192 .015 .037 .146 .245 .230 .137 - - 1.00
------- ------------------------------------- ------- -------------------- ----------

Total .168 .005 .040 .064 .084 .07’7 .066 .162 .334 1.00
------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

1980 1 Work .093 .008 .069 .062 .041 .020 .030 .182 .495 loo

2 School .186 .010 .029 .000 .049 .039 .020 .294 .373 loo

3 gatHeal .497 .016 .011 .021 .048 .048 .021 .079 .259 1.00
4 Personal Buslnass .168 .007 .040 .141 .111 .037 .024 .145 .327 loo

5 Shopping .110 .004 .034 .046 .129 .046 .015 .114 .502 1.00

6 Social-Recreation :;;: .005 .022 .038 .030 .082 .044 .077 .621 loo
7 Serva Paaaengars .031 .012 .049 .055 .031 .055 .166 .337 1.00

8 Home .227 .080 .080 .184 .171 .190 .067 - .- 1.00
-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------.

---. -----2:::.--.------.------:!!:--::!!--:::?--::?:--::?:--::!?--::!!--:l:!--:!!:--!:!:
Note: Prm.Hnme - permanent return to home.
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year and by work participation (nonworkers and
workera cannot be analyzed together here because, by
definition, the nonworkers’ transition probabilities
to work are zero). The intensity of activity link-
ages is now represented by transition probabilities.
The larqer probabilities of permanently returninq
home and the smaller probabilities of temporarily
returning home in 1980 show the decreased number of
sojourns and chains in the latter survey. Decreased
probabilities of transitions involving social-rec-
reation travel in 1980 are also notable.

The stability of the transition matrices is aqain
examined by applying the log-linear model. The re-
sults are summarized in Table 8. The four factors
considered in the analysia--activity at origin (0),
activity at destination (D), mode usage (M), and
year (Y)--are by no means independent for both non-
workers and workers (model 1). Introduction of the
interaction term, which involves the activity at
origin and activity at destination (OD) in models 2
and 3, represents the hypothesis that the distribu-
tions of activities at origin and destination are
unaffected by the other factors and also that there
exists a unique linkage intensity between each pair
of activity types, and its intensity does not depend
on the mode usage or year. Model 4 relaxes this
hypothesis by allowing the marqinal distribution of
activities at origin and destination to vary, de-
pending on the other two factors. These hypotheses
are rejected.

Model 5, where the activity linkages are assumed
to vary by mode usaqe but not by year, shows a rela-
tively good fit, but it ia significantly different
from the observation for the workers [X’ = 198.6,
df = 108, the probability (a) that the model rep-
resents the population from which the observations
were obtained is less than 0.00005]. The result in-
dicates a better fit of the model to the nonworkers
activity transitions (X2 = 130.0, df =,80, a =
0.0004). This result is rather counterintuitive be-
cause workers presumably have less flexibility as to
their daily activity scheduling because of the rigid
work schedule; therefore, changes of lesser magni-
tude in their daily activity patterns would be ex-
pected. It may be the case that workers are in qen-
eral more mobile and their travel patterns tend to
vary with the environment more than do the patterns
of nonworkers.

Model 6 assumes that activity linkages are depen-

dent on the year but not on the mode usaqe. This
model exhibits poorer fits than model S, especially
for workers. Again, the variations in the transition
matrix over time are less in their magnitudes than
the CKOSS-SeCtiOnal variations across sample sub-
groups. The results of models 5 and 6 for workers
together sugqest that the chanqes in the activity
linkage patterns cannot be explained by either mode
usage or year, but their combined effects are hnpor-
tant. It implies that the behavior of the two mode
usage subgroups of workera changed differently be-
tween 1965 and 1980. This result is consistent with
the earlier finding (~) that travel behavior of the
respective car ownership subgroups has changed be-
tween the two time points.

STABILITY IN TIKS-OF-DAY DEPENDENCY OF
ACTIVITY CHOICE

The time-of-day dependencies of activity patterns
arise from physiological requirsmenta (e.q., aleep-
inq), inStitUtiOIIal elements (e.q., business and
work hours), and perhaps purely habitual choices of
the individuals (e.g., 3 o’clock tea). The institu-
tional elements are broadly defined here to include
factors that affect the supply of opportunities for
activities (e.g., television show). The time-of-day
dependencies of activities are naturally affected by
these factors. The time-of-day dependencies of out-
of-home activities are affected by additional fac-
tors, including the substitution of in-home and out-
of-home activities (3,30).

Figure 2 shows ~h~ activity patterns of non-
workers and workera over the l-day period by pre-
senting the distribution of activity occurrence
times by activity types for 1965 and 1980. Only
those activity typea with a sufficient number of
observations are presented in the fiqure. The dia-
tributiona clearly show the tendency mentioned
earlier, in that activities of a more obligatory
nature with less flexibility are pursued first ear-
lier in the day. This can be seen most clearly in
the workers’ distributions. Naturally, work activity
typically commences in the morning, and the figure
shows a sharp peak around 8:00 a.m. The frequency of
personal business increases in the afternoon after
3:00 p.m., with peaks between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m.
Compared with personal business, shopping activity
is less frequently engaqed in durinq the morninq

TABLE8 TeatingtheVariationinActitityLtiges by YearandMode Usage

--- Ihnworkers---- -----Workers -.---

Hodel EypethesisTested x’ df a x’ df a
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.0, D, M, Y

2. OD,M, Y

3.00,MY

8. OD, WY, D14Y

5.Orsl,cm, OxY

6. ODY, C91Y, MN

Allfactorsareindependent. 13656.9200 .000022268.9262 .0000

Activity liekages(OD),~DE, 6653.5160 .0000 5036.3208 .0000
andYEAR are independent.

MODE variea over YEAR, but not 6286.8 159 .0000 4975.5 207 .0000

tbe distributions of ORIGIW,
DESTINATION,and OD linkages.

Diatributionaof ORIGINand 260.9 120 .0000 1089.7162 .0000
DESTINATIONactivitiesvary
dependingon MODEandYEAR,
not OD linkages.

00 linkagesvarybyMODE,but 130.0.80 .00M 198.6 108 .0000
notbyYEAR.

OD linkeaezVSFYby YEAR,but 180.0 80 .0000 947.o 108 .0000
IIOtbY HODS.

---------—--------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------

0S2(JIB(0)= Origin●otivity cateaoriee;seeTable6.
DSSTINAT20N(D)= Deztinztion●etivity oategorias.
W (Y)* lSZ1’ (1965,1980).
MODE (H) . Node usage (caronlY,otbara).
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period, and the peaks after 6:00 p.m. are sharper.
Social-recreation is the last activity to be pur-
sued, with a smell probability of engagement until
3:00 p.m. and sharp concentrations between 6:00 and
9:00 p.m. Although less pronounced, similar tenden-
cies can be found from the distributions of non-
workers. The rather irregular patterns of serve-pas-
aenqer activity reflect the typical time periods
when chauffeuring of workers and children takea
place.

There are certain differences between the 1965
and 1980 distributions. In general, the figure.indi-
cates that out-of-home activity enqaqement during
the evening period has declined in 1980. This is
most noticeable for social-recreation trips: The
aharp peak of the nonworkers distribution in 1965
has completely dieappeared in 1980, the workers’
1980 peak is 1 hr earlier than in 1965, and the
Workerat engagement in this activity after 9:00 p.m.

has declined markedly in 1980. It is not possible to
identify the reasons for this change from the sta-
tistical analyses of the survey results. However, it
aPPears logical to conjecture that the change is at
least in Part cauaed by the substitution of out-of-
home activities by in-home activities as a result of
widespread ownership of the television set and other
entertainment devices in 1980.

The stability in the time-of-day dependencies in
activity engagement is statistically examined by
using the lcq-linear model. Only non-home-based
choices, where the origin location ia outside the
home base, are analyzed here, and activities are
represented by simplified activity type classifica-
tion. Three cateqoriee are used for the analysis of
nonworkers’ patterns: out-of-home activity, return-
ing home temporarily, and returning home permanent-
ly. The last category implies that the out-of-home
activity schedule of the day is completed. The
analysis of the workers used four categories con-
sisting of the three activities just mentioned and
mrk activity. The results are summarized in Table 9.

Models 8 and 9 show good fits to the observation.
Model 8 assumes that activity choice by time of day
(CT combination) depends on the mode usage but not
on the year, whereae the distributions of activity
choices (C) and their occurrences over the time of
day (T) vary by tie and year. The good fit implies
that the activity choice given the time of day when
it is made has not chanqed between 1965 and 1980.
The marginal dlatributions of the choices and their
occurrence times, however, did vary and resulted in
the overall differences in the out-of-home activity
engagement, as seen in Fiqure 2. It may well be the
case that the time-of-day dependencies of activity
choice have not changed if all activities, including
the in-home activities, are taken into account. The
apparent changes in the out-of-honreactivity and
travel patterns discussed in this paper may be at-
tributable to this substitution effect.

CYINC!LUSIONS

Travel patterns are not stable over time. Changes
can be found in many aspects of the travel behavior
reported in the survey reeults. A few aspects of the
behavior that were found in this study to possess
temporal stability include the patterns in linkinq
and sequencing activities. In both the 1965 and the
1980 data sets, individuals were found to pursue
less-flexible activities before flexible activities
and also to pursue activities of the same type suc-
cessively. Time-of-day dependencies of activity
choice also showed certain similarities, which indi-
cates that obligatory and less-flexibie activities
tend to be pureued earlier in the day. These quali-
tative similarities, however, do not imply that the
relationships that quantify these tendencies ra-
meined unchanged. For example, the transition prob-
abilities among activity types are not stable over
time even after the differences in the distribution
of activity types between the”two time points are
taken into consideration. The way a qiven number of
sojourns are organized into trip chains also showed
clear differences, which suggeets that the individ-
uals in the 1980 sample organized a larger number of
sojourns into a fewer number of trip chains when
they pursued many sojourns.

Some log-linear models involvinq the time factor
were concluded to fit the observations well and in-
dicated that the probability of certain behavior,
given a particular condition, is stable over time.
For example, the probability of returninq home or
pursuing additional out-of-home activities given the
time of day waa found to be stable over time. one
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TABLE9 Teati~theVariationiIINon-Home-&ed Actitity~oicebyfimeof Day and
Mode Usage

----Nonworkers ---- ----- Work.ra —-
Model Hypothesis Tested X2 df a X2 df a--.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.C, T, II,Y All factors are independent. lbOIO. O 183 .0000

,. .. ______ ----

2. CT, M, Y CHOICE-TIME (CT) combinations, 27’54.3 151 .0000

HODE, and YEAR are independent.

3. CT, Ml MODE varies over YEAR, but the 2489.2 150 .0000
distributions of CHOICE and TIME
and CT combination do not depend
on MOOE or YEAR.

405j5.2 250 .Oouo

3314.0202 .0000

3270.2201 .0000

4.CT,CMY, TMY Distributions of CHOICE and YEAR 203<9 96 .0000
vary by MODE and YEAR, but not
CT combinations.

5.CTM,MY Distributions of CHOICE and YEAR 439.6 100 .0000
and CT combinations vary by MODE,
but not by YEAR.

6. CTM, CMY Distribution of CHOICE varies by 371.0 96 .0000
MODE and YEAR, in addition to
the variations in Model 5.

7. CTM, TMY Distribution of TIME varies by 189.8 68 .0000
MODE and YEAR, in addition to
the variations in Model 5.

8. CTM, CMY, TMY CT combinations vary by MODE, 63.9 6U .0789
but not by YEAR.

9. cm, C14Y, TY CT combinations vary by MODE, 104.3 80 .0355
but not by YEAR; Distribution
of TIME does not depend on YEAR.

10.cm, TMY,CY CT combinations vary by MODE, but 8Jk.2 66 .0129
not by YEAR; Distribution of
CHOICE does not depend on YEAR.

486.7 144 .0000

645.7 134 .0000

577.4 128 .0000

317.7 102 .0000

94.4 96 .5266

128.3 112 .1387

133.0 99 .0129

431,6 96 .0000

--------------------

11.CTY,CMY,TMY CT combinations vary by YEAR, but 164.3 6U .0000

not by MODE.
--------------------------------------------------------- ---------------

CHOICE (C) . Non-home-based activity choice (out-of-home activity, return hometemporarily,
returnhomepermanently)fornonworkers;(work,out-of-homeactivity,return
hometemporarilyy, returnhomepermanent y ) for workers.

TIME (T) = Time of day (-8 am, 8-9 am, . . . . 10-11 pm, 11 pm-).

YEAR (Y) . Year (1965, 1980).
MOOE (M) = Mode Usage (car only, others).

conjecture that can be developed from the study re-
sults is that the way an individual develope his
daily activity schedule is stable, but the outcome
of the process (i.e., the out-of-home activity and
travel pattern) varies, depending on the travel
environment as the input to the scheduling process.

The sharp decline of the out-of-home social-rec-
reational activities in the evening period observed
in the 1980 sample also suggesta that an unstable
travel pattern racy result. from a stable activity
pattern becauae of the substitution between in-home
and out-of-home activities. The qualitative simi-
larities in activity scheduling and sequencing also
sugqest that what the individuals do may not have
changed very much over time, but how and where they
do it--the concern of transportation planners--have.
More extensive analysis that involves not only ac-
tivity and travel patterns, the individual’s attri-
butes, and network and land use variables, but also
more comprehensive representation of the travel
environment, is a future task.
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Comparative Analysis of the Transferability of

Disaggregate Automobile-Ownership and

Mode-Choice Models

ERIC I. PAS and FRANK S. KOPPELMAN

ABSTIU4CT

In this paper the study of model transfer-
ability is extended to disaqqraqate models
of automobile-ownership level. Models of
automobile ownership and mode to work are
estimated and transferred among sectors of a
metropolitan region. The transfer effective-
ness of theee models is evaluated by usinq
previously developed disagqreqate and aqqre-
qate measures of model transfer effective-
ness. The automobile-ownership models are
found to have a hiqh deqree of transfer ef-
fectiveness in this context, hiqher than the
transfer effectiveness of mode-choice models
in the same context. It is concluded that
previous findinqs about the effectiveness of
model tranefer, based on studies of mode-
choice models, can be extended to automo-
bile-ownershipmodels.

The application of travel demand modele estimated on
observed data for prediction of conditional future
behavior in the same or other context is commonly
undertaken as part of the transportation systems
analysis procese (~). The application of a model in
a context other than that in which it was originally
estimated is described as model transfer. Model
transfer ia likely to be effective in predicting be-
havior in the application context if the transferred
model will contain useful information about the be-
havioral phenomenon of interest in the application
context. Models that contain such useful informa-
tion are described as transferable. Model transfer-
ability is necessarily conditional on similarity of
the underlying behavioral process in the estimation
and application contexte and the adequacy of the
model to represent that behavior (~). A number of
studies of transferability of disaqqreqate travel
choice models have been undertaken in recent years.
Most of these studiee coneider mode choice (~-~},
whereas some examine frequency choice (6,7).

The qoal of this etudy is to exten~ ~he analysis
of the transferability of travel choice models to
the related choice of automobile ownership. The
transferability of automobile-ownership choice
models is analyzed and the transferability of these
models is compared to that of mode-choice models.
These analyses were undertaken in the context of an
artificial transfer eituation created by dividing
the Washington, D.C., reqion into three geographi-
cally distinct sectors. These sectors are distinctly
different in terme of the demographic characteris-
tics of their populations, such as household size,
household income, and automobile ownership, and with
respect to travel time and cost to the central
business district (CBD) by both car and bus transit
(~).

Automobile-ownership and mode-choice models are
estimated for each sector, and the transfer effec-
tiveness of each model to the other two sectors is
examined. This analysis was undertaken within a
sinqle urbanized area to reduce the confounding ef-
fect of differences in variable definition, measure-
ment of level-of-service variables, and sampling
procedures between metropolitan areas. Previous
studies of the transferabilityof disaqqregate mode-
choice models suggest that the reeults of intra-area
transfer studies are indicative of inter-area trans-
fer effectiveness.

MODEL STRUCTURE AND ESTIMATION

Models of Travel and Related Choices

Travel behavior is commonly analyzed in the four
steps embodied in the traditional aqqreqate urban
transportation model system: trip generation, trip
distribution, modal split, and network assignment
(1,8,2). The comparable choices for disaqqreqate
a;aiysis are trip frequency (whether or not to make
a trip), destination, mode, and path choice. An im-
portant issue in travel analysis revolvee around the
structure of these choices and the models that rep-
resent them.

Charles River Associates (10,11) derived a se-.—
quential formulation of the choice process and ap-
plied it to estimation of choices of shoppinq trip
frequency, mode, destination, and time of day. Ben-
Akiva (~) argued that certain of these choices are
behaviorally joint and that they should be repre-
sented by a joint or simultaneous choice model. He
aleo demonstrated that sequential model estimations
may be quite different from those obtained by esti-
mation of the corresponding simultaneouss model.

However, the differences in parameter estimates re-
ported were not statistically significant at any
reasonable level, and the qoodness-of-fit measuree
for the “simultaneousand sequential models were es-
sentially the same. Ben-Akiva and Lerman (~) ex-
tended the individual choice structure to form a
hierarchical model of travel and travel-related
choices. In this hierarchy mobility choices, in-
cludinq residential location, automobile ownership
level, and breadwinner mode choice to work, are
assumed to be made jointly. DeciSiOna on trip fre-
quency, destination, and mode Eor nonwork trips are
assumed to be made jointly but conditional on the
hiqher-levelmobility choices.

The discussion of choice model structure ia based
on behavioral conjecture about the sequence of the
(unobserved) decision process employed by the trip-
maker. More recently, McFadden (~) sum-ted an
alternative theoretical basis for mathematically
structuring multidimensional choice models. spe-

cifically, he formally derived the nested l-it
model that takes account of similarity amonq alter-
natives with respect to excluded variables. In this

structure, the mathematical form of the choice model
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represents an interdependence among a subset of al-
ternatives due to the sharing of common unobserved
attributes rather than a sequential dependence amonq
choices. This theoretical approach leads to a eimi-
Lar mathematical form of the choice model as that
obtained based on choice sequence.

Choice of Automobile Ownership and Mode to Work

These concepts were applied to the choice OE automo-
bile-ownership level and breadwinner mode to work.
In this paper the component models of a sequential
choice model, with mode choice conditional on aut~
mobile ownership, are examined. Excluded as con-
ceptually unreasonable were mutual independence of
these choices and the sequential model with automo-
bile ownership conditional on mode choice to work.
In a previous paper (15) the authore estimate and
evaluate the joint choi~e model of automobile owner-
ship and mode to work, and compare transferability
of the joint and sequential model structures. The
utility of a joint automobile ownership\mode to work

alternative is defined by

UA,M ‘VA, M ‘~A,~ (1)

where

UA,M = utility of automobile ownership A and
mode M,

‘A,M = systematic portion of that utility, and

CA,M = unobserved stochasticportion of that
utility.

A sequential m&el of the choice of automobile
ownership and mode to work can be developed by as-
suminq that the stochastic component of utility in
Equation 1 can be additively separated. The nested
loqit model is obtained under the assumption that

.s~,~=e*+cA~ (2)

where CAM ‘s that portion of the stochastic
utility that jointly varies over automobile owner-
ship and mode and is Gumbel distributed with param-
eter i-’, and CA is that portion of the sto-
chastic utility that varies only over automobile
ownership and is distributed euch that the sum
CM + CA” iS Gumbel distributed with param-
eter 1.

In this case the conditional mode and marqinal
automobile-ownershipchoice models are of the form

P(M/A)=eXp [(VM + vAM)/~] /M~A eXp [(v”, + vAf#)/k] (3)

and

P(A)= eXP (VA+&)/;4 exp(VA’+ a~A’ ) (4)

where

P(M/A) =

P(A) =

VA =

VM =

probability of choosinq mode M condi-
tional on automobile ownership A,
marqinal probability of choosing
automobile ownership A,
that portion of observed utility that
is strictly related to automobil-
ownership level,
that portion of observed utility that
is strictly related to mode,

VAM = remaininq portion Of observed utility
that is determined jointy by aut~
bile ownership and mode,

A = measure of dissimilarity between paira
of mode alternativea conditional on
automobile ownership, and

rA = expected value of choosing the best mode
given automobile ownership A.

.
The mathematical definition of I’Ais qiven by

(5)

The estimation procedures for the sequential
model structure are well developed and are docu-
mented in the literature (12,14,16). The basic prrc-———
cedure is to

1. Estimate the conditional portion of the model
deecribed in Equation 3 (note that 1 cannot be es-
timated, but ratios of $/~ can be estimated,
where B is a parameter in the utility function),

2. Compute the expected value of the set of con-
ditional alternatives by using Equation 5, and

3. Estimate the marginal choice model as repre-
sented in Equation 4.

The estimation process is baeed on maximum Like-
lihood procedures in steps 1 and 3.

RESEARCH DESIGW

Data and Model Specification

The data used were collected by the Washington Coun-
cil of Governments in 1968 as part of a general ef-
fort to develop models of travel demand and trans-
port system operations. A portion of these data was
used, which describes breadwinners who made a work
trip from their residence to work place in the C8D.
(Note that breadwinners are defined ae the household
member working in the highest job category.) The
data eet includes a total of 2,654 persons and in-
cludes characteristics of the individual and house-
hold; level-of-eervice data for the work trip by
drive alone, shared ride, and transit; and the mode
chosen.

Previous studies of dis&qqreqate choice models
employed data from the Washington, D.C., data act.
In particular, Lerman and Ben-Akiva (~) used these
data to estimate joint choice models of automobile
ownership (zero, one, two cars) and mode to work
(car, transit). The specifications used in the pre-
sent research are based on this previous work. The
specification of a joint choice model is selected
initially and compatible specifications are devel-
oped for the conditional and marqinal choice models.

The choices of intereat in this etudy are automo-
bile-ownership level and breadwinner mode to work.
The alternatives for automobile ownership are de-
fined as zero, one, or two or more cars. The alter-
native for mode to work include drive alone, shared
ride, and transit. Two assumptions are made about
the availability of particular alternativea. Firet,
it is assumed that a household with no Licensed
drivers cannot choose to own an automobile. Second,
if the work tripmeker does not have a driver’s li-
cenee, he ie assumed not to be able to choose the
drive-alone alternative.

There are no other aseun&d reatrictiona on alter-
native availability. The data set includes only in-
dividual living in areas served by transit. Thus
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the transit alternative is available to everyone.
Shared ride ia assumed to be available to everyone.
It is not aasuntedthat the level of household income
places any restriction on the maximum number of cars
owned or available to the houeehold.

Next, the utility function for each alternative
is formulated. It is expected that the joint choice
of automobile ownership and mode choice to work will
be influenced by the level-of-service characteris-
tics of the work trip by ride alone, shared ride,
and transit; the differential travel capabilities of
the household with different levels of automobile
ownership; and the socioeconomic characteristics of
the individual and household.

The qeneral specification adopted bV Lerman and
Ben-Akiva (~) was followed, but modified to account
fOr differences in alternatives (three mode-choice
alternatives were included in this research) and
limitations in the data available to the authors.
First, transportation level-of-service variables
were included. These are in-vehicle and out-of-ve-
hicle travel time and out-of-pocket travel cost.
Second, housinq attributes are represented in terms
of whether the residence is a single-family house.
This characteristic is selected to take account of
the availability of parkinq space, and this variable
is associated with the two-or-more-automobileowner-
ship alternative. Third, three socioeconomic vari-
ables were included. Household income is used to
modify the importance of out-of-pocket travel costs.
Number of licensed drivers is used to modify the
utility of different levels of automobile ownership
(the utility of owning increased numbers of vehicles
increases with the number of drivers in the house-
hold). An indication that an individual is a govern-
ment worker is used to represent the effect of work
place incentives on the value of the shared-ride
mode. Finally, the averaqe effect of excluded vari-
ables is represented by constants for different
automobile-ownership levels and different mode
choices.

These specifications exclude two variables used
by Lerman and Ben-Akiva (~) : automobile-ownership
costs and accessibility to nonwork locations for
households with and without automobiles. The Wash-
ington data set does not include information on
automobile-ownershipcosts. It was preferred to ex-
clude this variable rather than include a fixed
average annual cost per vehicle thst is invariant
across households. The accessibility measure used
by Lerman and Ben-Akiva (~) represents the value of
increased automobile ownership in improvinq house-
hold access to the opportunities other than work in
the spatial environment. Althouqh this is a useful
variable, the data necessary to formulate it were
not available to the authors.

A description of each variable included in the
specifications of the automobile-ownershipand mode-
choice models is presented in Table 1. The gen-
eralized price variable (Equstion 5) is included to
caQture the effect of modal utilities on automobile-
ownership choice.

Analyais of Model Transferability

An artificial environment was created for transfer-
ability analysis by dividinq the Washington ares in-
to three geographically distinct sectors, as shown
in Fiqure 1. That is, the opportunity to examine
transferability wss created in a situation where
there are no differen&es in variable definitions,
data-collection methods, and characteristics of the
metropolitan area environment. These advantages are
important in developing an underatandinq of trans-
ferability. It is recognized that the issue of

TABLE1 SpecificationofConditionsIMode andMarginal
Automobile-Owner&ipChoiceModela

Condi- Marginal
tional Automo.
Mode. bile-Owne~-

Explanatory Choice shipChmce
Variable Descriptionof Variable Model Model

DUMA and
DUMSR

DUMICAR
and
DUM2CAR

CDA and
CSR

GW SR

STRDUM

IDLIC

TTT

OVTTD

OPTCINC

GENPRICE

Dummy variables, specific to
drwe-alone and shared-ride
alternatives

Dummy variables, specific to
the one- and twn-car alterna-
tives

Number of cars, drwe-alone
and shared-ride interaction
variables

Dummy variable that indirates
if the breadwinner is a govern-
ment worker; specific to the
shared-ride alternates

Dummy variable tbatindicates
whether the household resides
in a single-family structure;
specific to the one- and two-
car alternatives

The inverse of the number of
drwer’s licenses in the house.
hold for the one-car alterna-
tes; twice the reverse of the
number of driver’s licenses
for the two-car alternates

Round trip total travel time
(mm)

Round trip out-of-vehicle
travel time (rein) divided by
one-way distance (miles)

Round trip out-of-pocket
travel cost (cents) diwded
by annual household income
($000s)

Generalized price of mode of
travel for a given level of
automobile ownership

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Note: An X indicates that the explanatory variable ia included in the particuk model.

FIGURE1 EstimationsectorsittWasbi@on region.

intraKe9iOnal transferability is less of a cOnCern
than that of interregional transferability.However,
earlier studies indicate that intrareqional transfer
reeults are indicative of interregional transfer

(18,19).effectiveness _ _ The marginal automobile

ownership and conditional mode-choice models were
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estimated for each of these three sectors, and the
transferability Of each model to the other two
sectors was examined.

The transferability of the different models was
evaluated in terms of the ability of the transferred
model to describe the observed behavior in the ap-
plication context. This is accomplished by examining
the accuracy of dieaqqceqate and aqqreqate predic-
tions using the transferred model in the application
context in absolute terms and relative to the pre-
dictive accuracy of the corresponding locally esti-
mated model. The specific measures to be used and
their properties are developed in earlier work (~).
A summary description of these measures is presented
here. The disaqqreqate transferability measures
(Table 2) are based on the likelihood that the data
observed in the application environment were qen-
erated by the choice process described by ,thetrans-
ferred model. The transfer likelihood ratio index
is analoqous to the conventional likelihood ratio
index or rho-square measure (~). It compares the
loq likelihood of the transferred model to the loq
likelihood of a base (equally likely or market-
shares) model. Tbe transfer index compares the pre-
diction effectiveness of the transferred model over
the baae model relative to the prediction effective-
ness of a locally estimated model.

The aqqregate measurea of transferability (Table
3) evaluate the ability of the model to replicate
observed choice frequencies in prediction for aqqre-
qate qroups, usinq the explicit enumeration aqqreqa-
tion procedure (~). This ia done by measuring the
difference between the observed and predicted number
of individuals selectinq each alternative in each
aqgreqate qroup. Specifically, the root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) measure is used to reureaent the
expected relative or proportional error in a typical

a9qre9ate prediction (~), and the relative aqqre-
gate transfer error ia the ratio of transfer and
local RMSE.

The diaaqqreqate and aqqreqate transfer test sta-
tistics developed by Koppelman and Wilmot (~) are

TABLE2 DiaaggregsteIndicesofTranaferability

not reported here because these statiatica were
found to be less useful in the analysis of transfer-
ability than the index measures previously dis-
cussed. The transfer test statistics are reported
in Koppelman and Paa (15).—

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Estimation Results

Models of mode choice conditional on automobile
ownership and of marginal automobile-ownership
choice are estimated for each of the three sectors
by usinq the specifications previously described.
The estimation results are uiven in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively. These models are all significant at
hiqh levels relative to both the equally likely and
market-share baae models and account for a reason-
able proportion of the behavioral variation in the
data. Note that the marqinal automobile-choice
models have substantially hiqher likelihood ratio
index (rho-square) valuea than the mode-choice
models,- despite the limited specification of the
automobile-ownershipmodel.

All the parameters in the conditional mode-choice
models are highly significant (p < 0.01), except
those associated with out-of-pccket travel cost and
out-of-vehicle travel time. All the parameters in
the marainal autonmbile-ownership choice models are
statistically significant (p < 0.01), except the
parametar of the inclusive price of travel mode in
the automobile-ownerahip model for sector 2. Thus,
from a statistical perspective, the models are ex-
tremely satisfactory. Furthermore, all parameter
estimates that are statistically different from zero
have acceptable siqns. The parameter for the gen-
eralized price of mode of travel in the automobile-
ownership models are expected to be between zero and
one. Although the parameters obtained in two sectors
are qreater than one, they are not aiqnificantly
different from one.

Measure Definition Description

Transfer likelihood p?(lj) = 1 “ [LJ+ @j)/ LLi (BAsE)l This index s simdar in form to the commonly used rho-square measure pro-
ratio index,

P/@j)

posed by McFadden /20): the index is bounded by one; the base model
where L~ @j) i$ the log Melihood that the behavior ob- may be an equal-shares or market-shares model

seined in context i was generated by the model estimated

Transfer index,
TIi (Oj)

incontext j (withparameters@)-
TIi(’Jj)=[L~(jj)-L~(BASE\]/[L~(Oi)-LL(BASE)] This index measures the predictive accuracy of the transferred model reka-

tive to a locally developed model; the index haa an upper limlt of unity;
the base model may be an equal-shares or market-shares model; the trana-
fer index is related to the tranafer likelihood ratio index by

T1i @j)= ~f(’Pj)/~?@i)

TABLE3 AggregateIndicesofTransferability

Measure Definition Description

Root-mean-square ~sEi (@j) ‘(m~z
)

&zREh4~Z/z tire,5 This index meamues the average relative error in prediction weighted by the

error (RMSE) m,z sue of the predictmn element
where REMmz M the relative error measure in prediction

alternative m m group z; i.e.,

REMmz=(kiz- Nmz)/Nmz

where fim ~ is the number of persons in group z predicted

to choose alternative m, and Nm * is the number of per
sons in group z observed to choose alternative m.

Relative aggregate RATEI @j)= RMSEI@j)/RMSE1(pi) This index measures the aggregate error of the transferred model relative to

transfer error (RATE) the local model
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TABLE4 Estimation Reaulta: Conditional Mode-Choim Model

Estlmatad Paraaeter Values(tstatistics)

Varlable Sector1 Sector2 Sector3

0U40A -2.7’I( 7.31) -1.79 ( 4.81) -3.19 ( 7.26)

0U4SR -2.35 (10.91)-1.87 ( 9.63) .2.36 ( 7.78)

CDA 1.67 (8.33) 1.57 ( 7.35) 2.08 ( 8.45)
CSR 1.20 ( 7.72) 1.33 ( 9.23) 1.43 ( 6.75)
GliSR .77 ( 5.01) .48 ( 3.33) .60 ( 3.77)
l-l-r - .038( 6.06) - ,018( 3.53) - .021( 3.84)

TransferabilityAnalysis

The transferability Of the conditional mode and mar-
ginal automobile-ownershipchoice models is examined
throuqh use of the measures previously outlined.
The transferabilityof the estimated models is eval-
uated in terms of parameter transferability, dis-
a99re9ate Prediction accuracy, and agqreqate pre-
diction accuracy. Examination of the hypothesis that
the estimated model parameter describe the popula-
tion behavior in the application context (15) re-
jects the tranaferability of the alterrMive-spaci-
fic constants in both the automobile-ownership and
mode-choice models. Thus in this paper partial,
rather than full, model transfer is considered. That
is, the transferability analyais results that follow
are based on models in which the alternative speci-
fic constants are adjusted to match the aqqreqate
choice shares in the application context.

0VT70

OPTCINC

Nmbsr of Cases

Nmber of
Observations

LogLlkellhood

At Zero

At NerketShare

At Convergence

LikelihoodRatio
Statistic

Zero Ease

Market Share 8ase

.78 ( .13) - .052( .88) - .096( 1.23)

.19 (1.44) .0018(.17) .014( .84)

944 %la 746

2648 2s82 2165

Disaggregate TransferabilityPrediction Indices
-%2.5 -933.7 -790.0

-w4.4 -899.7 -771.6

-778.0 -812.6 -690.5

The ability of the conditional mode and marqinal
automobile-ownershipchoice models estimated in each
sector to predict the disaggregate behavior observed
in each of the other sectors is examined by use of
the transfer likelihood ratio index and the trans-
ferability index evaluated against a market-share
reference. These results are qiven in Tables 6 and
7 for each sector pair and with pooled values across
all transfers (~). The transfer rho-square mea-
sures highlight two interesting facets of this
analysis. First, it is observed that the rho-square
values are highest for transfers into contexts that
have high rho-square values for locally estimated
models. For example, the automobile-ownershipmodel
provides the best fit to the sector 3 data, and the
transfer rho-square measures are higher for trans-
fers into sector 3 than into sectors 1 and 2. Sec-
ond, it is observed that the transfer rho-square
measures for the marginal automobile-choice model
are consistently higher than those for the condi-
tional mode-choice model, despite the apparently
limited specification used for automobile ownership.

The transfer indices reported for the different
models across sector pairs are generally quite hiqh
(greater than 0.86 in every caae). The transfer
indices for the marginal automobile-choicemodel are
generally higher (four of six cases) than for the
conditional mode-choice mode1. The pattern of
transfer indices armng sector pairs (which direc-
tional pairs have higher or lower transferability)
varies between the two models. However, it appears

that high transferability index values are obtained
for transfer into sectors with a high” local rho-
square for the corresponding model. That is, it aP_
pears that model transferability measured by the
transfer index is best in contexts in which behavior
can be most effectively described by the particular
model specification.

Overall, the disaggregate transferability predic-
tion indices indicate that both conditional mode-
choice and marginal automobile-ownershipmodels are
highly transferable between sector pairs. These re-

sults also indicate that transferability is general-
ly hiqher for transfer into sectors that have hiqh
local rhesquare values.

368.9 242.3 198.9

Z52.8 174.2 162.2

LlkellhqdRatio
lndea(p)

Zem 8sss

14erketShareEase

.192 .130 .126

.140 .097 .105

aTh.r. ww. thvwc.as i. rhadatant m which theho.whold r.!mrt.d hwtng z.r.a
driv.rsmd .1s0 raoortad ha.ingon. car available. Boc..”t h.$ac.w”lwf.d ..0..
f.asibl. elt.r..tlv., they W.raornittad from th. analysis.

TABLE5 EstimationReaults:MzrginalAutomobile-Chvnerahip
Model

L5tlmatadParameterValues(tstatlstlcs)
Varlable Sector1 Sector2 Sector3

ml CAR 4.46 ( 8.83) 4.79 ( 9.01) 6.24 ( 7.83)

UJM2WR 4.50 ( 4.72) 5.59 ( 5.44) 5.47 ( 3.31)

Smw 1.00 ( 4.%) .92 ( 5.12) 1,19 ( 5.63)

IDLIC -4.60 (10.73)-4.23 (11.57)-5.64 ( 8.96)

GENPRICE 1.32 ( 3.92) .40 ( 1.16) 1.79 (3.02)
( 0.95)’

855

2565

( 1.74P

832

24%

i 1.33j’

718

2154

NuaberOf ~SSS

Nuoberof
Observations

LogLfkellhood

At Zem

At 14arkstShare

At tinvergance

LikelihoodRatio
Statistfc

Zem 8aae

l!arkatSharesEase

Llkalfhd Ratio
9Index(O )

Zem Ease

NarketShare8ase

-939.3

-781.1

-5%.6

-914.0

-776.6

-622.6

-788.8

-5n .4

-426.6

724.3

301.6

685.4

369.0

582.9

308.0

Aqgregate Transfer Prediction Indices

.365

.236

.319

.198

.469

,261 RUSE is used to summarize the aqqreqate prediction
error in both local and transfer prediction, and the
relative values of RMSE are” used to describe the
deqree to which transferred models increase aqgre-

●T.m.tltilcs forth* wn.r.l:zti IW!c. ... blbr. .r. fommdwdnwtn.t th. ..11 hypoth.su
.at8-0.nd B-1.0,
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TABLE 6 Disaggregate Transferability Prediction Indices: Conditional
Mode-Choice Model

sector1

Sartor2

Sector3

ComposltaMeasure

PREDICTING ON

Sector1

.140(1.00)

.130(0.93)

.133(0.95)

Sertor2

,0s3(0.86)

.097(1.00)

.092(0.95)

Sector3

.097(0.92)

.100(0.95)

.105(1.00)

TransfarLIkel1hoodR.stloIndex= .106

TransferIndex= .93

Nate: The bma for comfxmtmn of rhe trmwfer likelihood rat!o index snd the transfer indtx memuret re!aorrnd
here isthe nurket.sharei model.

“Compoutc nwnures are wwahtad mrtws of the correwomdma measuresurota multiple transfers (19).

TADLE 7 Dia~egate TransferabilityPredictionIndices:MerginaE
Automobile-OwnershipChoiceModel

PREDICTING ON

Sartor1 $artor2 Sector3

Sector1 .236(1.00) .186(0.94) .2s8(0.99)
2
0

a
u Sector2
1- .228(0.97) .198(1.00) .246(.094)

<
x

1-
Ul
u Sector3 .230(0.98) .168(0.86) .261(1.00)

CompoaltaMeasures’

TramsferLIkelIhoodRatioIndex= .216

TransferIndex,* .94

Nom:Thebaasforcomputationofthetransferlikelihoodratioindexandrhetrm!tfwin~xmeatwmrvormd
IWNisowrnwkct.$ftarmITIOIS81.

‘C.ampmitema-swatm neqhwdwcragwof the corrmpondiw memurot wren multipf4trwvfm//9/.

sate Prediction error over that produced by the lo- age 22 and 24 percent for the conditional nroda-
;ally- estimated model. The aqqreqate prediction choice and toerqinal automobile-ownership
QrouDs

choice
emoloved in this study are the traffic models, respectively.. . . .

analysea diatricta identified in the study area. It la intertastinqto observe.that the best (low-
Sectora 1 and 3 contain 16 diatricte and eector 2 eat) meaaurea of RMSE for local prediction occur in
containa 19 districts. those aectora for which the locally eatimeted model

RMSE and the relative aqqreqate tranafer error had the beat (hiqheet) rhu-square values in Tables 4

for the mode to work and automobile-ownerahipchoice and 5. Theee results auqqeat a reasonable level of
models are qiven in Tablea 8 and 9. The RS4SEaaver- conaistency betwaen these different meaeurea.
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TABLE8 AgregateTranafer&tityPredictionh&ces: ConditionsJMode-
~oice Model

Sertor1

Sector2

Sertor3

PREDICTING ON
I

Sector1

.186(1.00)

.202(1.09)

.197(1.06)

Sector2 Sector3
I

.241(1.08) .219(1.01)

.222(1.00) .227(1.04)

.224(1.01) .219(1.00)

CornposlteTransferMeasures”

TransferRootMeanSquareError= .219

RelativeAggregateTransferError= 1.05

“Compomte nws$uresare twighted awmgts of the correwmnding measure%xcos multiple transfers (19).

TABLE 9 AggregateTransferabilityy PredictionIndices:Marginal
Automobile-OwnershipChoiceModel

—

Sector1

Sector2

Sector3

PREDICTING ON

Sector1

.245(1.00)

.281(1.15)

.238(0.97)

.248(1.01) .171(1.04)

.246(1.00) .205(1.24)

.250(1.02) .165(1.00)

CornpoalteTransferMeasures’

TransferRoothen SquareError= .237

RelatlveAggregateTransferError= 1.00

“bmpositamnwsurr,sare weighted .ver~s .af the correspondhg rIW.WreS ZUCM multiple transfers(19).

The relative aqqreqate transfer errors are low
fOr all model transfers. They are leas than 1.1, ex-
cept for two transfers of the marqinal automobile-
ownership model. Further, the pooled values for
this measure (1.05, 1.00) indicate a small increase
in agqreqate prediction error attributable to model
transfer.

Theee results suggest that the use of disaggre-
gate models for agqreqate prediction is quite eatis~
factory. More important, for the purpose of this
study, the increased error in aqgrsqate prediction
associated with use of transferred models is rela-
tively small.

Overall, both the absolute and relative aqqreqate
prediction measures indicate that transferred disaq-
qrsqate choice models are effective in predicting
a9qreqate choice shares.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The mode and automobile-ownershipchoice models es-
timated in each sector are statistically aiqnificant
and account for a reasonable proportion of the vari-
ation in the observed choices. An interesting fea-
ture of the estimation resulte is that the automo-
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bile-ownership models have substantially better
likelihrmd ratio index (rho-square) values than the
mode-choice models, despite the somewhat limited
specification of? the automobile-ownership model.
Specifically, the rho-square values for the automo-
bile-ownership models are qenerally twice as larqe
as for the mode-choice ~els. This observation
raiees the question of whether the better fit of the
automobile-ownership model has any impact on the
relative transferability of the automobile-ownership
and mode-choice models. This question ie addressed
in the followinq paragraphs, where the discussion
centers on the transferability of models in which
the alternative specific constants are adjusted to
match the aqqreqate choice sharea in the application
environment.

The disaqqregate transferability results are
evaluated in absolute terms by the transfer likeli-
hcd ratio index and in relative terms by the trane-
fer index. The transfer likelihood ratio index
values for both the automobile-ownership and mode-
choice models are in the same maqnitude ranqe as for
the corresponding lccally estimated models. That is,
(a) the transferability for both sets of models ia
gce3 and (b) the transferred automobile-ownership
models are roughly twice as effective as the mode-
choice modele. On the other hand, the transfer index
results indicata that, relative to locally estimated
modele, the mode-choice and automobile-ownership
choice models are equally transferable. The result
that improved fit of a model in the estimation en-
vironment appears to lead to improved transferabil-
ity in abeolute but not relative terme parallele the
results reported by Koppelman and Wilmot (~) in
connection with the impact of improved specification
on model transferability.

The disagqreqate transferability analyses also
indicate that transferability is qenerally hiqher
for transfer into sectors that have high local rho-
square valuee. For example, the automobile-ownership
model fits the observed data in sector 3 better than
in the other two sectore. The transfer rho-square
values reported in Table 7 indicate that the automo-
bile-ownership model is more transferable into sec-
tor 3 than into sectors 1 and 2.

These results all indicate that model transfers
are most effective when the transferred model is one
that would be highly satisfactory if it were esti-
mated in the application environment. Unfortunately,
the only way to obtain this information is to esti-
mate the corresponding model in the application en-
vironment, which eliminates the need for model
transfer. However, the comparative results of the
transferabilityof mode-choice and automobile-owner-
ship models indicate that if there is evidence to
suggest that modele of particular choice behaviors
are generally satisfactory, it is reasonable to in-
fer that such models could be transferred effec-
tively.

The aggregate transfer prediction analyses show
little discrimination between the traneferability of
mode-choice and automobile-ownerehip models. These
results do indicate, however, that the increased er-
ror in aqqregate prediction associated with the use
of transferred models is small (less than 10 percent
in 10 of 12 transfers reported). Thus transferred
disaggregate mode and automobile-ownership choice
models appear to be able to predict aqqreqate shares
satisfactorily, both in absolute terms and relative
to locally eatimatqd models.

The transferability analyses reported in this
paper provide no clear indication of which sector
pairs provide better estimation transfer contexts
for transfer of disaqgrsqate choice modele in Wash-
ington, D.C. This result is not surprising, qiven

that model transfer appears to depend on the fit of
a locally estimated model in the application con-
text, and the fact that the mode-choice model pro-
vides the best estimation qoodness-of-fit in sector
1, whereas the automobile-ownership model provides
the best estimation qoodnesa-of-fit in sector 3.

The study reported in this paper leads to two
basic conclusions. First, it is concluded that the
findings of earlier research concerning the trans-
ferability of disaqqreqate mode-choice models can be
extended to automobile-ownershipchoice models. Both
automobile-ownership and mode-choice modele exhibit
a hiqh deqree of traneferability at the disartqrsqate
and aqgreqate levele in the intraurban transfer
situations examined in this etudy.

The second basic conclusion reached in this study
is that model transfer ie more effective in those
choice situations where behavior can be explained
better by the mathematical model used to describe
choice behavior. That is, if a given choice behavior
can, in qeneral, be well represented by a model,
transfer of that model will qenerally be satis-
factory. Although this conclusion is consistent
with prior expectations, it is valuable that such
expectdtione be confirmed empirically. Further, this
Study indicates that automobileownership level
choice is predicted well by a relatively simple dis-
a9qre9ate choice model specification.
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Travel Regularities and Their Interpretations:

A Discussion Paper

JANUSZSUPERNAK

ABSTRACT

The regularities in travel behavior analyses
are examined in thie paper. Reaeone are in-
vestigated for different interpretations of
travel regularities caused by (1) differ-
ences in baeic assumptions, model specifica-
tion, and selection of analysis unit; (b)
differences in selection and evaluation of
empirical material; and (c) dift?erenceein
data used. Criteria for evaluat~on of ween-
iniqfulnessand ‘applicabilityof travel reclu-
larities are proposed. Travel-time budqet
analyses and studies of travel behavior of
homogeneous qroups of persons are compared
ae alternative approached to investigate

differences in travel regularities and di-
versity of their interpretatione.

Dete&inq regularities and establishing relation-
ships in any analyzed phenomenon, procees, or bs-
havior ie always an important and interesting Part
of any reeearch effort. Diecoverinq Keqularities is

normally a first siqn of understarwlinqthe analyzed
,problem. Often .theee reqularitiee have useful ap-
plications. In human travel behsvior, regularities
confirmed by several studies from different metro-
politan areae can constitute ‘a basis for qeoqraphi-
cally transferable models and can be used in travel
demand forecests and policy analyaes.
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In travel behavior analysis, as in other fields
of research, there are several ways to analyze dif-
ferent regularities and many ways to interpret them.
This diversity in travel regularities and their in-
terpretations does not necessarily mean that any one
version must be wronq. However, in many cases where
the research conclusions are divergent, it is nat-
ural to ask why. what methodological differences
are responsible for different regularities? Are
these regularities meaningful, consistent, or useful
in practical applications? Althouqh the final judq-
ment about quality of different regularities and
respective research approaches will never be fullv
objective, evaluation usinq these criteria would be
in order.

There are several reasons potentially responsible
for different interpretations of regularities in
travel behavior analyses: (a) conceptual differences
(different approaches, analysis units, unit strati-
fications, model specifications, and so forth); (b)
differences in selection, presentation, evaluation,
and interpretation of empirical findinqs; and (c)
overall quality of the data used (i.e., its com-
pleteness, adequacy, accuracy, compatibility).

An attempt is made to address some of the issues
in this paper. The content, form, and scope of this
paper were prompted by the comments of Zahavi (~)
printed with the author’s article “Travel-Time Bu13-
qet: A Critiquem published in Transportation Re-
search Record 879 (~). At that time there was no
opportunity to respond in an author’s closinq state-
ment. However, because Zahavi raised many important
issues, both on the subject of travel-time budqets
and on the broader questions of interpreting differ-
ences amonq researchers’ analyses of data, many of
his comments and other works (1,3) are used as the
basis for this paper. Over seve;ai years, Zahavi has
contributed many innovative ideas in the study of
travel budqets, but possibly just as eiqnificant are
the important methodological issues that have been
qenerated by his research. Today it may be neither
important nor appropriate to debate the validity or
nonvaliditv of the concept of travel-time budgets.
Although this article is not intended as a response
to the late Zahavi’s comments on travel-time bud-
qets, it doas refer to them in an effort to illus-
trate the issues and questions he raised in the
field of travel behavior analysis.

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN TRAVEL BEHAVIOR: CONCEPTUAL
DIFFERENCES

Background

The concept of stability of a travel-time budqet is
well-known to a majority of researchers in the field
and does not need to be introduced in detail in this
paper. A qood summary of Zahavi’s work is qiven
elsewhere: “Analysis of Zahavi”s work on the subject
revealed the evolution of the concept, from an over-
all averaqe daily travel time for vehicles, to aver-
aqe values per traveler systematically influenced bv
socioeconomic factors, to a final relationship with
the average speed of the transportation system” (~).
This last version is qiven in a report by Zahavi:
“The mean daily TT-budqet per travel is an inverse
function of speed, decreasing as speed increases, to
an asymptote of about 1.1 hours per day” (~,P.IV).
Full details of the concept are qiven in several
reports (3,5,6).---

The author’s critique of travel-time concepts in
qeneral (not specifically Zahavi’s work) presented
in TRR 879 (~) (a) questioned the meani~fulness and
applicability of travel-time concepts; (b) postu-

lated some methodological improvements in travel-
time budqet studies; (c) found trip rates of homo-
geneous qroups of persons more stable than the
respective travel budqets; and (d) revealed regular-
ities in several travel characteristics of these
qroups, with a potential for qeoqraphic transfer-
ability of outside-the-home activity budqets of
homogeneous groups of persons. Details are qiven in
that paper (~).

Regularities: Behavior of an Individual
or a Group?

Any regularity in travel behavior refers to either
the entire population (of persons or travelers) or
to some clearly specified subqroups of the popula-
tion. In any disaqqreqate approach where, for ex-
ample, individual i is used as the analysis unit,
the implied assumptions should be that the results
can be generalized over a larqer qroup of persons
represented by individual i. Also, whichever period
is used as an analyzed time duration (e.q., a day),
the behavior expressed by such characteristics as
trip rates, travel-time budqet, and so forth, should
not be expected to be identical each and every day.
For example, a travel-time budaet of 60 min means
that the averaqe daily travel time of an averaqe
representativeof an analyzed group (G) is 1 hr.

Averaqinq travel characteristics in order to gen-
eralize the travel behavior of the population under
study encounters some problems represented by the
followinq questions: Because the human population
is heteroqeneous, should the average behavior of the
entire population or rather its more homogeneous
subpopulations be described? What is the qeoqraphic
and temporal stability of travel characteristics if
it is known that the population structure is subject
to significant chanqes in both space and time? How
will chanqes in the population structure influence
the validity of certain transportation policies that
msY awlv differently to different Population sub-
qroups?

Hetercqeneity of the Population and
Inportance of its Proper Stratification

It is interesting to note that, for any heteroge-
neous population under study (human population is
certainly just this with respect to outside-the-home
activities and travel patterns), meaningful regular-
ities can be found only after meaningful, crucial
variations are found. For example, more is known
about doqs than about mammals as a whole, and more
about bulldoqs than about doqs as a whole. The dif-
ferences amonq biological species were the reasons
for stratifying them into more homogeneous qroups
whose averaqe physical outlooks, behaviors, and so
forth, could already be found to be quite reqular.
Any analysis based on an averaqe traveler (i.e., a
person who just happened to travel durinq the survey
day by motorized modee) fails to recoqnize crucial
variations within heterogeneous qroups; thus by

averaqinq over unidentifiable units, the analysis
fails to discover really meaningful raqularities.

Acknowledqinq an existence of a hiqh heterogene-
ity of the population (parsons or travelers) with
respect to its travel behavior (employed husbands
versus housewives, or groups between the aqes of 20
to 30 versus 70 to 80) implies certain methodol~i-
cal consequences. If travel behavior is predomi-
nantly differentiated by aqe and employment status,
these variables should be the “Primarvcandidates ‘or
consideration in any analysis of travel patterns.
They should also be a basis for meaningful stratifi-
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cation of a heterogeneous population into more homo-
geneous subpopulations.

Why should the analyst care about a proper strat-
ification of the population in any study of travel
behavior? The reasons are as follows:

1. The analyst wants to identify qroups of dis-
tinctly different travel behavlore that could be
caused by differences in objective needs for travel-
ing, options available, and travel constraints;

2. The analyst wants to assure a proper repre-
sentation of each qroup while deaiqninq, for ex-
ample, cross-sectional or longitudinal surveys of
travel behavior;

3. The analyst would like to capture dynamic
changes in representations of each qroup, and their
consequences on the population treated as a whole;
and

4. The analyst is interested in identifying dif-
ferences amonq qroups in reaction to relevant out-
side chanqes, both natural (e.g., the chanqinq
enerqy situation) and imposed (policies).

What criteria should be followed for a proper
stratification of the population due to an analyzed
issue? Theoretically, the desired criterion could
be formulated as a formal minimization of the with-
in-qroup variance for each qroup. In analyses of
trip rates it could be formally done by stratifying
qroups due to their number of daily trips: those
with zero, one, two, and so on. Thus the within-
qroup variance would be zero, and the total varia-
tion would be explained by the between-qroup vari-
ance. However, this qroupinq would be quite useless
because the qroupa could not be identified.

Therefore, a much more complicated formula is re-
quired: stratification into homogeneous aroups has
to result from some kind of multivariate analysis.
This should reduce the within-qroup variance to the
extent possible, and result in a relatively small
number of homogeneous qroups that are relevant to
the analyzed issue, easy to identify, and whose
populations will be relatively easy to predict.

An excellent quide for creatinq homogeneous
groups can be found in two reports (7,8). It has to
be noted that any arbitrary stratifi;a~ions,one-di-
mensional or multidimensional, ma~
tive or even totally irrelevant, and
tion alonq an irrelevant dimension
inaccurateprediction results” (~).

appear ineffec-
that “seqmenta-
will result in

The Significanceof Homoqeneity of
Groups of Persons

The importance of homogeneity of qroups of similar
travel behavior can be demonstrated by at least two
points.

1. Homogeneous groups should have smaller vari-
ability than the population ae a whole; this can re-
duce the desired size of the travel survey if a
stratified samplinq scheme is chosen.

2. Homogeneity of the qroupe ehould reduce the
rliverqenceof results between different survey tech-
niques (e.q., more units and shorter observation
time versus fewer units and lonqer observation time
for travel behavior). This may be crucial in justi-
fying, for example, a l-day transportation eurvey
procedure from which judqments about an averaqe
daily behavior are made.

Homogeneity of the qroups does not denote even
distributions. Quite often coefficients of variance
of observations of either trip rates or travel bud-

gets will still
some reasons for

1. Includinq

Kemain relatively hiqh. There are
this:

zeros to reDresent nontravelers and
low numbers for nonvehicular trips increaees the
tail part of data and results in higher variances:

2. A short observation period (normally 1 day)
is responsible for a larqe number of zero observa-
tions if travel is reqular but sporadic [a simple
numerical example in a previous paper (~) shws that
coefficient of variance can drop dramatically if the
observation period increases]; and

3. The coefficient of variance ia not always an
absolute measure of variability in data.

Transferability of Travel Characteristics

IS transferability the primary criterion for the
evaluation of meaninqfulnees and applicability of
regularities? Some authors appear to suqqest that
the answer to this question is yes. Zahavi writes
that “the primary teet for different approaches is
whether or not the model is transferable in both
space between cities and in time in one city” (4) .

Note that the transferability criterion is a de-
mandinq one and clearly it is quite risky. If models
are expected to be fully transferable in both space
and time, then any sinqle empirical test that proves
aqainst transferability could jeopardize tbe final
conclusions, even if all previous tests supported
the notion of transferability.

The problem of transferabilityappears to be more
complex than the precedinq quote from Zahavi (~)
miqht sugqest. First, it is clear that some travel
characteristics should not be expected to be spa-
tially transferable. For example, averaqe daily
travel times to and from work vary widely amonq
cities because of their different distributions of
residential areae and work places, and differences
in sizes, shapes, types of industry, transportation
infrastructures,and so forth. Thus it would be un-
reasonable to ex ect the obligatory part of travel-

1time budget (@b ) to be transferable. The overall
travel-time budqet (T) could be transferable, but
this would impose a regulatory role on the discre-
tionary part of the travel-time budqet (Tdiec) be-
cause T . Tobl + Tdisc a notion that was ques-
tioned in a previous piper (~). Second, it is not
clear whether the spatial transferability is a pre-
requisite for the temporal transferability: some
authors disaqree with this notion. On the other
hand, the existence of qeoqraphic transferability in
some characteristics may not imply meaningfulness of
this sinqle regularity. This issue will be discussed
in more detail later in the paper.

Therefore, the followinq criteria for evaluating
the meaningfulness of regularitiescan be proposed:

1. The subsete of the population to which regu-
larities are applicable should be clearly specified,

2. Regularities should be adaptable for another
urban environment [an absolute transferability
(e.q., trip rate Ni = const) may be possible but
is not strictly required],

3. Regularity should provide a loqical and con-
sistent explanation (at least siqns of relationships
should ●lways be the same),

4. Regularity should properly illustrate malor
trends observed in analyzed phenomenon or behavior,
and

5. Regularity (or set of regularities) should be
easily applicable.
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Problem of Partial Regularities

The concept of stability of the travel-time budqet
per traveler (TT/TR) is examined. In order to reli-
ably estimate the amount of traveling in the system
[total travel time (T) or distance (D) in this con-
ce@l, it is not enouqh to confirm transferability
of the daily travel time per traveler (TT/TR) or the
relationship TT/TR as a function of speed V,

TT/TR=b+(a/V) (a,b=constants) (1)

In order to obtain the estimation of T, at least two
more relationships have to be transferable: (a)
percentage of travelinq househoLds ~B?iH) as a

function of household characteristics, and (b) aver-
aqe number of travelers per household (TR/HH) as a
function of household characteristics. Thus

T =(L/HS).6HH (TR/HH)(TT/TR) (2)

where L is the population size and HS is the averaqe
household size.

Thus the concept of stability of the travel-time
budqet requires simultaneous transferability of
regularities in all three characteristics: TT/TR,
~HH, and TR/HH. [In the entire UMOT interaction
process (~), stability of the daily household expen-
diture on travel (M) as a share (C) of household in-
come (I) has to be aseumerl,i.e., M = C(I/HH).l The
temporal stability of the travel-time budget per
traveler (TT/TR), even if fully confirmed, will be
useless if at least one of tbe other relationships
previously mentioned appears nontransferable. It is
worth notinq that these relationships are virtually
iqnored in the travel-time budqet literature, even
thouah they deserve the same attention as doee the
TT/TR relationship.

Analysis Unit Controversy: Person Versus
Housebold

The analysis units used in the stability of the
activity budget concept versus the travel-time bud-
qet concept are examined. In the first case, the
unit is an averaqe representative of homogeneous
group i, whereas in the second caee it is a motor-
ized traveler that ie representative of an averaqe
traveling household H. Averaqinq over unidentified
household membere has one important disadvantage: it
iqnores the hiqh heteroqeneityof the family.

The household vereus person (or traveler) contro-
versy was commented on in some works (2,9,~) . Here,
only the main points are presented to ~m-lain why an
individual level of data aqqreqation wae chosen for
the analysis made in a previous paper (~).

1. An individual is the only true travel deci-
sion maker; travel choices of an averaqe household
member (or traveler) have virtually no interpreta-
tion.

2. A reasonably small number of homogeneous
qroups (categories) can be created only at the in-
dividual level. Applyinq the unit “an averaqe rep-
resentative of a homogeneous qroup of households” is
virtually impossible or at least impractical; it
would require hundreds of different types of house-
holds, and yet a vast majority of these units will
have to remain hiqhly beteroqeneous.

3. References to a“ person’s household environ-
ment can be introduced at this level if needed. The
need can be disclosed by peforminq a multivariate
analysis of significance of the variables. In some
cases household-oriented variables can be individ-
ualized [e.q., car availability (11)]. Household—

references can take the form of a hybrid approach
(12), but the bottom line ia that effective strati-
f~ations of the population need not follow a per-
son’s family affiliation (~,~,~) . A family (in a
transportation sense) is one ot the most heteroge-
neous seta of three, tour, or five persons one can
think of (~).

4. The effect of household size is not unobserv-
able at the person level of data aqqreqation. More-
over, the individual approach addresses another
important issue: it identifies the person who con-
stitutes the additional family member. The daily
trWel time per person drops sharply with family
size not because of any maqic power of the household
size variable, but because family members number 1
and number 5 are, as a rule, very different people
(e.q., employed father versus his preschool child).
In a person approach family membere will belonq to
different homogeneous qroups and possess different
travel characteristics. If multivariate analysis
reveals that the household-size variable is needed
at the person level, it can be introduced into the
model (e.q., by distinquishinq housewives from fami-
liea with children from housewives without chil-
dren). Finally, the interactions and trade-offs
amonq family members are difficult to describe at
any level, even at the family level. On the other
hand, some effect of these trade-offs can be ob-
served at the person level (i.e., employed husbande
spend less time on family shoppinq than their non-
employed wives).

Controversy: Person Versus Traveler

The discussion about the analysis unit in travel
budqet studies is well documented in the literature
(~,~,~,~). The majority of researchers baee their
calculations on all persons, independently of
whether they traveled or not durinq the survey day.

If the concept of traveler is applied, then an
arbitrary l-day observation period will become the
reference point. Theoretically, however, any time
period can be chosen to define the traveler. Travel
surveys today are not necessarily based on l-day
data: the observation period can be 1 month, 1
week, 2 days, 1 day, or peak Period. For each of

these periods both the definition of traveler and
the percentage of nontravelera will be different.
Over lonqer periods of time virtually everyone be-
comes a traveler.

There are several consequences of this choice of
the analysia unit.

1. The concept of traveler has no clear refer-
ence to the frequency of travelinq; it treats some-
one travelinq every day in the same way as someone
travelinq once a week (if he happened to travel clur-
inq the eurvey day).

2. The consequence of 1 ie that regularities per
traveler may contradict those of per person, with a
potential for confusion and misinterpretationof re-
sulting relationships. This point can be illustrated
by a (simplified)numerical example. Three qroups of
American television watchers are investigated: qroup
A consists of people who reqularly watch daily news
and practically nothinq else. Group B watches only
“60 MhsteS,” a popular weekly newe maqazine pro-
gram. Group C watches only main sport evente such
as tlieSuper BOW1 in football and final play-offs in
basketball. These results are summarized in Table
1. Which qroup watches more television: A, B, or C?
Group C watchea the most on a daily baais if they
watch (the imgmrtance of ‘if” is crucial). The order
is reversed if how much time the repreeentatives of
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TAB LE 1 ExampleofTelevisionWatchingTime
BudgetsforGroupsA,B,andC

Transportation

DIFFERENCES IN INTERPRETATIONS OF

FINDINGS

Research Record g87

EMPIRICAL

Tel.vmon Watching Time Budget (hr)

Group A Group B Group C

Yearly per person 1830 52.0 12.0
Dad y per wat chera 0,5 1,0 3.0

aWatcher(wndar m thedefin!tmn oftraveler) is the perscmwho watches
television duri”ga given day

these groups devote to watchinq television over
lonqer periods of time (e.q., a year) is analyzed.

3. Iqnorinq nonmotorized travel appears to be a
more serious problem than indicated by Zahavi (~):
“It should be noted at this staqe that walkinq, as a
mode, waa found to be a small proportion of travel
in Baltimore; walkinq comprised only 3-12 percent of
the total travel time of the above travelers belonq-
inq to high- and low-income households, respec-
tively. As for distance, the proportions were only
1-5 percent, respectively.”First, these proportions
are much higher in other cities and, especially, in
city centers. Second, the concept of motorized modes
also excludes cycling, an important way of traveling
in several countries in Europe and Asia. For ex-
ample, Broq and Erl (15) report that the importance
of bicycle as a mode-of travel in West Germany is
qrowinq. Finally, the decision to exclude nonmotor-
ized modes is difficult to accept on conceptual
qrounds. The time spent on traveling by nonmotorized
modes has to be taken, as in the case of travel by
motorized modest from the total budaet of disposable
time. If the proportion of nonmotorized modes is
indeed only marqinal, why not include these trips
into travel-budqet considerations? Gunn (14) wsrns
that “it is danqerous to assume that trend~and re-
lationships baaed on travel by mechanized modes
alone can be qiven any qeneral behavioral interpre-
tation.”

By usinq regularities that are valid “per homo-
geneous group of ‘persons,” the analyst can (a)
easily generalize this regularity over any lonqer
period of time, (b) capture temporal trade-offs many
persons make for their activities (e.q., to do more
travelinq durinq one day in order to have more time
left for within-home activities the next day), and
(c) substitute a series of partial regularities to
illustrate travel behavior (e.q., ‘2T/TR, ~HH,

and TR/HH) by a eingle regularity per person.

Examples of Regularities

To illustrate some points mentioned previously, some
examples of regularities discussed by Zahavi (~) and
Supernak (2) are examined in more detail. Fiqures
1-3 and Ta~le 2 (~) represent a sample of requlari-
tiea relatinq to behavior of homogeneous qroups of
persons, whereas Fiqurea 4-9 and Table 3 represent a
sample of reqularitiea referrinq to the travel-time
budqet concept.

The interpretation of results shown in Fiqures
1-9 and Tables 2 and 3 will be made accordinq to the
‘proposedcriteria for evaluation of the meaningful-
ness of regularities (see section on transferabil-
ity).

Regularities: Application for Specific
Population Groups

Regularities presented in Fiqures 1-3 (~) apply to
clearly specified seqments (categories)of the popu-
lation. All regularities appear to be cateqory
specific; differences between categories in all
characteristics analyzed are significant, thus sup-
porting the relevance of the stratification of the
population into eiqht qroups due to aqe, employment
statua, and automobile availability. Regularities
presented in Figure 4 Q) also apply to a specific
population subqroup: averaqe traveler representative
of travelinq household H.

In either approach a msjor problem is the ability
to predict the representation of either (a) popula-
tion of a given person cateqory or (b) the popula-
tion of travelers. In the first case, prediction of
person categories is based on projection of aqe and
emplowent, as well as on the forecast of the auto-
mobile availability made separately for employed and
nonemployed persons. The desired level of automobile
availability was found to depend primarily on popu-
lation density (lJ).

The ability to predict population of travelers
depends on the consistency of the relationships
shown in Fiqures 5 and 6.

Adaptability of Regularities into Another Urban
Environment

The adaptability of regularities into another urban
environment was tested for trip rates within Balti-
more and for traveler trip rates between Baltimore

TABLE2 Ba.eicTrsvelCltaracteristicaofPeraonCategoriesl-8rnBsltimore(2)

Ni T,(mm) 10(mm)

~ g;’” f:”
No. CategoryDearriptiOn (%) Mean SD Mean SD M-n SD

Pereonc18yeereold 18.1 14.8 48.8 2.98 2.10 51.6 36.9 17.3 10.9

: Employed,18-65yeareold,arneveravailabk 9.1 9.9 26.7 2.s0 1.72 62.7 42.6 25.1 17.8

Employed,1S-6Syearaold,raraemetimeeavaikble 13.s 6.3 8.5 3.17 1.91 63.8 38.8 20. I 13.s

: Employed,18-6Syeetsold,csralwsyewaikble 18.S 4.3 4,8 3.48 2.00 69.8 381 20.0 12.8

Nonsmpioyed,18-6Syearsold,carrkeverwaikble 17.4 50.6 51.2 I.33 I.73 12.8 35.9 16.7 :6.S

: Nonmnploysd,lS-6Syeeraold,caraometimaavsikble 6.8 2s.2 16.S 2.5s 2.22 40.6 38.9 1S.9 10.8

7 Wmplbysd,18-65yearzold,rarslwayewaikbk 6.4 18.1 4.7 ‘2.99 2.36 u’,1 37.2 14.8’ I0.4

8 Pe->65yws old 10.3 35.2 27.2 1.48 1.65 22.8 34.8 1s,4 16.3

Entire 100.0 20.5 22.4 2.S9 2.10 48,3 41.8 18.7 14.3
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and Minneapolis with reasonable succese. Trip rates
appeared to be qeoqraphically more stable than re-
spective travel-time budqets for person categories.
The claim of any universal qeoqraphic transferabil-
ity of mobility characteristics of homoqeneous
groups of persons (Ni = const) can not be made
yet, and it is not likely to occur. The condition of
adaptability of regularity will be satisfied if the
relationship Ni = f (city characteristics) appears
consistent and transferable. More compatible data
seta are needed to perform the necessary tests.

As for the concept of travel-time budget, Fiqurea
4-6 (l_)provide satisfactory evidence of stability
and transferability of all three relationships cru-
cial to the success of the concept (see Equation 3
presented later): (a) regularity of travel-time bud-
gets per motorized traveler distribution (Fiqure 4);
(b) .reqularityof relationship explaining the per-
centage of travelinq household (Fiqure 5): and (c)
regularity of relationship explaining the percentage
of travelers per household (Figure 6). Four cities,

1 wLL TE+IIIELF6:
UASMIIIGTI:I II

---- ---- -----

2161L’.’TMFI, EL 1’114LTFMIIELFF 11111

FIGURE4 Traveltimepertravelerdistribution:all
traveleroinfourcities(1).

,:,
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FIGURE5 Percentageofhouraeholdstravelingversus
carsperhousehold(]).

FIGURE6 Travelersperhouseholdversushoraaehold
size(1).

Baltimore and Washington, D.C., in the United States
and London and Readinq in the United Kinqdom, were
selected for these transferability tests. Travel-
tinrefrequency distributions appear to be “transfer-
able amonq the four cities when accounting for
travel speed” (~) (see Figure 4).

The ability to generalize findings shown in Fiq-
ure 4 over a larger number of cities from several
countries around the world can be teeted by analyz-
ing data provided in several papers (2,3,16). If
daily travel-time means were to be ran<e~~n in-
creasing order, the picture would look liks Figure
7. Four cities analyzed by Zahavi (~) happened to be
“neiqhbors” in this larqe spectrum of different re-
sults. Conclusions about transferability of the
travel-time frequency will have to be questioned if
some other cities were selected for this cosrrparison
(e.q., No. 1, 3, 11, and 14).

The relationship presented in Fiqure 5 also
creates some problems when generalized over Popula-
tions in other cities. In many cities around the
world there are more carlees households than those
with cars. It is not likely that in these countries
only one-third of carless households will travel bY
motorized modes during an averaqe 24-hr period, con-
sidering that a vast majority of carless households

1
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FIGURE7 Memdaily traveltianeaforselectedlocations,

hae at least one employed member who has to work

every workinq day.

The relationship shown in Fiqure 6 explains the
number of travelers per travelinq household by
household size. Fiqure 1 shows that there are sig-
nificant differences in percentages of nontravelers
among different household members. Therefore, the

number of employed family members and the number of

students should be seen as a primary exple,natc.ry

variable to estimate the number of travelers per

household. In Table 3 a sample of results of the re-
lationship Trav/HH = a + bl (HH size) + b2 (cars/HH)
is presented for American and West German cities.
The results appear nontranaterableand inconsistent.

Consistency of Regularities

The regularities in travel behavior should be loqi-
cal (i.e., siqns of relationships should be as ex-
pected and consistent). For example, Fiqures 1-3
show that if the percentage of employed persons
increases, there ie more travel in qeneral, by car,
and durinq rush hours, as expected. More of these
regularities are presented elsewhere (10,11). One——
of them is the increasing role of the automobile in
areas of low population density.

Another example verifies the postulated inverse
relationship between daily travel time per traveler
and speed. The best relationships for distance per
traveler versus door-to-door speed for Munich, West
Germany, were found by Zahavi (~rp.138)as follows:

Dist/Traveler=-7.184+l.738(Speed),forcarlesshouseholds (3)

Dist/Traveler=-O.739+l.173(Speed),forcarowninghouseholds (4)

For north and south corridors of Washington these
relationships are, respectively,as follows (j,P.35):

Dist/Traveler=l.841-1.002(Speed) (5)

Dist/Traveler= -1.639+1.277(Speed) (6)

TABLE3 TravelersperHouseholdby HouseholdSizesndCsrOwrsership

city Year a ‘=1 bz

Washing cm, DC 1955 0.917 0.192 0.471
(3.23) (3.79)

Washingtcm, DC 1968 0.643 0.231 0.503
(4.50) (7.62)

Tvln Cities 1958 0.024 0.325 0.870
(5.28) (5.74)

Nurenburg 1975 0.205 0.547 0.275
(14.06) (3.67)
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The relationships cited do not appear consistent.
The values of coefficient estimates vary dramati-
cally, and even the siqns of the relationships are
divergent. For example, Equations 3, 4, and 6 indi-
cate that if speed increasea, daily travel time per
traveler increases, too (which is contrary to the
postulated form of the relationship qiven by Equa-
tion 1) whereaa Equation 5 would support the oppo-
site conclusion.

Regularities: Ability to Capture Major Trends

Any regularity should properly illustrate major
trends in the analyzed issue. This is a condition
for a satisfactory forecasting ability of any model
that is based on this regularity. For example, in
several countries (includinq the United States), two
trends have had a profound effect on the situation
on the hiqhways: (a) increasing female participation
in the labor force and (b) process of surbaniza-
tion.

Fiqures 1-3 show the results of the first trend.
There is more travel in general, by car, and durinq
rush hours as a result of an increase in female em-
ployment. Also, it can be shown (~) that the trend
of the population movinq into the suburbs consis-
tently causes an increasing need for hiqher automo-
bile availability and, consequently, an increase in
automobile use. The person cateqory approach also
appeara convenient to illustrate major demographic
trends such as the increasing percentage of older
people in the population.

Fiqure 6, on the other hand, can illustrate the
effect of shrinking household size on the number of
travelers in a household, but cannot capture the ef-
fect of increasing female participation in the labor
force.

Applicability of Regularities

Both approaches discussed here--the one based on
homogeneous categories of persons and the one based
on average traveler--are easily applicable and re-
quire a limited amount of basic data. Both ap-
proaches directly refer to several modelinq staqes
such as automobile ownership and availability, triP
and travel generation, and modal split.

The advantage of the person category approach is
its consistency in using the same analysis unit
throuqh all modelinq staqes (11,12)..—

Regularities: Alternative Interpretations

It is not uncommon that different researchers can
make different interpretations of the same regular-
ity. For example, Figure 8 (~) can be interpreted
to mean that “travelers at higher speed spend less
daily time for more travel distance” (~). Alterna-
tive interpretationscould be that (a) lonqer travel
distances, even in the aqgregate, are normally
traversed with hiqher door-to-door speeds (by usinq
expressways more often or by increasing the fast
in-vehicle time part of travel by public transporta-
tion), and, more importantly, that (b) travelers and
their characteristics may be seen as irrelevant here
because the relationship illustrates the operation
of the transportation system rather than traveler
behavior.

Fiqure 9 (~) can be treated as an illustration of
consistency or regularity. An alternative interpre-
tation could be that stratification by income ap-
pears irrelevant. It can be argued that six distri-
butions for six income qroupe are in fact equivalent
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FIGURE 8 Distsncepertrsvelerversusspeed(1).
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FIGURE9 Traveltimepertravelerdistributionsby
houaeholdimcome(z).

to a single distribution for the entire population.
Thus Figure 9 can be treated as an example of an ir-
relevant stratification. Similarly, stratification
by income, car ownership, and household size appeare
to be irrelevant for the distance per traveler rela-
tionship (Fiqure 8). If an irrelevant variable is
left in the forecast model, it can lead to a wronq
prediction because the true explanatory variables
are more likely to be outside the model.

Consequences of Differences in Interpretationsof
Travel Regularities

Amlysia of regularities is often associated with a
testinq of some more qeneral concepts and theories.
Specific interpretationa of these regularities in-
fluence these concepts and may lead to conclusions
that are different than those of other researchers
and that are sometimes counterintuitive. Often the
validity of a qiven interpretation can be tested by
applyinq some boundary conditions. Sometimes a com-
mon sense, overall understanding of the field and
experience can be quite useful evaluation tmls, as
well.

A quote from Zahavi et al. (~,PP.78-79) is a q-
example: “Exercises carried out with the UMr3Ttravel
process produced some results which appeared to be
counterintuitive at first siqht. For example, the
scenario which provides a free transit system re-
sulted in an increame in travel distance W both
transit and private modes.” This counterintuitive
findinq was recently criticized by Downea and Eunmer-
son (17). It could be interesting to analyze to—
what extent did the methodological issues discussed
in this paper contribute to this result.
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DATA INFLUENCE ON REGULARITIESAND THEIR
INTERPRETATIONS

The discussion about different interpretations of
travel regularities has yet another dimension. If
the overall quality of data is bad, the entire veri-
fication of the empirical findinqs becomes virtu-
ally impossible or meaningless. The analyst would
IIOtknow what was responsible for the lack of regu-
larities: an irreqular oriqinal, a poor model, or
just poor data.

Data Quality: What Requirements?

There is an obvious interdependenceamong the desiqn
of the data-collection process, the gatherinq of
data, the data analysis, and the presentation of
results. All can contribute to the overall quality
of the data and to the validity of the interpreta-
tion.

There are several elements useful for evaluation
of data quality. The fiatasets should be accurate,
complete, representative, flexible for different
uses, and compatible. Data quality issues have been
covered by several recent publications (18), and it
will not be discussed here. Rather, th~rlata com-
patibility issue, which is crucial for the validity
of transferabilitytests, will be discussed.

Data Compatibility: A Fundamental Requirement

In order to be compatible, data seta have to be con-
sistent in the followinq elements: subject subsys-
tem records, object subsystem records, and travel
process records.

Subject subsystem refers to an individual as a
potential traveler and his relevant characteristics.
The most common problems with data records about
travelers are (a) completeness of the record (all
persons, not only travelers, and all relevant per-
sonal characteristics), (b) flexibility of the rec-
ord (avoidinq prestratification according to aqe
qroups, for example), and (c) subjective versus ob-
jective perception, biases, errors, and so forth.

The object subsystem should cover all land use
characteristics and transportation infrastructure
records. Uniform network coding, compatible waya to
introduce parameters of a qiven transportation sys-
tem, and uniform records of land use patterna (resi-
dential densities) are samples of data problems as-
sociated with the object subsystem.

Trip records have to be qiven special attention.
All modes, including walkinq, bikinq, and so forth,
should be recorded. Clear definition of the trip,
distinction between intracity and intercity travel,
definition of the shortest trips, and so on should
be made compatible. Work-day travel and weekend
travel should be separated. Uniform, or at least
compatible, definitions of trip purposes should be
made. These problems are only some examplea of po-
tential diecrepanciea.

Consequences of Data Adjustments

The problem of data noncompatibility in travel de-
mand analyses ia both serious and common. A compara-
tive analysis of trip patterna in Baltimore and the
Twin Cities (~) is a typical exaaple of difficulties
with data compatibility. Data seta from these citias
differed significantly becauaa of both the records
of traveler characteristics (a.g., different aqe
brackats) and trip records (e.g., different defini-
tions of the shortest trips). Aleo, data records had

to be checked for errors (e.q., whether a trip-
chaininq pattern was loqical). Therefore, careful
and systematic data adjustment had to be made to
assure compatibility of both sets. Only after this
process was finished could the results from
Baltimore and the Twin Cities be compared at all.

One of the consequences of data adjustment is
that the results based on the procassed data should
vary from the results based on raw data. The need
for data adjustment was the reason why, for example,
results of the Twin Cities travel-time budgets pre-
sented by Supernak (~) varied from
reeults cited by Zahavi (~).

FINAL REFLECTION

Final recommendations are not offered

some previous

in this paper
because it ia intended as a discussion paper. Ex-
a~les of alternative approaches, different results,
and diversified interpretationa of travel raqulari-
ties have been presented. Also, insiqht into the
reasona why these differences do happen was pro-
vided. Differences in interpretations of results do
not necessarily prove anyone wronq; instead they il-
lustrate a healthy diversity of resesrch approaches,
assumptions, and conclusions. Different views are
often helpful for better understanding the analyzed
field. It is hoped that this paper will stimulate
some more thouqhts and discussion. It is often
throuqh this process that proqreas in any field is
made.
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Changes in Regional Travel Characteristics in the

San Francisco Bay Area: 1960-1981

HANNA P. H. KOLLO and CHARLES L. PURVIS

ABSTRACT

The results of updatinq a travel survey in
the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area are
reported. The trip-makinq characteristics
from the 1965 home-interview survey are com-
pared with those from the 1981 telephone
survey. The comparison is complemented with
work trip medal shares from 1960, 1970, and
1980 census journey-t-work data. The ob-
served chanqes in travel habits are traced
to chanqes in demcqraphic and economic char-
acteristics in the reqion. Household trip
rates are summarized by trip purpose, mode
of travel, household eize, autcnnobileowner-
ship, income, and housinq structure type.
The aiqnificance of the chanqes in trip
rates is aaaeaaed intuitively and verified
by simple statistical tests. The comparative
analysis indicates that the total household

trip ratea are stable over’Ionq periods of
time. However, there are significant shifts
in the frequency of trip makinq by trip pur-
poee: Household make fewer home-based shop-
pinq and pereonal business trips and more
non-home-based trips now relative to 1965.
Although some trip rates by socioeconomic
stratifications are significantly different
in the two surveye, the overall effect on
aqqraqate reqional rates are tempered by
shifts in the distribution of households by
socioeconomic stratifications. Reqional
transit eharea for work trips were found to
be on the decline between 1960 and 1970, and
were constant between 1970 and 1980. For
those urban counties where significant tran-
sit service improvement took place between
1970 and 1980, transit work trip shares in-
creaaed siqnificantlv. pum~c trans~ctation

aPPears to be absorbinq more of the nonwork
trip market now relative to 1965.
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The purpose of this paper is to report an update of
a travel eurvey and to inveetiqate chanqee in trip
characteristics eince 1965 in the San Francisco Bay
Area. Thie update was done in 1981 by ueinq a rela-
tively small-sample telephone survey of about 7,100
households. The earlier home-interview survey was
conducted in 1965 and coneieted of about 30,000
households. The survey reeults are corroborated by
and complemented with 1960, 1970, and 1980 census
journey-t-work data. The changes in travel char-
acteristic are traced to chanqes in demographic,
economic, and car-ownership variablee.

Updatinq travel data for uee in transportation
planning has been a subject of much concern in the
decadee of the 1970e and the 1980s. In this era of
fiscal constraints, planners and researchers have
questioned the undertaking of larqe-scale home-in-
terview surveys similar to those of the 1950s and
the 1960s. At the same time, an equally important
concern has been the use of old travel data in trav-
el demand model development, travel forecasting, and
in the day-to-day activities of metropolitan plan-
ninq organizations (MPOS).

The concept of small-sample surveys qrew not only
out of financial necessity, but it also had popular-
ity because of advances in the development of travel
demand models. A new breed of models was in the re-
search staqes and in limited application in the
early 1970s (l-3). These disaoqreqate behavioral--
models require a small sample of households, triP-
makers, and trip observations for their estimation.
In the San Francisco Bay Area it was found that
their application in the traditional urban travel
forecasting process requires aqqreqate validation
(4,5). Furthermore, their transferability from one
u~b~n area to another hinqes on a recent base year
disaqqreqate and aqgreaate adaptation, where model
coefficients are reestimated or adjusted to repli-
cate known or estimated trip patterns (~).

The introduction of the journey-to-workquestions
in the 1970 and the 1980 Census of Population and
Housing provided a valuable complement to the re-
gional travel data bases in metropolitan areas. HOW-
ever, a qap still remained with regard to the need
for updatinq nonwork travel data. It was with this
realization that the San Francisco Bay Area ?.ietrc_
politan Transportation Commission (MTC) embarked on
its 1981 small-sample survey (~) to complement the
1980 Urban Transportation Planninq Packaqe (UTpp)
data for work trips and to update the 1965 surveY.

The 1965 survey was expanded by M1’C in 1976 by
usinq updated estimates of socioeconomic variables.
The expansion was to total households by housinq
structure type and 290 zones. The samPle included
about 20,500 households and their weekdav trips.

The 1981 household travel survey was a telephone
survey of 7,091 households selected disproportion-
ately throughout the reqion. About one-half of the
surveyed households were reaidente of San Francisco
County, at a aamplinq rate of 1.2 percent. The other
eiqht counties had a eamplinq rate of 0.22 percent.
Beyond this sample control total, households were
selected by usinq telephone directory-baaed random
diqit dialinq in such a way that unlisted households
could be selected. The weekday component of the
sample was 6,209 households. Thie weekday sample was
weiqhted to the 1980 census count of household b’f
three househoid-size qroups and 45 districte of
residence. Trip expansion combined household weiqht-
inq with minor adjustment factors for mieeinq triP
data (~).

Any chanqee that are discerned from a comparative
analysis of this type are bound to be colored by in-
herent biaaea in the data. Theee biases arise be-
cause of incompatible definitions, unrepresentative
samplea, different survey instruments and data-col-

lection methods, data preparation approaches, and
otherwise imprecise data base estimates. A special
effort was made in the present analysis to prepare
and report data that are as compatible as possible.
For the 1965 data, the files were reprocessed by
usinq the same trip purpose and mcde aqgreqations as
those used in the 1981 survey. The research de-
scribed herein proceeded as though the data base is
solid and representative. However, thie may not be
the caae, and the readers are forewarned about such
issuee.

A number of points should be kept in mind de the
comparisons are made and generalizations are drawn.
Firet, the 1981 survev had a carefully selected
small sample, with a follow-up for nonresponse. In
contrast, the 1965 sample was much larqer but had
about 45 percent nonresponee or incomplete inter-
views, without any follow-up. Second, the 1981 sur-
vey preparation was more carefully conducted than
the 1965 survey. Sample expansion used more behav-
ioral stratifications. The 1981 survey had a better
ceneus sample frame to expand to, relative to 1965.
Third, the census journey-to-work data are based on
reported travel for the most frequent work trip lo-
cation and mode for the week before April 1 of the
ceneus year. survey trips are the actual weekday
trips made by the respondents.

The reqional travel patterns are, to a larqe ex-
tent, dependent on demographic and economic char-
acteristics. Therefore, any investigation of chanqes
in travel has to take into consideration the chanqes
over time in such variables as household eize,
household income, emploYed persons per houeehold,
and car ownership. Reported here are reqional data
summarized from Bureau of the Census tapes and re-
ports, eetimatea of the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG), and from household travel sur-
veys conducted in the reqion. Theee are used for
interpreting chanqes in trip characteristics. The
summary data place the chanaea in trip makinq into a
demographic and economic context and ehed some light
on the possible biaees regardinq representation of
these variablea in the surveya.

The San Francisco Bay Area consists of nine coun-
ties surrounding the Bay. About 5 million people in
some two million households live in this vaet reqion
of 4.5 million acree. About 2.5 million jobe provide
emplomnt oPwrtunitiee for its residents (~).

A summary of aggreqate reqional growth from 1960
to 1980 is qiven in Table L. Between 1960 and 1970
the qrowth was 27 percent in total population, 32
percent in the number of households, 31 percent in
employed reeidents, 53 percent in totaL school en-
rollments (aqes 3 to 34), 149 percent in college en-
rollments, and 27 percent in kindergarten and eh-
mentary school (qrades 1 through 8) enrollments. The
decade of the 1970s recorded a qrowth of 12 percent
in total population, 27 percent in the number of
househoLds, 36 percent in employed residents, 6 per-
cent in total school enrollments, 81 percent in col-
leqe enrollments, and -18 percent in kindergarten
and elementary echool enrollments. The decline over
time in household size is evident from the data in
Table 1. This is accompanied by an increase in the
number of employed persons per houeehold, income per
household, flrivers per household, and cars per
household. These are important variables that in-
fluence reqional travel in the aqqreqate and by ~r-
ket seqment.

CHANGES IN $J3GIONALHOUSEHOLD TRIP RATES, 1965-1981

A comparative analysis ia undertaken here for trip
rates by trip purpose, mode of travel, and household
stratifications commonly used in travel analyses.
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TABLE 1 Regional Demographic and Economic Characteristic, 1%0-1980

1965
1960 1965 BATSC 1970 1980 1980-1981

Vmable Census (ABAG) Surveya Census Census Survey

Total population (000s)
Population m households (000s)
Households (000s)
Employed residents (000s)
School enroUment (000s)

Total
Kindergarten and grades I -8
High school
College

Mean household income ($)
Household size
Employed persons per household
Drwers per household
Automobiles per household
Automobile ownership (%)

Households with no car
Households with one car
Households with two cars
Households wltht!rree or more cars

3,639
3,515
1,174
1,433

904
616
195
93

2,99
I .22

1.12

20
53
24

3

4,216
4,106 4,331
1,38? 1,387
1,664 1,697

9,353 9,592
2.96 3,12
1,20 1.22

1.67
1.40

14
44
34

8

4,628
4,501
1,553
1,882

1,380
782
326
232

11,251
2.90
1.21

1.33

16
44
33

7

5,180
5,059
1,971
2,555

1,464
642
333
419

24,350
2.57
1.30

1.68

12
36
33
19

5,051
1,970
2,639

26,517
2.56
1.34
1,75
1.70

11
35
36
18

‘BATSC = Say Area Tra.sportatio. Study Commission

The definitions of trip purposes and modes follow
the traditional terms. Home-based work trips are
those to and from work and work-related business.
Home-based shop is a catchall cateqory that includes
shoppina, personal business, and other trip pur-
poses. Person mode is the summation of vehicle
driver, vehicle passenqer, and transit passenqer.
Other mode includes motorcycle, moped, and bicycle
trips.

It should be noted that data used in this paper

are taken from an array of census reports, MTC re-
ports, and special tabulations. An MTC report (10)
contains moat of the 1981 survey data cited. se
1965 data are in special tabulations recently com-
pleted by MTC staff.

Before discussing the specifics of the compari-
son, the importance of household trip rates as prime
determinants of total travel in transportation plan-
ninq is stressed. Any changes in the rates from
past surveys are of prime concern to transportation
analysts. Such chanqes are not only important for

updatin9 triP-qener.3tiOn models, but are alao used
in microanalysis in subarea and facility planninq.

Household Trip Rates by Purpose and Mode

The comparison between 1965 and 1981 trip rates is
qiven in Table 2 by trip purpose and mode. Overall,
total trips per household decreased by about 1 per-
cent. This small change suqoests that the effects of
enerqy shortaqes in 1973 and 1979 on trip makinq
have stabilized. By trip purpose, the chanqe in trip
rates ranqes between -17 percent for home-baaed shop
and +23 percent for non-home-based trips. Work trip
ratea increase by 2 percent, social-recreation trip
rates increase by 7 percent, and school trips de-
crease by 13 percent. The increase in work trip
rates is insignificant. The decrease in echool
trips is traced to drops in school enrollments for
kindergarten and elementary school qrades 1 through
8. A comparison of the 1970 and 1980 census data on

TABLE2 WeekdayRegionalTripsperHouaeholdby PurposesndMode,1965Vws~ 1981

Home Based

SOcial- Nonhome
Mode Work ShoIr Recreation School Based Total

[n-vehicle person
1965 1.518 2.307 0.915 0.295 1.499 6.535

1981 1.558 1.964 1.011 0.387 1.894 6.814

Difference (%) 3 -15 10 31 26 4
Transit

1965 0.220 0.085 0.035 0.086 0.060 0.486
1981 0,206 0,085 0.044 0.126 0.097 0,558
Difference(%) -6 0 26 47 62 15
Schoolbus

1965 0.146 0.146

1981 0,089 0.089

Difference (%) -39 -39

Walk
1965 0.090 0,286 0.177 0.514 0.281 1.348

1981 0.076 0.188 0.143 0.285 0.303 0.995

Difference (%) -16 -34 -19 -45 8 -26

Other
1965 0,031 0.053 0.057 0.057 0.065 0.263

1981 0.050 0.037 0.063 0.065 0.042 0,257

Difference (%) 61 -30 11 14 -35 -2

Tot al
1965 1.858 2.732 1.184 1.097 1.906 8.777

1981 1.89 2.274 1.262 0.952 2.335 8.713

Difference (%) 2 -17 7 -13 23 -1
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school enrollments for these qrades shows thst the
decrease in enrollments was about 18 percent. This
is a symptom of the demographic chanqes in the
household composition of the past decade. (See Table
1 for chanqes in household size snd school enroll-
ments.)

A significant chanqe appears to have occurred in
travel behavior between 1965 and 1981. Household
members have switched their travel habits from home-
based shoppinq trips to non-home-based trips. This
chanqe is interpreted intuitively as a response to
increases in travel costs and gasoline shortages of
the past decade. It appears that households have
switched from their frequent home to ahop and per-
sonal business activities to combininq their chores
into multileq tours, thus increasing the number of
non-home-based trips.

By mode, the ranqe of variation in trip rates is
between -39 percent for school bus passengers and
+15 percent for transit passengers and vehicle
drivers. Person trips increase 5 percent and walk
trips decrease by 26 percent. The decrease in walk
trips is universal over all trip purposes: althouqh
non-home-basedwalk trips increase by 8 percent, its
share of total non-home-based trips drops from 15 to
13 percent. The larqest drop in walk trip rates is
for school trips. This is caused by the drop in
enrollments for kindergarten and elementary schools,
as previously noted. It is reasonable to assume
that walk to school is larqely a market for students
in kindergarten throuqh 8th qrade, and therefore a
drop in such enrollments will cause a drop in walk
to school. The chanqes in the walk mode for other
trip purposes appeara to be symptomatic of more mul-
tileq tours where the walk mcde cannot compete with
other modee for such a diversified market of trip
purposes. The substantial chanqe in the school bus
passenqer mode is due to the passaqe of Proposition
13 in California in 1978. This change in real prop-
erty taxation yielded major reductions in local
government revenues, includinq schml bus proqrams.
The slack wae taken by hiqher patronaqe for autom-
bile and public transportation.

A number of studies (11-14) have addressed the——
stability of trip frequency, trip-qeneration models,
and travel time characteristics. A few of these

studies (11,12) present trip rate data comparable—.
with thoee reported here. Furthermore, their com-
parison is for a much earlier time span before the
1973 and 1979 qaaoline shortaqes. Seven U.S. cities
studied by an ITE committee (11) show an average in-
creaae from 6.5 to 7.7 perso~trips per household.
This 18 percent increaae over an averaqe period of
12.4 years is in contrast to the results in this
study of 5 percent (7.021 to 7.372) over a period of
16 yeare. On the basis of thie comparison it appears
that the energy shortaqes of the 1970s have moder-
ated the increases in trip rates.

Household Trip Rates by Household Size

In travel forecasting, trips are sometimes qenerated
by household size. Alternatively, some travel demand
models incorporate average houeehold size as an ex-
planatory variable in linear-regression models. The
averaqe effect of household size on trip makinq is
asseseed here by analyzinq tripe per household by
household size (Table 3). Trips per person can also
be computed, but the percentage chanqe will be the
same.

For total trips, all household-size qroups expe-
rience an increase in trips per houeehold. However,
the averaqe household trip rate remains unchanqed.
Thie is because of a major ehift in the reqional
distribution of households by household size, as
shown in Table 3. There is now a much larqer propor-
tion of households in the one-person qroup, and much
lees in the five-or-more-pereongroup. This is suP-
ported not only by the two eurveys but by the 1970
and 1980 censuses aa well.

For work trips, the small household-size qroupe
experience little chanqe in trips per household. As
household size increases, the change in trips per
household increases. This is becauee larger house-
holds have a hiqher number of employed persons now
ae compared with 1965.

For shopping trips, all households experience a
drop in trips except for the one-person qroup. For
the balance of the trip purpoeea, all household-size
groups increaee their trip makinq. However, the net
effect on school tripe ia a reduction in the re-
qional trip rate. This is also due to changes in

TABLE3 Weekday Regional Trips per Household by Household Size, 1965 Versus 1981

Home Based

Percentage

Household of SOcial- Nonhome

Size Households Work Shop Reueatlon Schcml Based Total

1person
1965 15 0.883 0.903 0.523 0.060 0.966 3,335
1981 26 0.889 0.966 0.622 0.086 I.390 3.953
Dtiference(%) 1 7 19 43 44 19
2persons
1965 30 1.734 1.874 0.823 0.]64 1.574 6,169
1981 33 1.767 1.868 1.075 0.267 2.103 7,079
Difference(%) 2 0 31 63 34 15
3persons

1965 18 2.137 2.618 1,104 0.762 1,821 8.443
1981 16 2.262 2.539 1.310 0.937 2,598 9.646
Dfference(%) 6 -3 19 23 43 14
4persons
1965 17 2.193 3.666 1.479 1,613 2.358
1981

11.309
15 2.646 3.612 1.896 2.087 3.293 13.533

Difference(%) 21 -1 28 29 40 20
>5 persons
1965 20 2.273 4.796 2.083 3.220 2.849
1981 10 3.183 4.S85

15.222
2.506 3.729 3.715 17.717

Difference(%) 40 -4 20 16 30 16
Allhouseholds
1965 100 1.858 2,732 1.184 1.098 1.906. 8,778
1981 100 1.890 2.274 1.262 0.952 2.335 8.713
Difference(%) 2 -17 7 -13 23 -1
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the regional distribution of households by household
size.

Household Trip Rates by Automobile OwnershiQ

Automobile ownership is an important household char-
acteristic that determines mobility and trip makinq.
A comparison of trips per household by automobile-
ownership qroup is qiVMr in Table 4. As can be seen,
household trip rates increase as automobile owner-
ship increases. This is due, in part, to the hiqh
correlation between automobiles owned and household
size. The chanqes are minimal for total trips, ex-
cept for the one- and two-automobilehouseholds.

For work trips there is a decrease in trips per
household for the zero- and one-car owners. This is
balanced by an increase for the four-or-more-automo-
bile qroup. These shifts can be interpreted as syrrtp-
toms of the hiqh unemployment in 1981 relative to
1965 for the low automobile-ownershipqroup.

For shoppinq trips the reduction in the rates is
in contrast to the increase in non-home-based rates,
as noted earlier. This holds true for most automc-
bile-ownershipqroups.

For social-recreation trips there are modest de-
creases in the trip rates for households who own
cars, in contrast to the increase for those who do
not own cars. The increase can be inferred from the
increase in the number of persons in old or retired
households who have more leisure time. This qroup
aleo increased its transit share for social-recrea-
tion trips from 20 percent in 1965 to 27 percent in
1981.

School trip rates drop for the medium automobile
wnership qroups and rise for the hiqh automobile-
ownership qroup. The reduction is due to a drop in
walk and school bus passengers more than the automo-
bile modes. The increase in the hiqh automobile-
ownershiu trip rate is due to increased college en-
rollments, which is related more to the automobile
mode than other modes.

Household Trip Rates by Housina Structure Type

Housinq structure type has been used in many travel
demand analyses as a stratification for trip qenera-

tion. It is a Surrogate variable for household
size, income, and aut~bile ownership. with the
changes occurrinq in household preferences, prompted
by the high costs of housing, there are scmteques-
tions reqardinq the use of this variable in place of
more behavioral variables that it purports to repre-
sent. The increase in apartment conversion to con-
drxniniumsand the introduction of townhouse develop-
ments have provided opportunities for a change in
household composition of those families who choose
to or are forced to occupy multifamily structures.
Condominiums and twnhouses are used nowadays by
wealthy households and households of medium size.
Their trip-making characteristics may not coincide
with apartment dwellers. Therefore, an investigation
of their trip characteristics is in order.

The data in Table 5 give a comparison of
household trip rates by housinq structure type and
the changes that have occurred. For condominiums and
townhouses, the trip rates qiven are from the 1981
survey only because they were not reported in the
1965 survey. As can be seen, condominium and town-
house dwellers have higher total trip rates than
apartment dwellers, lower rates than sinqle-family
dwellers, and rates close to duplex dwellers.

The change between 1965 and 1981 for sinqle-fam-
ily structure type is small for total trips. Home-
based work trip rates increase by 8 percent because
of increases in employed persons per househald.
Home-based shoppinq trip rates decrease and non-
home-based trip rates increase. Social-recreation
trips increase and school trips decrease. All these
chanqes are manifestations of the phenomena observed
earlier. Apartment dwellers decrease their trip-mak-
irvqrates for work and total trips more than any
other housing structure type. The drop in work trips
is attributed to higher unemployment in 1981 rela-
tive to 1965. The drop in social-recreationtrips is
“a siqn of the hard economic times the reqion is ex-
periencing. The increase in school trips ia small
and is attributed to larqer households (with chil-
dren) shiftinq to apartment housinq.

Household Trip Rates by Income

Household income continues to be a significant vari-

TABLE4 Weekday RegionaiTrips per Household by Automobile Ownership, 1965Veraus 1981

Home Based

Percentage

Automobde of SOcial- Nonhome

Ownership Households Work Shop Recreation School Based Total

No car
1965 14 0.940 1.139 0.562 0.493 0.778 3,912
1981 11 0,724 1.159 0.629 0,541 0.942 3.996
D,fference(%) -23 2 12 10 21 2

1 car
1965 44 1.669 2.430 1,022 0.891 1.606 7.618
1981 35 1,298 1.738 0,974 0.577 1.713 6.301
Difference (%) -22 -28 -5 -35 7 -17

2cars
1965 34 2.233 3.452 1.469 1.488 2.471 11.113

1981 36 2,211 2.661 1,412 1,062 2,754 10.101

Difference (%) -1 -23 -4 -29 II -9

3 cars
1965 6 2.782 3.992 1.905 1.616 2.979

1981 12

13.274
2.789 3.246 1.827 1.600 3.314 12.776

Difference (%) o -19 -4 -1 11 -4

>4 cars
1965 2 3.214 4.291 2.002 1.647 3.509
1981 6

14.663
3,684 3.05”4 2.008 1.880 3.954 14.580

Difference (%) 15 -29 0 14 13 -1

AO households
1965 100 1.858 2.731 1.184 1.097 1.906 8.777

1981 I 00 1.890 2.274 1.262 0,952 2.335 8,713

Difference (%) 2 -17 7 -13 23 -1
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T.4BLE5 W~kday Trips~rHouseholdby Ho~S@uctie T~, l965Verswl98l

Home 8ased
Percentage

Housing of SOcial- Nonhome
Structure Type Households Work Shop Recreatmn School Based Total

Single family
1965 66 1,978
1981

3.257 1.353 1.380
64 2,134

2.164
2,727

10,I3I
1.467 1,230

Difference (%)
2,639

8
10.196

-16 8 -11
Condominium or townhouse

22 1

}965 o NA NA
1981

NA NA NA
5 1,924

NA

Difference (%)
1,807 1,148 0,454

NA
2.339 7.67’2

NA NA NA
Duplex

NA NA

1965 8 1.713
1981

2,068 0.930 0,778 1.377
6 1.665 1.902

6.866
1.131 0,626

Difference (%)
2.038

-3 -8 22
7.362

-20 48 7
Apartment

1965 26 1.632
1981

1,667 0.861 0.509
25

1.459
1,428 1.411

6.128

Difference (’%)
0.809 0.521 1.667

-12 -15
5.835

All
-6 2 14 -5

1965 I 00 1.859 2.731 1,184
1981

1.097 1.906
100 1,890 2,274

8.778

Difference (%)
1.262 0.952 2,335 8.713

2 -17 7 -13 23 -1

able in determining trip-ntakinq characteristics.
CrmtParative trip rates between 1965 and 1981 are
qiven in Table 6 by income qroup. The low, medium,
and hiqh groups are defined by selectinq households
from the two surveys to form approximately equal
pKOpOKtiOIW based on the income distribution Of
households in the two surveys.

The data indicate that total household trip rates
have dropped by about 4 percent for the medium-in-
come qroup. For the hiqh-income group total trip
rates have increased by 3 percent. Work trips are
down by 6 percent for the low-income qroup and are
stable for the medium-income qroup. Work trips for
the hiqh-income qroup have increased by 11 percent,
an indication of an increase in employed persons per
household. Shoppinq trip rates are down siqnificant-
lY for all qroups, except for those households that
refused to report their income. Social-recreation
trip rates have not chanqed for the medium-income
qroup, but have increased 7 and 10 percent for low
and hiqh income, respectively.School trip rates de-
creased across the board and non-home-based trip
rates increased significantly.

Statistical Teete of Significance for
Chanqes in Trip Rates

Differences between 1965 and 1981 trip rates per
household were assessed in the previous sections by
inspecting the percentage chanqes by trip purpose
and mode for the two surveys. Intuitive judgments
and interpretations were made by analyzinq the
changes in dentoqraphicand economic variables over
the same period of time. In contrast, the statisti-
cal measures associated with the trip rates are sum-
marized in Table 7 for selected trip purposes and
modes.

Sample means, standard deviations, and standard
error of the means are calculated in Table 7. These
sample descriptors are estimates of the true popula-
tion statistics. The standard error of the mean ia
the etandard deviation of the sampling distribution
of the mean trip ratee. Confidence intervals around
the means were established at the 0.05 level for a
two-tailed test. Standard errora of the difference
between means were estimated manually. A t-statistic
for the difference between sample means was con-

TABLE6 WeekdayRegionalTripsperHouseholdby Income,1965Versus1981

Home Based

tncome SOcial- Nonhome
Group Work Shop Recreation School Based Total

Low
1965
1981
Difference(%)

Med]um
1965
1981
Difference (%)

High
1965
1981
Difference (%)

income not reported
1965
1981
Difference (%)

All households
1965

1,067
I .004
-6

2.003
1.829
-9

0.895
0.958
7

0.713
0.677
-5

1.248
1.524
22

5.925
5,992
I

1.971
2.018
2

3.030
2.333
-23

1.292
1.291
0

1,174

0.984

-16

1.951
2.432
25

9.418
9.058
-4

2490
2.772
11

3,419
2.795
-18

1.521
1.668
10

L396
1,228
-12

2.764
3,422
24

11.590
11,886
3

0.753
1.030
37

6.403
7.207
13

1.633
1.594
-2

1,913
2.022
6

0,960
0.869
-9

1.145
1.692
48

1.858
1.890
2

2.731

2.274
-17

1.184
1,262
7

1.097
0.952
-13

1.906
2,335
23

8.777
8.713
-1

1981
Difference (%)
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T.ABLE 7 StatisticalAnalYskofVariationinAverageTripRates,1965versus1981,RegionalWeekdayTripsby Purposeand
Mode
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1965 Survey 1981 SUIVey Standard

Standard
Error of

Marke[ Market Standard
Standard Difference

Error of Standard
Stratlfler Segment

Error of Between t-
Mean Devlatmn Mean

Slgmflcant
Mean Deviation Mean Means &ore Difference

Trips per Household

rrlp HBW 1.858 I .774 0.012 1.890 1.876
HBSH

0.024 0.026
purpose 2,73] 3716 0.026

1.23 no
2274 2.778

HBSR
0.035

1.184
0.051 8.96

2.44s 0.017
yes

1.262 2.034
HBSK

0.026
1.097

0.034 2,28

2,280 0.016
yes

0.952 1.883
NHB

0.024
1.906

0.032
3.481

4,56
0.024

yes
2.335 3,225 0.041 0.050 8.65 yes

Trip Vehicle 4,534 4,549 0.032 5,~31 4,76S 0.060 0.067 1046
mod c drwer

yes

[n-vehicle 6,535 6,981 0,049 6,814 6.237 0.079 0.099 2.83
Transit 0.486 1.071

yes
0.007 0.558 2,028 0,026 0.020 3.67

Person 7.021 6.942 0.048
yes

7.372 6.223 0.079 0,098 3,57 yes

Total 8,777 8.129 0.057 8,713 7.091 0.090 0.114 0.56 no

Trips per Person

TnP HBW
purpose HBSH

HBSR
HBSK
NHB

TnP Vehicle
mode driver

[n-vehicle
Transit
Person

Total

0,595
0.875
0.379
0,351
0.610
1.452

0.709
I.068
0.731
0,480
1.212
1,681

0.005 0.737
0.007 0.887
0,005 0.492
0.003 0.371
0.008 0.911
0.012 2.041

0,806
I.097
0,858
0.481
1.506
2.074

0.010
0,014
0.011
0.006
0.019
0.026

0.011
0.016
0.01I
0.007
0.019

3.77 yes
0,58 no
8.06 yes

16.82 yes
1180 yes

0.026 22.84 yes

2.092
0.156
2.248

2.810

2.074
0.461
2.037

2,172

0.014 2.658
0,003 0.218
0,014 2.876

0.015 3.399

2.369
0,858
2,273

0.030
0.011
0.029

0,031
0.008
0.030

18.20 yes
7,40 yes
20,70 yes

2.531 0.032 0.033 13,98 yes

Note: HBW . home.b%cd work, HBSH . home. based shop, HBSR . home. based social.recreation, HBSK . horn-based school, and NHB = nonhome based

strutted by usinq standard statistical formulas
(g . This assumes random independent samples that

CHANGES IN AGGREGATE TRIP CHAW373RISTICS, 1960-1980

Aqqreqate data are areawide estimates derived from
expanded survey, expanded ceneus, or 100 percent
counts. Aqqreqate trip characterietice discussed in
this section repreeent averaqe reqional weekday
travel. Their value lice in understanding the over-
all composition of the travel market or in data fac-
tor inq. The data are referred to interchangeably as
1980/1981 travel. This is becauae the 1981 survey
is expanded to 1980 households and, therefore, it
represents 1980 travel. The assumption is that the
houeehold trip-makinq characteristics did not charsqe
between 1980 and 1981.

have a normal sampling distribution of the mean trip
rates. The judqment ahout the eiqnificance of the
differences between 1965 and 1981 trip rates is
baeed on the computed and tabled t-statistics. When
the computed t-statistic ie qreater than 1.960
(table t-statistic at 0.05 level), the null hypothe-
sis that the two means are equal is rejected. There-
fore, the significant difference is labeled yes. If
the computed t-statistic is less than 1..960, the
null hypothesis that the two means are equal is not
rejected. Therefore, the significant difference is
labeled no.

The summary statistics of Table 7 suqgest that
total trips and home-based work tripe per houeehold
from the two surveys are not significantly differ-
ent. The other trip purposes are. Trip rates per
person are significantly different for all trip pur-
posee, except home-based shopping. This showe the
effect of changes in houeehold size on houeehold
trip rates. BY mode, the trip rate per houeehold and
per person are significantly different for the
drivers, the in-vehicle pereon, the transit, and the
person mode.

Distribution of Trips by Trip Purpose and Mode

The data in Table 8 qive the trip purpose shares by
mode for the regional tripe in the two surveys. Be-
tween 1965 and 1980 work trips hold their share of
the market, social-recreation trips remain relative-
ly stable, school trips drop their share, and non-
home-baeed trips increase by the same amount that
shopping trips decrease (5 percent). This shows
similar signs of chanqe as those observed earlier in
the trip rate analyeie.

The trip purpose ehares by mode fluctuate more
than the total. The direction of shift between
shopping and non-home-based trips is consistent
across all modes. Another important chanqe shown in
Table 8 relates to public traneportation. of the
total traneit trips, work trip purpose ehare drops
frosa45 to 37 percent.

The regional modal shares for work trips from
1960 to 1981 are qiven in Table 9. TWO estimates are
shown for the 1965 and 1981 sucveys. fiome-baeedwork
(HBW) ie the traditional definition. Home-based-work
census-comparable (HWC) ie an estimate that takes

The cosrtparisonbetween the statistical teet per-
formed here and the percentage changes reported
earlier indicatea that chanqes in total trip rates
(by purpose or mode) of 5 percent and over can be
considered significant. Chanqes of less than 5 per-
cent are insignificant.

Note that assessinq the significance of the dif-
.ferencee, statistically or intuitively, should be
taken for what it ie. The size of the sample by
cell, the maqnitude of the trip rate, and the pre
portion of trips by a market saqment should also be
considered as judgments are made about the chanqe
and in the use of ratee for forecasting.
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TABLE8 Regional Trip Pwrpose Shares (%) by Mdeof TraveLl965V~s~l98l

Home Based

Mode of sOclal- Nonhome
Travel Work Shop Recreatmn School Based Total

in-vetucle person
1965 23.2 35,3 14.0 4.5
1981

22.9 100
22.9 28,8 14.8 5.7

Transit
27.8 100

1965 45,3 17.6 7,2 17.6
1981

12.3 I 00
36.9 15.2 8.0 22.6

Total
[7.3 100

1965 21.2 31,1 13.5 12.5
1981

21,7 100
21.7 26.1 14.5 10.9 26,8 100

TABLE 9 RegionalModalShares(%)forWork Trips,1960to1980

1965 Sllney 1981 Survey
Mode of Travel 1960 1970 1980
to Work Census HWC HBW Census Census HWC HBW

Vehicle driver NA 68.4 69.2 70.9 71.3 72.0 730
Vehiclepassenger NA 12.6 12,4 8,9 94
[n-vehicleperson

96. 9,4
73.4 81,0 81.6 79,8 80,7 81.6 824

Transit 16.2 12.7 11.9 11.6 11.6 11.7
Walk

I0.9
8,2 5.0 4.8 5.9 4,5 4,2 4,0

Other 2.3 1.3 1.6 2.8 3,2 2.5 2.6

Note: The modal shares for total travelers for all columns equal 100 percent

into consideration the modal components used in the
1980 census. The census shares are from data in pub-

lished reports (16-18). The data in Table 9 indicate——
that in-vehicle person share to work increased by 6
percent from 1960 to 1970 and increased another 1
percent by 1980. Transit shares were on the decline
between 1960 and 1970, and remained stable between
1970 and 1980. Walk trip shares continue to decline
since 1960. This decrease is a siqn of continued
suburbanization in the reqion, where residences are
increasingly farther from jobs for the walk mode to
hold its own.

In Table 10 the modal percentage shares by trip
purpose from the two surveys are qiven. In-vehicle
person trip share increases moderately for all trip
purposes except school, which increases sharply.
Transit work trip share shows a decline between 1965
and 1981. Nonwork transit trip shares show an in-
crease by a moderate amount, except for school
trips, where the share doubles. The moderate in-
crease in nonwork transit ahares are understated be-
cause the decline between 1960 and 1970 of work trip
transit share (shown in Table 9) probably applies to

nonwork trips as well. This means that between 1970
and 1980 nonwork trip transit shares increased ~re
than indicated by the data in Table 10. Walk and
other mode trip shares declined for all trip pur-
poses.

Comparison of county transit shares (not reported
here) indicates that, for total trips, all nine
counties increased their transit share between 1965
and 1980. For work trips, the urban counties that
had improvements in bus and rail service increased
their transit share significantly. Takinq all these
statistics toqether (Tables 8-10), it is reasonable
to assume that transit is now absorbing more of the
nonwork trip market.

Car Occupancy by Trip Purpose

Car mcupancy is an important variable for assessinq
trends and for converting automobile-persontrips to
vehicle trips. The uae of euch an averaqe is predi-
cated by the absence of reliable car-occupancy
models.

TABLElO Regional Modsl Shsres(%) byTripPurpose, l%5Versua1980/1981

Home Based

sOcial- Nonhome
Mode ofTravel Work Shop Recrratlon School Based Total

[n-vebicle person

1965
1981
Transit
1965
1981
Schoolbus
1965
1981
Walkandother
1965
1981

Total
196S
1981

81.6 84.4 77,3
82.4 86.4 80.1

11,9 3.1 3.0
10.9 3.7 3,5

6.4 12.4 19.8
6.7 9.9 16.3

100.0 I00.0 100.0
100,0 100.0 I00.0

26.9
40.6

7.8
13.3

13.3
9,3

52.0
36.8

100.0
100.0

78.7
81.I

3.2
4.I

18.1
14.8

100.0
100.0

74,5
78,2

5.5
6.4

1.7
1.0

18.4
I4.4

100,0
I00.0
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The data in Table 11 qive comparative regional
occupancies by trip purpose from 1965 to 1981. They
are computed from aqqreqate data for vehicle driver
and vehicle passenger modes. Between 1970 and 1980
work trip car occupancies remain constant. Compari-
son of 1965 and 1970 data suqqests that work trip
occupancies were on the decline durinq the 1960s. It
is unfortunate that there are no data from the 1960
census to verify this apparent declining trend.

For nonwork tripe the data show a decline in
vehicle occupancies of 4 to 20 percent. The 20 per-
cent decline in schcel trip occupancy may be due to
a decline in school enrollments for qrades 1 through
8. The students in these qrades are a potential mar-
ket for carpooling (children driven) to school.
Another factor here is the increase in colleqe en-
rollments, a potential low car-occupancy qroup for
school trips.

TABLE1l Comparative Regional Weekday Car
Occupancies by Trip Purpose

Tnp Purpose 1965 1970 1980 1981

Home-based work 1.18 1.13 1.13 1,13
Home-based shop 1.44 1,24
Home-based social-

recreation 1,81 1.73
Home-based school 2.78 2,23
Nonhome based 1.4s 1.25
Total 1.44 1.30

The decline in shoppinq and non-home-based car
occupancies may be due to the combined effect of a
decrease in household size and the makinq of fewer
home-based trips in favor of more non-home-based
trips: Obviously, because there were fewer household
members durinq the 1970s relative to the 1960s, car
occupancy for home-based shopping trips was lower.
As more trips are combined into multileq tours,
there is less of a chance for carryinq passengers to
the diversified activities conducted in non-home-
baaed locations.

It should be pointed out that aqqreqate reqional
data do not necessarily reflect specific corridor or
local hiqhway car occupancies. Whereas the averaqe
occupancies may be stable or declining, major-corri-
dor occupancies are on the increase for peak commut-
inq periods in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Reported Trip Duration by Trip Purpose and Mode

In both the 1965 and the 1981 surveys, respondents
were asked to record the times at the beqinninq and
at the end of their trips. The resultinq door-to-
door one-way trip times showed minor chanqes for
total trip purposes or total modes. By purpose, work
trips are lonqest and shopping trips are shortest.
By mode, transit trips are Lonqer in 1981 than in
1965 by about 5 to 8 min for work, shop, school, and
non-home-based trips. Social-recreation transit trip
lenqths are lonqer by about 14 min. This is an indi-
cation that residents of the reqion are usinq avail-
able transit to farther destinations relative to
1965.

The trip length frequency distributions by pur-
pose and mode were also compared and found to be
quite similar. The distribution were not smooth,
but had kinke at 5-reinintervale for all trip pur-
poses. This ie a well-known phenomena, where re-
spondents tend to report the times to the nearest 5
min. Because of this, smooth network travel timee

are used in most travel demand analyses instead of
survey-reported travel timee.

The 1980 ceneus data indicate that the averaqe
rS9ional home-to-work trip lenqth is 24 min (18).
The 1981 home-based work trip lenqth was found t~be
27 mint 13 percent hiqher than the censue data. Be-
cauee of the differences between eample eizes and
definition, the 1981 eetimate may not be unreason-
able.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Updatinq large-scale, old home-interview travel sur-
veys with a small eample is worthwhile. It provides
up-to-date information, comparative trip character-
istics for investiqatinq chanqes over time, and
valuable data sets for disaqareqate model develop-
ment.

Household trip rates were found to be constant
for total weekday trips. However, a shift has oc-
curred between trip purposes: households made fewer
home-based shoppinq and personal business trips and
more non-home-based trips in 1981 relative to 1965.
This is an indication that the frequent home-based
trips are being combined into multileq tours, thus
increaeinq the number of non-home-based trips.

Houeehold trip ratee by socioeconomic stratifica-
tions have underqone some chanqe. However, chanqes
for the averaqe reqional household are much less due
to shifts in the distribution of households by theee
stratifications.

The work trip transit share for the reqion from
the 1981 survey was the same as that reported in the
1980 ceneus journey-to-work data. This share de-
clined between 1960 and 1970. Between 1970 and 1980
the reqional traneit share wae constant, but in-
creased in those counties where transit service im-
provements were introduced.

Between 1965 and 1981 traneit shares for nonwork
trips increased for every county. The statistics
suggest that public transportation is now absorbinq
more of the nonwork travel market relative to 1965.

Averaqe reqional car occupancies for work tripe
declined durinq the 1960s and remained stable in the
1970s. For nonwork trips, averaqe occupancies de-
clined between 1965 and 1981 becauee of chanqes in
household size and combininq of trips into multilea
toure.

Reqional trip lenqth frequency distributions re-
ported by the respondents in the two surveye were
found to be qrouped into 5-rein intervals. The
chanqes in reqional trip lenqths between 1965 and
1981 were neqliqible.
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An Update on Household-Reported Trip-Generation Rates

JOANNA M. BRUNSO and DAVID T. HARTGEN

ABSTMCT

In this study person trip rates determined
in a statewide telephone survey in New york
State durinq January 1983 are reviewed. The
results of the study indicated that the
averaqe adult in New York makes 2.8 one-way
trips per day, and lives 4.5 miles from work
and 2.2 miles from shoppinq. There were no
significant differences in average trip
rates between upstate and downstate New
York, or between urban, suburban, small
town, or rural areas of the state. Triu
rates vary with income, employment status,
sex, number of household vehicles, and pres-
ence of children. It was concluded that
trip-generation rates are largely transfer-
able between geographic areas, if demograph-
ic differences are accounted for, and that
transportation planners can have confidence
in applyinq person trip rates from this and
other surveys.

In order to plan intelligently for transportation,
transportation planners must anticipate chanqes in
travel. Many cities are losinq population, as are
some established suburbs; others are qrowinq rapidly
(l). Such chanqes can be more easily studied if
e~istinq trip information from one region can be
transferred to another reqion. But this presume~
stable trip-qeneration rates over time--an untested
assumption. In the 12-year period between 1962 and
1974, trip-generation rates for home-based New York
State households were found to be larqely stable
(~), both in the agqreqate and for demographic
qroups. Chanqes in travel observed in that period
were accounted for almost entirely by changes in the
number of households in each qroup and chanqea in
the total magnitude of households.

The results of a telephone survey conducted in
New York State in 1983 are described in this paper.
The purpose of the survey was to learn how residents
of the state were conserving enerqy, but current in-
formation on trip rates for various activities was
also obtained. The differences in trip rates by dif-
ferent demographic and qeoqraphic qroups are re-
viewed for weekends and weekdays by trip purpose and

mode. Although the question of stability ot triP

rates over time was not thoroughly investigated, the

relative stability of trip rates over PlaCe w.sS es-

tablished, thereby subetantiath’ig previous studies

that conclude that the primary determinants of trip

rates are demographic, not geographic.

BACKGROUND

In the 1960s most urban areas (more than 50,000 POFJ-
ulation) conducted home-interview travel surveys in
which data on trip-genaration ratea ware collected
(~); many of these surveye were updated in the
1970s. Trip-generation rates were qenerally ex-
prassed by zonal or cell (aggregated) data, eithar
with crose-classified or reqreesion models (~) and
usually at the houeahold level. As early ae 1911,
Dobaon and McGarvey (~) demonstrated the empirical

equivalence of reqreasion and cross-classification
models of home-based travel. Recent work by Stopher
and McDonald (~) extends the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) approach. A major compilation (~) compared
home-based and non-home-based rates across different
cities, within cells, by income level. Recent com-
parisons of ratea from different areas (8,9) showed
general stability over space and time w~t~in celle
defined by income, automobile ownership, or family
siza. More recent studies (10) have identified dis-
crepancies between home-gen~rated travel and non-
home-qenerated travel, which have not been resolved.
Recent research has focused on the life cycle of the
individual or household (11-15). The life cycle uses——
age and employment status of the household head and
spouse and the number of children. McDonald and
Stopher (16), however, found little empirical justi-
fication ~ the uee of such variablas. Person-level
analyses (9,17) have recently been proposed. In ana-——
lyzinq the trip data, both points of view will be
considered.

METHODOLOGY

A random sample telephone survey of 1,503 New York
State residents 18 years of aqe or older wae con-
ducted between January 9 and February 2, 1983. Only
one adult per household was interviewed; thus the
trip rates presented here are person trip ratea. The
‘sample waa a,tratifiedso that men and women in each
county were sampled in proportion to 1980 popula-
tion. Tha survey slightly underrepreaented New York
City, zero vehicle households, and low-income house-
hold (Table 1). However, it muet be remembered that
the survey excluded all thosa younqer than 18 years
of aqe as well as those who were institutionalized
or without household telephones.

TABLE 1 ComparisonofSurveyResponsewith1980
census

Survey
1980Census

No. Percent (%)

Regmn
New York City
Long Island
West chester/Rockland
Upstate

Sex
Male
Female

Vehicles per household
o
1
2

>3
NA

Household size
1
L

3-4
>5
Missing
Income
<$10,000
$10,000-$15,000
$15,00C-$25,000
>$25,000
Missing

600
223
95
585

642
861

274
609
418

195

346
417
508
225
7

309
212
353
496
133

40,0
14.8
6.3
38.9

42.7
57.3

18.2
40.5
27.8
13.0
0.5

23.0
27.7
33.8
14.9
0.5

20.6
14.1
23.5
33.0
8.8

43.9
14.8
6.4
34.8

47.5
52.5

38.1
33.2
21.3
7.4

25.9
29.,~
31.3
13.7

30.4
14.8
25.4
29.4
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The respondents were asked
yesterday.” The survey takers
out that each trip was to be

to recall “trips made
were careful to point
considered a one-wav

leg of a journey ;ade outside the home, even if it
was by walkinq. Althouqh this type of survey may ap-
pear to be constrained by the recall of the respon-
dent and brevity of the survey telephone space, most
home-interview eurveys were also recalls.

The number of person trips ranged from O to 65
(Figure 1). A total of 10 persons making 20 or more
trips per day were all found to be enqaqed in work
duties: the person making 65 trips was a packaqe
deliverymsn. One person makinq 13 trips was a home-
maker makinq s series of personal business and shop-
ping trips. Because no respondent reported more than
13 and less than 20 trips, it was decided to treat
those 10 persons makinq more than 13 trips per day
(0.6 percent) as outliers; this leaves a sample of
1,493. Questions concerning trip rates are shown in
Figure 2. The respondent was first asked to list the
total number of one-way trips made the previous day
(question 28). For the first five of these, purpose,
mode, and occupancy were also recorded. The total
number of separate trips is used to determine the
person trip rates.

RESULTS

Differences by Area

For this survey, New
downstate and upstate

York State was divided into
aress (Fiqure 3). Ths respon-

dents were also asked to describe the type of area
in which they lived as biq city, suburban, sma11
town, or rural. The analysis indicates that adults
in New York State average about 2.8 one-way trips
per day (Table 2); there ie no significant differ-

TABLE2 AversgeTripsperDaybyStateRegions

Sub- Sma13
City urban Town Rural Total

Upstate
Avg trips 2.7 3.1 2.6 2.6 2.7
Sample size 168 158 139 115 S80
Avg distance to work (miles) 2.6 3.8 3.9 5.5 3.8
Avg distance to shop (miies) 1.5 3.6 3,2 5,8 3.0

Downstate
Avg trips 2,8 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.8
Sample size 434 367 88 24 913
Avg distance to work (miles) 4.1 6.1 5.5 5.6 5.0
Avgdistancetoshop(miles) 1.1 1.9 2.1 3,8 1.6

Statewide
Avg trips 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.8
Sample size 602 525 227 I 39 1,493
Avg distance to work (miles) 3,7 5.4 4.6 5.6 4.5
Avg distance to shop (males) 1.2 2.1 2.8 5.5 2.2

ence in the mean number of person trips per day be-
tween upstate and downstate New York or between the
various regions of the state. This number is sliqht-
ly higher in the suburbs, where respondents report
an average of 3.1 trips upstate and 2.9 trips down-
state, but these numbers are not statistically sig-
nificant. This is also true for small towns (2.7)
and rural areae (2.6), both upstate and downstate,
but aqain neither difference is significant. This
finding is particularly important for New York State
as a whole because it indicates that averaqe pereon
trip rates are largely similar throughout the state.

Weekday and Weekend

The averaqe weekday trip rate of 3.0 trips per adult
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corresponds precisely with the 1973 Buffalo horrre-in-
terview survey and the 1974 Rochester survey of 3.0
and 3.1 trips, respectively (Table 3). Both of these
surveys were conducted on weekdays only.

There are significant differences in averaqe
weekday trips versus averaqe weekend traffic (Table
4). This is particularly true for suburban areas.
But 22 days of the survey occurred in January after
holiday shoppinq and durinq a time not conducive to
recreational travel; this could have lowered weekend
trip rates. The greatest ranqe of average trip rates
is shown in small towns. Overall, Saturday, Sunday,
and Monday have the lowest trip rates per person,
whereas Thursday and Friday trip rates are hiqhest
(Table 5).

Demoqraphic Effects

The larqest average trip rate is by persons employed
part-time (3.3 trips per ~ay) and those in the
highest income (3.4 trips per day). When these two

factors are combined, the averaqe trip rate is 3.9
trips. Homemakers and retired persons tend to travel
the least--an averaqe of 2.4 and 1.7 person trips,
respectively (Table 6).

Men make more trips per day than women in all
categories of income and employment (Table 7). On
averaqe, males make 3.1 trips per day and females
make 2.6 trips per day. Both male and female respon-
dents whose total household income is qreater than
$25,000 have similar trip rates: 3.4 for men and 3.3

T.4BLE 3 Average Weekday Trips per Person 18
Years of Age and Older

Sample Total
Survey

Avg Trips
Size TrlPs per Person

1974, Rochester 4,861 15,138 3,1
1973, Buffalo 4,197 12,592 3.0
1983,statewide I ,068 3,204 3.0

TABLE 4 Average Trips perDay on WeekdaysandWeekendeby
StateRegion

Small
City Suburbsa Town Rural Alla

Weekday

Avg trtps 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.7 3.0
Sampleslze 438 370 157 103 1,068
SD 2.11 3.15 2.78 2.07 2.27

Weekend
Avg trips 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4
Sampleslze 164 155 70 36 425
SD 2.05 2.35 2.36 1.76 2.06

z 2.1 15.6 4.6

‘Sigmticant difference for data in column.

TABLE5 Average Number ofTripsperDay of Week

TABLE6 EffectofIncomeand EmploymentStatuaonAverage
TnpsperPeraon

Avg Trips per Person by Total Household Income

Employment $10,000- $15,000-
Status <$10,000 $ I 5,000 $20,000 >$25,000 All

Employed
full-time 2.9 2.8 3,3 3.4 3.2

Employed
part-time 2,8 2.7 3.3 3,9 3,3

Unemployed 2,0 2,0= 3,1’ l,8a 2.2
Homemaker 1.8 0.7” 2.0 3,5 2.4
Retired 1.3 1.6’ 2.5 3,2a 1.7
Student 2.7’ 3.5’ 2.4a 2.6’ 2.9
All 2.0 2.4 3,0 3.4

a%mple size <30

TAB LE 7 EffectofGenderon TripRates

Avg Trip Rate by
Sex of Respondent

Male Female

Income

<$10,000 2.2 1.9
$Io,ooo-$ls,ooo 2.8 2.2
$15,000-S25,000 3.4 2.7
>$25,000 3.4 3.3

Employment status
Employed full-time 3.4 3.0
Employed part-time 3.3 3.2
Unemployed 2.6 1.8
Homemaker 2.4
Retired 2.1 1.4
Student 1.3 3.0

Total 3,1 2.6

Nae: sample sizes are 632 ml. and 861 female.

for women. Men employed full-time and women employed
part-time make the most trips--3.A and 3.2, respec-
tively. Retired women (1.4), male students (1.3),
and low-income women (1.9) make the fewest triDS.

The qreater the number of vehicles there are per
household, the hiqher the averaqe person trip rate
(Table 8). The qreatest average number of PersOn
trips (3.8) is made in households where there are
three or more vehicles and two drivers per house-
hold. The fewest number of trips is made by house-
holds in which there are no vehicles and no licensed
drivers.

The number of children younqer than 18 years old
within one household has an increasing imPact on
person trip rates of the respondents. Persons in
households with four or more children make 3.8 trips
per day, those with one to three children make ap-
proximately 3.o trips per day, and those without
children make an averaqe of 2.6 trips per day (Table
9). Households with four adults and no children
younger than 18 make as many trips as households

Upstate
Downstate
City
Suburban
Small town
Rural
Statewide

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Trips Size Trips Size Trips Size Trips Size Trips Size Trips Size TIIPS Size

2.2 86, 2.9 83 3.0 83 3.3 75 3.2 87 2.9 72 2.0 94

2.9 I 30 2,9 I 30 2.9 126 3.0 140 3,2 128 2.6 138 2.2 121

?,7 91 3.0 76 28 91 3.1 ’92 3.1 88 2.9 82 2.1 82

2.9 73 2.9 80 3,3 65 3.3 77 3,4 75 2.6 76 2.1 79

18 29 2.9 33 2.8 38 3,4 28 3.0 29 2.4 33 2.3 37

2.4 23 2.7 24 3.1 Is 2,1 18 3,3 23 31 19 1.5 17

26 216 2.9 213 2.9 209 3,1 215 3.2 215 27 210 2, I 215
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TABLE8 EffectofVehiclesperHouseholdon TripRates

Avg Trips by Vehicles Owned

o 1 2 >3 .Ao

Licensed drwers
o 1.8 1.7’
I

1.8
2.6 2.6 2,8 2.7 26

7 3.0 2,9 3,2 3.8
3

3.1
2.3= 3.0 2.8 3.2 3.0

Household 51Ze
1 ~,~ 2,3 2.8 2.4
2 ?.3 2.5 3.2 2,9 2.7
3 1.7 2.8 2.8 3.1 2,7
4 2.7 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.3
>5 2.3 3,2 2.8 3.7 3.1

Statewide 2.2 2.7 3. I 3,3 2.8

a%mplesize <IO

TABLE9 Effect of Household Size on Trip Rates

Avg Trips per Respondent by Adults Total
ChlJdren per Household
per Trips Sample
Household I 2 3 4 >5 (avg) Size

o 1.4 2.7 2.5 3.7 2.7 2.6 909

1 2.6 3.0 2.8 3.1’ 3.5’ 3.0 250
. 2.4 3,3 3.1 2.4a 3.1 198

3 2.7a 3.0 2.9a 3.0 77
>4 3.75’ 3.8’ 3.5’ 3.8 48

Total sample

size 419 699 ?14 96 54

aSamples,zc <30,

with four or more children. Some of these household
members may in fact be dependents older than 18, but
because Complete household data were not available,
it was difficult to determine the composition of the
household. However, the data in Table 9 tend to con-
firm the findirsqsof Boyle and Chicoine (18) cm the
influence of children on trip ratea.

—

To determine what factora are most influential in
effecting trips per day, the procedure known aa
Automatic Interaction Detector (AID) was used. AID
is a statistical procedure that partitions data se-
quentially, ascendinq to the most important classi-
fications. Several of these analyses were done with
various subsets of the independent variables. None
of the coefficients of correlation exceeded 0.137
(Fiqure 4), and it was not possible to demonstrate
any effect of the life-cycle state on the number of
person trips. This supports the findinqs of McDonald
and Stopher (16) reqardinq the atrenqth of life-cy-

~However,cle variables it is possible that there
was not enough household-level data within the sur-
vey for household interactions and life cycles to
show their influence on the trip rates.

Fiqure 4 shows the influence of income, employ-
ment status, and distance from work as the primary
determinants of the number of trips made. An income
of less than $15,000 first divides the data set; the
hiqhest averaqe trip rate (3.7) is attributed to the

person who belonqs to a household with one more
licensed driver than vehicles, who lives less than 5
miles from work, and who is employed either full-
time or part-time. Household sizes of four or more

also influence the respondent to make more trips (~ =
3.6). Also of interest in this analysia are factors

WX DIST<S MI. LDnv< 1.0
Y - 3.6 — y - 3.7

tioOutlyers n - 318 .004 n - 294

2
r - .137 ENPSTA - FOLL

ORPARTTINYNOPX
y = 3.4
n = 69h

U3(DIST75MI.
lNCCHE> $15,000 Y = 3.2
Y- 3.1 n - 376
n - 976

I

S14PSTA- NOT
IJOF2(INC V! oIsT < 10 m.
v- 2.5 y - i.s
n - 282 n - ?(3

+
t TRIPS
y - 2.8 .066

LIC @RIV> 3
y- 7.3 INCOFfE ~ $10,000

y - 2.5
n - 194

!&lw!4

SNPSTA - ●mploqnent statu
NOT WORXING - unemployment y - 2.2

homemaker, n - 517

retired, ntu- LIC DRIV - 0

dent
LIC DRIV - Licensed driver

n - 103

UT DIST- Workdistance
LDNV - licensed driverminusvehfclen 1 c1INCWS<$10,000

y - 2.1

n - 220

‘oh uLSTL1Omi.
y -’ 1.9
n-19

PENSIZE~ 3
Y - 2.9
n - 231

‘ElLEMV~2. O
y - 2.5

n-2k

F1GURE4 AIDdiagramofinfluenceofdemogaphicvarisblesontripaperperson.
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that do not appear in the data. Codes for New York
State regions and the upstate and downstate split
were available to determine the split, but neither
factor was able to influence the split in any of the
analyses. The split amonq city, suburban, small
town, or rural occurs only for those persons living
5 or more miles from work with three or more cars at
their disposal, usually an indication of substantial
income. Thus this analysis would appear to confirm
that the determinants of travel are similar across
the state, and that those variables that r30 influ-
ence travel are largely demographic.

Analyeis of Trip Tables

Because the purpose of the survey was to develop
trip rates useful for energy use calculations of
specific types of activities, trip purposes were
classified as destination purposes such as work,
Shop, social, recreation, civic, and so forth,
rather than the more familiar terms used in modelinq
such as home-based work, work-based shop, and so on.
Thus the rates developed are more easily compared
with the National Personal Transportation Study
(NPTS) analysis (~) rather than other trip-qenera-
tion analyses, such as those by Stopher and McDonald
(6). Only 4.4 percent of the sample made more than
six trips [this is little more than that found by
Stopher and Sheskin (~) in their investigation of
24-hr travel records]. If it is assumed that the

sixth trip for those makinq six trips was to return
home, then the trip rates to specific destinations
may be considered fairly representative. Only small
differences are apparent between upstate and down-
state, but there are qreater differences between
days of the week. Most sccial and recreation activ-
ity occurs on weekends, most shoppinq and household
business occurs on Friday and Saturday, and most
travel occurs during the week (Table 10).

The mode of travel for eiqht specific destina-
tions is qiven in Table 11. In this table “return
home” is not allaated to the specific purposes, as
is done in the NP1’S study (Q). This survey, taken
durinq winter weather in January 1983, is reasonably
close to the 1980 census fiqures for usual mode to
work collected durinq April 1980.

Ridesharinq data are qiven in Table 12. As dis-
cussed in other research (g) , there is a problem
with defininq ridesharinq because many people do not
reqard traveling with family or friends to be ride-
sharinq. By avoidinq the term carpoolinq or ride-
sharinq, and instead askinq whether the trip was
made with family, friends, or neiqhbors, the deqree
of ridesharinq is easier to determine. Sharinq rides
is the common mode for social, recreational, and
reliqious trips (i.e., rides are most often shared
with family). The greatest percentage of ridesharinq
with neiqhbors or friends occurs for social reasons,
but this is still less than family ridesharinq.
Nevertheless, it appears that ridesharinq is the
norm for nonwork travel.

TABLE 10 purposesofTripsby Day ofWeek

Percentage of Trips to Specific Destinations by Day of Week

Monday Tuesday WedrIesda y Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Total

Work or work related
Upstate 35 43 41 42 37 , ,a 16a 33
Downstate 42 44 39 52 40 8“ I5’ 36
Statewide 39 44 40 48 39 15 16 35

Shop or household business
Upstate .35 29 34 25 40 37 34 34

Downstate 37 28 31 27 40 46 32 34

Statewide 37 29 32 27 40 41 33 34

Social-recreation
Upstate 21 9’ 18 I 7“ 16a 36 36 22

Downstate 13’ ’17 21 14’ 16 40 38 22

Statewide 16 14 20 15 16 37 37 22

Other
Upstate 9“ 19’ 8’ 15” 7’ 9’ I 3’ 11

Downstate 8’ 10“ 8’ 7“ 4“ 6’ 15’ 8

Statewide 8 13 8 10 5 7 14 9

Note: Sample used is only for those people making< 6 tr!ps per day. The percentages for all categories (upstate, downstate, and state-
wide) equal 100 percent.

%mple size <30.

TABLE 11 Mode ofTravelby Purpose

Percentage of Trips by Mode

Purpose

Public Car

Walk Bike Taxi Transit Only Totala Multlmodalb

Work 6.6 0.1 1,1 22.9 67.8 98.5 6.1

Shopping and personal business 21.0 0.1 0.5 8,3 70.0 99.9 0.9
Social 13.5 - 3.0 11.1 72.8 1.6
Recreation 29.1 - 2.6 4,2 62.4 99.9 1.7

Civic and religious 12,9 - - 7.4 79,6 99.9 -

School 15.9 - - 30,5 53.7 100.0 3,7

Drop off 5.3 - - 3.2 91.5 100.0 -

Retumhome 13.9 0.01 1.3 16.3 67.8 99;3 2.5

1980 census for New York State,
mearra of travel to work 8.6 + 1.0 + 27.1 63.3

~mns may not ●dd to 100 due to rounding or other catesory
Lxcludes walking.
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T.ABLE12 Ridesharing

Trips by ,4utomob,lc or Light Truck (%)

Drwe Drwe
with wkh

Drive Family Neigh hors,
Alone Members Friends Rideshare

Destmatlon Purpose (1) (2) (3) (2, >3)

Work 74.9
Shopping and household

business 56,0
Social 33,7
Recreational 39.7
Civic and religious 25.6
School 51.1
Drop-off, pick-up, and

other 15.7
Home 56,9

10,5

35,7
37.0
42.5
67.4
40.0

62.7
29,3

14.6 25.1

8,3 44.0
29,3 66.3
17,8 60.3
7.0 74,4
8,9 48.9

21.7 84.4
13,7 43,0

TABLE 13 One-WayTripRatesby AutomobilesperHousehold

Trip Rates by Automobiles
Owned

Destination Purpose o I 2 3 All

Work or work related
One-way trips
SD

Shop or personal business,
on~way trips

Shop or household business
One-way trips
SD

Serve passengers
One-way trips
SD

Social-recreation, one-way
trips

Social
One-way trips
SD

Recreation
One-way trips
SD

Ciwc, eduratlon, and rellgio”s,
one-way trips

Civic andreligious
One-way trips

SD
Education

One-waytrips
SD

Tot;-

Samplesize
Percent of sample

0.41=
0,82

0.48

0.46
0.77

0.02
0.02

0.3I

0,24
0.57

0.07
0,26

0.09

0.03
0,16

0,06
0.26
1.28C

274
18.4

o,53b
0.58

0.59

0.53
0,79

0.06
0.06

0,32

0.23
0,53

0.09
0.33

0.07

0.03
0.17

0.04
0.22
l.sld

608
40.7

0,64
0.81

0.66

0.57
0.82

0.9
0.9

0.35

0.27
0.56

0.08
0.32

0.11

0.05
0.23

0,06
0.26
1.75=

416
27.9

0.67
1,04

0.66

0.55
0.84

0.9
0.8

0.37

0.30
0.60

0.07
0.25

0.13

0.04
0.20

0.09
0.32
1.82

188
12,6

0.56

0,60

0,54

0.6

0.33

0.25

0.08

0.09

0.04

0.06

1.5

a~i
~ ,Wlfic..l difference at 0.95 confidence level betwem 0.41 and 0,53, z .2.28.
~S~nifScant difference at 0.9 S confidenw level betweenO.53 ●d 0.64, z = 2.1,
&Cn~fi_nt diff=ence at 0.95 confidence level between 1.Za and 1.51, z = 24.3.

Stgndicant difference at 0.9s confidence level between 1.51 arid 1,7s, z = 3.1.
‘Significant difference at 0.95 crmfide”ce level between 1.75 and 1.82, z = 7.0.

Trip rates vary significantly with the increase
in automobiles owned by the household. The data in
Table 13 indicate that, for all purposes, the number
of person trips by all modes increases as the number
of household vehicles, automobiles, and light trucks
increases. The difference between the trip rates are
significant only for work trips and total trips.

(Data on rates by income, aqe, sex, and automo-
biles owned versus purpose are available from the
authors.)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The person trip rates collected durinq a statewide
telephone survey in New York State durinq January
1983 have been analyzed. Findinqs of interest or
siqniticance from this study are as follows.

1. The averaqe person in New York State makes
2.8 trips per day, and lives 4.5 miles from work and
2.2 miles from shoppinq.

2. There is no significant difference between
person trip rates upstate and downstate or between
persons residinq in areas desiqnatad as urban,
suburban, small town, and rural. Thus trip rates as
such can be applied statewide.

3. There are differences in trip rates between
weekday and weekend travel as well as between spe-
cific days of the week. Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday are the heaviest days of travel; Saturday and
Sunday are the lowest. Most social and recreation
trips occur on Saturday and Sunday.

4. Factors that influence the number of trips
made per day per adult are income, sex, employment
status, number of household vehicles, and presence
of children younqer than 18 years old in the house-
hold. In qeneral, women make fewer trips than men,
but this difference tends to disappear as household
income increases. However, the life-cycle influence
on trip rates could not be confirmed for person trip
rates.

5. Two-thirds of all trips are made by autom~
bile. The percentage of trips made by automobile is
qreatest for nonwork trip purposes. Work travel,
however, has the highest rate of solo-occupant
travel. Ridesharinq (family or friends) is the usual
mode for social, recreation, civic, educational, and
reliqious destinations; approximately 44 percent of
shoppinq trips involve ridesharinq. However, the
majority of nonwork ridesharinq involves travel with
family.

6. Nonwork trip purposes repreeent approximately
65 percent of all trip destinations made by New York
State consumers. These trips are divided a!wrOxi-
mately into 34 percent for shoppinq and household
business, 22 percent for social or recreational pur-
poses, and 9 percent for all other purposes. Work
represents only 35 percent of all travel.

This analysis of trip rates collected from a
statewide telephone survey has shown that while
variables such as income, employment status, house-
hold size, and presence of children do affect indi-
vidual trip rates, there is no evidence that qeo-
qraphic location within the state affects trip
rates. Results from this and other travel surveys
therefore appear transferable to any study area
within the state. This hvoothesis was investigated
as early as 1967 by the Bureau of Public Roads”~~) .
Remarkably, the relative importance of varioua demo-
graphic parameters in accounting for variance in
travel (i.e., income and work status) was qenerally
confirmed. It was showri,however, that automobile
ownership and household size also influence travel
considerably. These findinqs are consistent with
many tranamrtation studies that seqreqate trip-
generation data into one or more of these key param-
eters.

These findings increase the confidence that
transportation analysts may have in usinq trip-
qeneration ratea developed from other cities or
earlier studies. Althouqh transferability of trip-
generation rates is a subject of considerable con-

cern, the findings here suqqest that transferability

may be orore possible than previously thouqht. In ad-
dition, the findinqs suqgest that transferability
across space may be equally as likely as transfer-
ability over time. Obviously, adjustments should be
made for the number of households or persons in dif-
ferent demographic cells, but application of exist-
inq trip-qeneration rates within these cells throuqh
estimated future households or persona is nonethe-
less a reasonably valid procedure. Should the ana-
lyst be concerned with the possibility of errors
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introduced by such an assumption, a sensitivity
analysis varying the trip-generation ratea or the
forecasts of households or persons per cell would
determine the magnitude of likely error.

Further analysis of the nature of these triP-
qeneration rates should be undertaken. For instance,
it is possible that the net small differences be-
tween upstate and downstate New York trip-generation
ratea are the combined effect of significant differ-
ences in income (which would tend to increase trip
generation downstate compared with upstate) and den-
sity and automobile ownership (which would tend to
have the reverse effect). A more carefully struc-
tured tabular analyais would identify whether either
or both of these hypotheses are working in the data
that have been presented.
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Logit Mode-Choice Models for Nonwork Trips

PETER R. STOPHER, ERIC G. OHSTROM, KENNETH D. KALTENBACH, and

DONALD L. CLOUSE

ABSTRACT

Most research on loqit models of mode choice
has concentrated on the work trip, a fact
frequently commented on by critics for some
years. With the increasingly widespread
adoption of the loqit model ae the basic
mode-choice model of practical transporta-
tion planning, more loqit models for nonwork
purposes are beinq installed in travel fore-
casting procedures. In this paper the form
that most of these models take and the as-
sumptions on which they are based are ex-
amined”. It is shown that the majority of
these are not calibrated, but are updated
from the work models. The inappropriateness
of this is demonstrated throuqh selected
case studies, and the types of models that
can be built are described. It is shown that
calibration of nonwork models is feasible
and presents no new problems over the work
mode-choice models, and that the relative
weights of cost and time components in work
models are different from those found for
fully calibrated nonwork models. The data
requirements and calibration needs ace also
discussed.

Throughout most of the development of disaqqreqate
models of mode choice, research concentrated almost
exclusively on developing models of choices for the
work trip. This was justified on a number of
grounds, includinq the importance of the work triP
in planninq and policy decisions, and the conve-
nience and appropriateness of the work trip for re-
search. In this respect, it wss often pointed out
that collecting dhta on work trips presents a rela-
tively simple and inexpensive data-collection activ-
ity; and that, because of the habitual nature of the
trip, there is a greater chance that the work trip
represents a rational choice of mode and that knowl-
edqe may exist about the alternatives. It is.not the
purpose of this paper to deliberate over these rea-
sons or to produce evidence as to whether or not
there exist foundations for them. Suffice it to say
that there are published research results that cast
some doubt on each of these basic assumptions and
reasons, but that these still appear to have been
insufficient to qenerate any significant chanqe in
the direction of research.

Of course the suthors do not claim that there has
been no research on nonwork models. There are sever-
al published papers about models for shopping trips
(l-4), and a few instances of other nonwork models
a= ‘well (5,6). However, the total number of such
publicatio~s- is insignificant in comparison with
those on wotk trips. Furthermore, the “lo9it model
for the work trip has remained relatively simple,
certainly in the perception of practicing transpor-
tation planners, whereas much of the research on
nonwork models has qenerated more complex model
forms and has tied the mode-choice models to other

models in the stream, such as destination choice
(trip distribution) or route choice. Given the added
complexity stemminq from this, the fact that most
practical travel forecasters are reasonably content
with existinq aqqreqate trip-distribution models,
and that aqqreqate versions of these more complex
models are larqely unknown, the few nonwork models
that have been developed have larqely failed, so
far, to penetrate practice.

In this paper the pros and cons of substituting
aqqreqate or disaqqreqate mode-choice models in the
standard travel-forecasting process, as opposed to
makinq radical chanqes in the modelinq process and
its structure, are not discussed. Rather, it is ac-
cepted that the majority of planninq regions in the
United States uae the conventional four-step model-
inq process for travel forecasting, as exemplified
by the Urban Transportation Planninq System (UTPS)
program of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
and they have simply chosen to replace or update the
modal-split models in this process. Also, it should
be noted that the authors use the term “modal split”
to refer to models that are conceptually and struc-
turally aqqreqate, while usinq the term “mode
choice” for models and procedures that are either
disaggregate entirely or are based on use of disaq-
qreqate data for their development.

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

For more than two decades of modern reqional trans-
portation planning, no aqreement could be reached on
the form and structure of the modal-split model. It
was frequently stated that, althouqh only two types
of trip-distributionmodels (qravity and intervening
opportunity) were to be found in use, there were as
many different modal-split models ae there were ur-
ban areas that had completed a lonq-ranqe transpor-
tation planninq activity. Documentation of modal-
split models tended to demonstrate the rsnqe of
different types and structures of models (7,8). In
the pact few years this situation has chanq<d-quite
dramatically. Almost every urbanized area that has
updated or improved their model stream, and every
area that has considered seriously the potential
building of a line-haul transit service, has intro-
duced a set of Loqit models of modal split. Such
models are currently in use in Loe Anqeles and San
Francisco, California; Washington, D.C.; Miami,
Florida; Honolulu, Hawaii; Detroit, Michiqan: Min-
neapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota; New Orleans, Louisi-
ana; and San Juan, Puerto Rico, to name a few.

As noted previously, there has been considerable
research on the mode-choice loqit model for work
trips, but relatively little for any other trip pur-
posee. In applyinq loqit methods to the standard
travel forecasting etream, models are required to
cover all purposes. In practical traneportation

planning, the emecqinq standard appears to be to use
about six trip purpoketifor trip generation and trip
distribution, but to aqqreqate these Purposes to

three or four for mode choice. In most of the cities
previously mentioned, there are three models for the
purposes of home-based work (HEW), home-based other
(HBO), and non-home-based (NUB) trips. In one or two
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instances, an additional model exists for home-based
school (NBS) trips, but these are more ueually Left
as @art Of the HBO trips or excluded altogether, and
dealt with in some other estimation prccedure that
includes an allocation of trips by school bus.

Clearly, then, every locality that has introduced
logit models of modal split has had the need to
build not only the well-researched, reasonably well-
understood work trip model for HBW trips, but has
also had to develop models for at leaet two other
purposes, HBO and NHB, neither of which has been
researched nor understood to any great extent.
Knowledqe of how to build a model for shoppinq trips
also has not helped the definition of models for
these much more aggreqate purpoees. For some reason,
not widely reported, transportation planners and
planninq aqencies appear to have decided that the
lack of research on these modele also indicates that
they would not be possible to calibrate in the
normal sense.

Aqainst this situation, two primary methods have
been used to build models for H80 and NHE purposes,
neither of which represents true calibration (i.e.,
free fitting of all model parameters to current or
recent data). The first method that has been used--
quasi-updatinq--is to define the H80 and NH8 models
in terms of the relative coefficients found for the
work trip model and to seek to determine an overall
multiplying factor for the utility from the work
model. This assumes that the relative weiqhts of
components of travel time, travel cost, and any user
characteristics in the models are the same for all
trip purposes. There is no research or other litera-
ture to support this position, but it is widely
held. In some instances the models so developed are
even further removed from calibration, because the
work model may in some cases have been built with
predetermined relationships between some of the
variables. Illustrationsof this are discussed later
in the paper.

The second method of buildinq the needed addi-
tional models--factorinq--ie to build factor models
that use the zonal market shares from the work model
and apply this, usually throuqh some factorinq pro-
cedure, to NH8 tripe. In many reepects this differs
from quaei-updating only in that the factor is
derived by a different procedure.

‘One may question to what extent this treatment of
nonwork trips is of any real importance. It is clear
that most conventional bus systems derive most of
their ridership from the peak periods, carryinq pri-
marily work and school trips. Even systems that in-
clude some form of rapid transit are still likely to
carry significantly more trips in the peak period
and to “derive a large portion ‘of their patronaqe
from the work trip. Nevertheless, these statistics
do not indicate that the nonwork, nonpeak trips can
be dismissed and can be treated substantially lese
accurately than the work tripe. In most larqe urban
areas work trips represent about 20 to 25 percent of
total daily trips. Home-based nonwork trips qen-
erally constitute a further 50 to 55 percent of
trips, whereae NNB tripe make up the balance (20 to
30 percent) of reqional person trips. In a tmical
medium or larqe urban area in the United States, the
transit share of the market ranqea from 2 to 15 per-
cent of all trips, and about 50 percent of this
transit share comes from the work trip.

As examples of these figures, 1980 statistics for
the Los Angeles region show thatwork trips consti-
tute about 18 percent of daily pereon trips, home-
based nonwork tripe are about 52 percent, and N-
tripe are 30 percent. The bus system carries about 3
percerlt of these trips, with 45 percent of transit
trips being HBW trips. Overall, transit carries 7.5

percent of HBW tries, 2.4 percent of HOO trips, and
1.3 percent of NH8 trips.

In Honolulu, it is estimated that 16 percent of
regional trips are HBW trips, 48 percent are HBO
trips (includinq HBS trips), with 36 percent beinq
NHB trips. Transit carries about 14.9 percent of the
HBw trips, 7.9 percent of H80 trips, and 5.4 percent
of NHB trips. Because of the hiqh use of the public
bus system for HBS trips, which are included in the
HBO total, Honolulu buses derive only 30 percent of
their resident (not including the substantial tour-
ist ridership in Honolulu) patronaqe from the work
trip. If school trips are added to this, most of
which also occur in the peak periods, the percentage
of patronage for HEW and HBS trips becomes 53 per-
cent. The Honolulu bus syetem carries 8.2 percent of
the resident person trips Plus an additional 29,000
tourist tripe on an averaqe weekday.

Finally, in Miami the reqional split of trips
among purposee is 26 percent for HBW tries, 60 per-
cent HBO trips, and 14 percent NHB trips. The re-
qional transit share is 4.2 percent, consisting of
7.8 percent of HBWtrips, 1.7 percent of HSO trips,
and 8.1 percent of NHB trips (the latter beinq hiqh
because of the relatively hiqh proportion of NHB

trips for Miami Beach and the hiqh transit share of
all trips in Miami Beach) (~).

ILT,USTRATIVSEXAMPLES

It is useful to see the form of the models that are
produced by the alternative methods of buildinq HRO
and NHB mode-choice modele. Several examples have
been selected from reported models that are in cur-
rent use in several different locations.

MinneapolisLSt. Paul

Thie is one of the earliest models to have been
developed and applied for regional travel forecast-
ing (10). The coefficients for these models are
qiven~n Table 1. The ratio of out-of-vehicle time
coefficients to in-vehicle time coefficient in the
HBO model is exactly 2.5, and the ratio of the cost
and in-vehicle time coefficients is 1.5. Neither of
these ratios appears as such in the work model, al-
though both represent values that have been stated
frequently to represent the conventional wisdom of
the relative values of these in logit models. Over-
all, these ratios appear to have been established
and only the absolute valuee of the coefficients and
the values of the modal constants were fitted to
traneit share data. In the NHB model the ratio of
2.5 between out-of-vehicle time and in-vehicle time
is maintained, generating coafficienta of -0.025 for
out-of-vehicle time components and -0.01 for in-ve-
hicle time. The cost coefficient is -0.0039, which
aPPeare as almost the same ratio as the ratio of HBW
in-vehicle time to cost. Althouqh this is not a pure
example of the typee described earlier, these models
aepaar to be 9enerally of the form of the ones that
define the HBO and NNB models from the HBW modele,
calibrating only an overall multiplier to fit o~
observed transit shares.

Miami

Tha Miami model,was built in 1976 and revised in
1978 (~). It was built under difficult circumstances
in that no calibration data were available for con-
structing it. Therefore, it was built from existinq
trip tables, estimated modal splits, and information
from other logit models, principally those for Wash-
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TABLE 1 CostandTime CoefficientsofModelsforMinneapolis-St.Pauf

out-Of-
Wait walk Vehicle In-VehicleParking Running Total

Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cost

HBW -0.044 -0.030 –a -0.031 –
HB-nonwork

— -0.014
-0.020 -0.020 –s -0.008 — -0.012

NHB
—

-0.025 -0.025 –a -0.0100 – — -0.0039

aSeverd e.ltemative coefficients are used for out.of. vehicle time for automobUe, dependimg on occupancy.

ington, D.C. The coefficients for these models are
given in Table 2. In every caee the ratio between
the exceea-time coefficient and the in-vehicle time
coefficient ia 2.5, and the ratio between the in-ve-
hicle time coefficient and the coat coefficient is
-0.3333. The coat coefficient ia, in this case, the
coefficient for a variable of cost divided by income.

This model is an excellent example of the first
type of construction, in which the ratioe amonq the
coefficients are prespecified, and fittinq of the
model is concerned only with an overall factor for
the model coefficients and any mode-specific con-
stants.

New Orleans

This model was built in 1981 and incorporates some
additional sophistications not apparent in the pre-
vious two models. (Note that the data for this model
are from unpublished reports by Barton-Aechman Asso-
c iates, Inc.) These sophistications include using
different coefficients for walk time and wait time
and introducing yet a further coefficient for auto-
mobile time when used as accesa to transit. The co-
efficients for theee models are qiven in Table 3. In
the HSW model the ratios between each of walk time
and wait time and in-vehicle time are approximately
2.3 and 5.3; whereae the ratio between cost and in-
vehicle time is 0.53. Notwithstandinq theee values,
the model reverts to a 2.5 ratio for both walk and
wait times to in-vehicle times for both the HBO and
WHB models. The coet coefficients demonstrate almost
exactly the same relationship to in-vehicle time as
the Minneapolis models, which suggests that this
model may have been used as the basis for the cost
coefficient, with additional modifications being
made to the cost coefficient to replicate observed
transit shares more accurately.

Los Angelee I

The first Loe Anqeles model to be described ie the
one built for the Los Angeles Rapid Transit System
in 1976. The time and cost coefficients for the HBW
model are as follows (~: out-of-vehicle travel
time/dietance= 24.37, In-vehicle travel time =
-0.01465, cost/income = -0.1860, and the factor =
2.332. This model, which was never adopted for re-
qional forecasts by the local aqencies, consisted of
a loqit work mode-choice model and a factorinq pro-
cedure for nonwork trips. The factorinq procedure is
based on the observation that approximately 43 per-
cent of transit trips are work trips. After estimat-
ing the HBW trips, the trip interchange totals of
transit trips qenerated by the work model are multi-
plied by 2.332, which represent the inverse of the
proportion of transit trips that are work trips.
Thie is an excellent example of the second method of
developing nonwork mode-choice models.

Los Angeles II

The second Los Anqeles model was built in 1982. The
coefficients are given in Table 4. (Note that theee
data are from unpublished reporte for the Southern
California Association of Government by Cambridqe
Systematic, Inc., 1982). This model represents an
exception to the previous once, insofar as the HsO
model is concerned. This model was calibrated to
data, and no uee was made of relationships between
coefficients in the work model for devisinq this
model. The ratio of the coefficients of excess time
and in-vehicle time is 5.6 for the HBW model and 3.1
for the SiBOmodel. In theee models cost is divided
by income, thus making comparison with come of the
other models more difficult. However, the ratio of
the cost coefficient to in-vehicle travel time is
2.01 for the HBW model and 3.17 for the HBO model.

TABLE2 CostandTimeCoefficientsofModelsforMispi

out-Of-
Wait walk Velucle in-VehicleParking Running Total

Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cost

HBW .- -0.0515 -0.0206 — — –0.0618
HS-nonwork — — -0.0415 -0,0166 — —

NHB
-0,0498

— — -0.0193 -0.0077 – — -0.0231

Note: Thecost andtime coefficients are fortransit, nonbeach tr?,ffic only, Modedsexi$t fcw each of transit ●nd highvmy
for both beach and nonbeach zones. Each model contains different coefficients, but theratios among coefficients are the
same.

TABLE3 CostandTime CoefficientsofModelaforNew Orleans

out-Of-

Wait Wafk Vehicle In-VehiclePsrkinq RunninE Total
Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cost

HBW -0.0332 -0.0769 a— -0.0145 — — -0.0078
HB-nonwork -0.0165 -0.0165 –~ -0.0066 — — -0:0116
NHB -0.0328 -0,0328 –0.3048 -0.0131 — — -0,0047

'O.l.of.vehicle time,sfor automobile only, .ndseveral coefficie"tsexUt fortheoccupancy levels for HBO.nd NHB.
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TABLE-I CoritandTime CoefficientsofModekfor LosArtgeles(l982)

out-of.
wait Wsik Vehicle [n-VehicleParking Running Total

Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cod

HBW –0.157 -0.0329 -0.0557 -0.0111 – -0.019
HB-nonwork – — -0.0746 -0.0256 – -0.0293
NHB

—
— — — —

Not e: The NHB transit share is factored from the work modal split.

Again, these values serve primarily to demonstrate
that the HBO model was calibrated freely and that
the assumed values from the earlier models do not
aPPear to be replicated by these calibrated values.
This is discussed at more lenqth later in the paper.

In this model set the NHB transit trips are esti-
mated by multiplying the HBO share of transit trips
(expressed as a fraction) by a fractional constant
to determine the transit share of NHB trips. WHB
trips are suMivided into other-to-work and other-
to-other trips. For the former, the fractional mul-
tiplier of the HB()modal split is 0.2608, and for

the latter it is 0.3431. In the event that a trip
interchange has no HBO trips, the NHB transit market
shares are set at 0.0182 for other-to-work trips and
at 0.0156 for other-to-other trips. These values are
approximately the regional modal splits for these
two purposes.

The NHB model is an example of the factor model,
whereas the HBO model represents one of the still-
few instances of the free calibration of a model for
nonwork trips.

More examples could be drawn from those that are
in current use, but those documented in the preced-
inq paragraphs provide adequate illustration of the
types of models that are in current uae and that are
baaed on the noted methods of calibration.

FULL CALIB~TION

The alternative to the foreqoinq procedures is to
calibrate the home-based nonwork and NHB models di-
rectly from available data. Aa noted earlier in the
paper, there appear to be certain myths surrounding
full calibration of these models that have led to
the preponderance of the model-fittinq procedures
dascribed in the previous section of the paper. In
this section two case studies are described that
should expose the myths. The first of these case
studies deals with what is likely to be the most
common case for practical transportation planning,
in which the region does not have household data
that have been collected recently with calibration
of logit mode-choice models in mind. Rather, the
data are likely to be of the form required for up-
datinq earlier types of forecasting models. In the
second case study data were collected expressly to
allow calibration of logit models of mode choice for
all purposes. This is closer to the ideal situation,
but is likely to occur far less often than the first
case.

Case Study 1

This case study is for San Juan, Puerto Rico (~).
New modal-split models were to be constructed for
use in a conventional UTPS-based forecasting rMoce_
dure, but the modal-s~lft models ‘were to be aqqre-
gate loqit models. The work plan for this activity
did not include either time or money to permit col-
lection of data for constructing new models. How-
ever, a data set existed that had been collected in
1977 for updatinq a fully conventional set of homa-

interview data. The data set consisted of 1,178
households, from which standard trip data for 24-hr,
household demographics, and locational data had been
obtained. The trip data consisted primarily of the
mode of travel, the origin and destination, the time
of day, and the purpose of the trip. Information
existed on whether or not the household had automo-
biles available and how many automobiles were avail-
able. The number of licensed drivers was not in-
cluded in the data.

A calibration data set waa developed for mode
choice by subdividing the reported trips into the
purposes of HBW, HBO, NHB, and HBS. Data were com-
piled for each trip from the path characteristic of
the highway and transit networks to represent the
travel characteristics for each trip. For HBW and
the HBS trips, the travel characteristics were de-
veloped from the peak networks, whereas the char-
acteristics for HBO and NHB trips were drawn from
the midday or 24-hr networks. Paths were defined for
three primary mode alternatives: automobile, bus,
and publico (jitney). It was assumed that access to
bus was by walk only, whereas publico could be ac-
cessed by either walk or walk and bus. No distinc-
tion was obtainable in the travel characteristics
for automobile based on the occupancy, except to
divide the cost amonq the occupanta. The trip char-
acteristics obtained from the path files and zonal
characteristic were walking time, waiting time, in-
vehicle time, parkinq cost, and runninq cost (run-
ning cost is total out-of-pocket costs, not includ-
inq parkinq).

The calibration was achieved by usinq ULOGIT in
the UTPS proqram packaqe. This model required that
trips be deleted from the calibration file if any of
the alternatives had no path and therefore no trip
characteristics. From the 1,178 households, the
calibration data acts consisted of 864 HEW trips,
579 HES trips, 798 HBO trips, and 346 NHB tripa. The
lack of captivity data prevented removal of captives
from the calibration data. The coefficients of the
models are given in Table 5.

First, it may be observed that the models for all
four purposes produced sensible results in terms of
the siqns and magnitudes of the coefficients. Hence
concerns that models for nonwork trip purposee can-
not be calibrated from conventional data appear to
be unfounded. Second, note that the relative values
of the coefficients differ from those described in
the quasi-updated models. In the HBW model walkinq
time and waitinq time each have about the same coef-
ficient, and it is more than 3 times the value of
the in-vehicle time coefficient. The cost coeffi-
cient is abut 0.31 of the in-vehicle time coeffi-
cient. For HBO trips, the coefficients of walkinq
and waitinq time are again similar, but are 12 times
the value of the in-vehicle time. The cost coeffi-
cient is”equal to the in-vehicle time coefficient in
this case.

The HBS model is substantially different. In this
case the in-vehicle time coefficient was so insig-
nificant and small that the variable was not used in
the final model. The walklnq time coefficient waa
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TABLE5 CostandTirOeCoefficientsofModefaforSanJuan

out-Of-
Wait Walk Vehicle in-VetucleParking Running Total

Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cost

HBW -0.049 -0.040 — -0.013
HBS

— —
-0.053 -0.025

-0.004
— — -0.014 -0.003

HBO –0.060
—

-0.061 — -0.005 -0.005
NHB -0.119 -0,026 -0.010 -0; 16 -0.002 —

more than twice the size of the waitinq time coeffi-
cient, and is 4 times the size of the in-vehicle
time coefficient for the work model. Parking cost
has a coefficient that is neerly 5 times the size of
running cost. The latter coefficient is about 0:2 of
the work model in-vehicle travel time coefficient,
and is about 0.12 of the waiting time coefficient of
this HBS model. Finally, the NHB model shows a
further set of different relationships. In this case
walkinq time is weiqhted 4.5 times more heavily than
waiting time and almost 12 times as heavily as in-
vehicle time. The cost variable is aqain divided in-
to the two components of parking and running cost,
with the former havinq a coefficient that is 6 times
the value of the latter, and 1.6 times the in-ve-
hicle time coefficient. The ratio of the cost coef-
ficient to the in-vehicle time coefficient is 0.2.

Generally, there is little support from this
model for the ratioa assumed in many of the noncali-
brated models. The work mode-choice model exhibits
coefficient relationships that are well within the
range of those that have been reported in a variety
of other localities. The lack of importance of in-
vehicle travel time for school trips is reasonably
acceptable, suggesting that, given the necessity to
qo to school and the relative lack of choice in
school location, in-vehicle travel time ie of little
consequence in choosinq amonq available travel
modes. In all models both walkinq and waitinq times
are weighted much more heavily than in-vehicle
travel time, although walking is considered far more
onerous for HBO and NHB trips than for the other
purposes.

Case Study 2

The second case study is from Honolulu, Hawaii (13).
In this study data were collected expressly~or
calibration of a set of logit mode-choice models,
although it was decided that network (agqreqate)
data should be used for the calibration data set.
Data were collected by means of a travel diary from
1,370 households (see paper by Ohstrom et al. else-
where in this Record), and the calibration data set
was developed by geoccding the origins and destina-
tions of the trips and again extracting the travel
characteristics from the path files. The models were
structured around the alternatives of automobile
(with three occupancy levels), local bus, and ex-
press hue. Express bus could be accessed by walk or
local bus, while local bus had walk access alone.
Express bus was available for only HEW and HBS
trips, and both of these purposes aqain used the
peak transit network characteristics, with congested
hiqhway speeds, whereae midday transit network
characteristics and free-flow hiqhway conditions
were used for the HSO and NHB models. As with the
San Juan model, no distinction in the characteris-
tics of multioccupant automobile trips could be ob-
tained beyond the division of coat amonq the occu-
pants. Again, the characteristics used were walkinq
time, waiting time, in-vehicle time, parking cost,
and running cost. Sociodemoqraphic variables were

also tested, but the only one found to affect the
models significantly was the ratio of available
vehicles to licensed drivers (minimum value of 0.0
and maximum value of 1.0). Thie variable was not re-
tained in the final models because of concerns about
the ability of local agencies to forecast it. Reten-
tion of the calibration values, in place of fore-
casts, would leave the variable as little more than
a constant term.

Calibration was achieved by usinq the QUAIL pro-
gram developed at the University of California at
Berkeley (~), which permits calibration data to
contain a variety of subsets of alternative modes.
Therefore, the only discarded data were for any
trips where only one mode hafla path between a pair
of zones or where the trip was totally within the
zone. From the 1,370 households, the calibration
data sets consisted of 458 HBW trips, 329 HBS trips,
361 HBO trips, and 277 NHB trips. In this csse the
data included information on captivity, and captives
were excluded from the calibration data. In addi-
tion, a number of data points were lost because the
network characteristics created outliers that would
bias the calibration reeults. An outlier was defined
as arising when the chosen mode had travel char-
acteristics (times and costs) that were all inferior
to those of any of the nonchosen modes and the sum
of the time components was more than 20 min in ex-
cess of the worst alternative not chosen. Alterna-
tively, if the total travel time for the chosen mode
waa more than 3 times the travel time of the next
alternative, it was also considered an outlier. The
results of the calibration are given in Table 6.

The conclusions to be drawn from these models are
similar to those from the San Juan models in their
essential points for this paper. Again, the results
clearly chow that logit models can be calibrated
satisfactorily for all of the purposes. Likewise,
the relative values of coefficients differ substan-
tially from the assumed values, and show significant
differences from purpose to purpose. In the HEW
model walking time is weighted by 3.3 times in-ve-
hicle time, whereas waiting time has a coefficient
of 5.7 times that of in-vehicle time. Costs are
split, with running cost having a coefficient that
is 0.17 of in-vehicle time and parking cost a coef-
ficient that is 0.72 of in-vehicle time. In the NBS
model walking time is valued at 6.6 times in-vehicle
time and waitinq time is valued at 4.5 times, where-
as cost is 0.47 times the in-vehicle time. In this
caee in-vehicle travel time did not appear in either
the HBO or NUB models. This may eignify a problem
with the midday and uncontested networks, but it
also may be a realistic reflection of behavior. For
the HBO model, walking time is considered about 2.5
times as onerous as waiting time, and about 3.5
times aa onerous as in-vehicle time for the work
trip. Parking cost is 3.5 times as important as run-
ning cost, whereas the latter has a coefficient
somewhat smaller than for the HBW model.

Finally, the NH8 model shows walking time to be
more than 3 times as onerous as waitinq time and haa
cost coefficients for both parking and running costs
that are almost identical to the HSO values. The
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TABLE6 Cost and Time Coefficients of Mcxfelsfor Honohdu

out-Of-
Walt walk Veiucle In-VehicleParking Runmng Total

Purpose Time Time Time Time cost cost cost

HBS -0.099 -0.068 — -0.015
HBO

— -0.007
-0.101 -0,041 — — -0.007 -0.002

NH B
—

-0.126 -0.040 – — -0.006 -0,003 —

results of the NHB and HBO models are similar to
those of San Juan, and suqqest a radically different
weighting of
brated models
the Honolulu
quently, with
some chanqes
values.)

CONCLUSIONS

coefficients to any of the noncali-
discussed. (It should be noted that
models
minor
have

have been recalibrated subse-
chanqes in certain inputs, and
occurred in final coefficient

Three conclusions are in order from the cases dis-
cussed in this paper. First, planning agencies and
their consultants should not conclude that the lack
of reported research on nonwork models is in any way
indicative of potential problems in fittinq the
models. Although not discussed here, it is appropri-
ate to observe that the statistics of qoodness-of-
fit for the NHB models are qenerally inferior to
those of the ml? models, which is consistent with
experience in fitting trip-qeneration models for NwB

trips. Nevertheless, the values of these statistics
are adequate to indicate a useful model. This is
further borne out by obtaining coefficients that are
reasonable and that also show consistency between
two localities described herein. The statistics for
HBO models were found to be comparable with the HBW
models. In all casee coefficients were found to have
t-scores well in excess of 2.0 for included vari-
ables, and chi-square values were, as usual, far
larger than any table values for the appropriate
degrees of freedom. For details, however, the reader
is referred to the original reports.

Second, although it is clearly desirable that
data be collected that are designed for the purpose
of calibrating logit models, it is possible to ob-
tain adequate fits from data that may have been col-
lected several years previously and that were not
collected specifically for logit modeling. A cau-
tionary note is appropriate to the effect that use
of network-derived characteristics requires great
care in path building, a topic that is too extensive
to deal with in this paper.

Finally, the transferability of HEW loqit-model
coefficients that have been aasumed in buildinq
models for other purposes is not borne out by true
calibration. The relationships tend to be signifi-
cantly different from those in the work mcdels, and
may exhibit variation from locality to locality.
Similar local differences are also to be found amonq
HBW models when unconstrained calibration is per-
formed. Furthermore, not all of the travel char-
acteristics found to be significant in work mode-
choice models are significant in nonwork models.
Therefore, factorinq from work models, or defininq a
multiplier for a predefined combination of times and
costs for nonwork models, ia not an appropriate pro-
cedure to use.
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Sequential Model of Interdependent Activity and

Destination Choices

RYUICHI KITAMURA and MOHAMMAD KERMANSHAH

ABSTRACT

A sequential mcdel of daily travel patterns
that consists of activity and destination
choice submodels is developed in this study.
The model development takes into account the
interdepandencies amonq the choices and the
constraint impoeed on the movement in time
and space. The empirical analyeis indicates
that non-home-based destination choice is
critically dependent on the residence loca-
tion of the individual and that activity
choice ie influenced only marginally by the
accessibility of the origin location. Aa a
practical and immediate modification of non-
home-based destination choice models, it ia
proposed in this study that deetination-to-
home travel time be included aa a factor
that enablee a more realistic depiction of
spatial travel patterna.

In previous efforts (1,2) the authore have examined
the properties of act~v~ty choice that are directly
related to generation of trips and their temporal
distribution over a l-day period. The results have
revealed the characteristic of time-of-day depen-
dencies of activity choice and revealed patterns in
sequencing activities in trip chains. Analyeis of

the dependence of activity choice on its own history

indicated that activity history may be represented

in a simple manner for use in travel behavior analy-

sis. This study draws on the previous efforts and
expande it by introducing the spatial dimension into
its scope.

The ultimate objective of thie continuing effort
is to develop a practical model system that makes
possible a more realietlc depiction of complex daily
travel behavior. The effort and the resulting models
can be characterized by the followinq two aspects.

The first ie ite explicit recognition and incorpora-
tion into the model structure of the fact that trips
made by an individual are linked to each other. This
leads to the emphaaia in this study of the interde-
pendencies amonq choices that underlie the entire
daily travel and activity pattern. In other words,
this study doee not isolate a trip or a travel
choice from the rest to be analyzed independently.
Second, the effort acknowledge that the movement of
an individual is constrained in time and space be-
cause of various factors, including the social com-
mitments, obligations, limited transportation capa-
bilities, and physiological needs of the individual
(3-8). The constraints are most typically aeeociated
w~t~ activities that allow little scheduling flexi-
bilities such as work, chauffeuring children to
echool, or having lunch during a lunch break. This
study therefore emphasizes, among others, time-of-
day dependencies of activities and trips.

A system of models is developed in this study. It
coneista of home-based and non-home-based destina-
tion choice models that incorporate the effecte of
trip continuity toqether with those of time of day.
The activity choice mcdels of this study are ex-
panded to include, in addition to the variablea used
in the previous study (~), spatial factors euch aa
the travel time between the home baae and the oriqin
activity location and the accessibility from that
location.

The objective of this study is, firet, to iden-
tify the extent to which destination choice is in-
fluenced by factors other than the traditional vari-
ables (i.e., the origin-destination travel time and
the attributes of alternative destination loca-
tions). More specifically, the study ie an endeavor
to show that the location of an individualte home
and the locations of alternative destination rela-
tive to the home location critically influence non-
home-baeed destination choice, The second objective
is to identify the effects that spatial factors have
on activity choice, either independently or jointly
with other factore, including time of day, activity
history, and socioeconomic characteristics of the
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individual. Note that the effects of the latter
qroup of variables have been studied earlier (~),
and accessibility indices ‘as spatial factors have
often been used in previoue travel behsvior analyses
(~,g . The intention of this study is to achieve a
more comprehensive treatment of these factors in
analyzing daily travel patterns. Their intricate in-
teractive effects are examined through statistical
hypothesis testing that involves specification and
estimation of alternative destination and activity
choice models. Based on the results of the study, a
practical modification that can be made to destina-
tion choice models for improved depiction of spatial
travel patterns is proposed.

BACKGROUND

Formulations of destination choice models are typi-
cally based on the assumption that the trip is made
from the home base and that only one destination
location will be visited after the individual leaves
home. Non-home-based choice, where the oriqin of the
trip is not the home base, is analyzed while iso-
latinq the trip from the reet ae an independent unit
of ar,alysis.Accordingly, the behavior of linkinq
trips into a multiple-sojournchain ie not appropri-
ately taken into consideration in the conventional
analyses. This simplification is implicit in the be-
havioral or statistical derivations of commonly ueed
trip distribution models such as the qravity model
(~-~). The simplification also makes possible
formulation of spatial choice models while using as
explanatory variables only the attributes of respec-
tive destination alternatives and the epatial repa-
ration between the oriqin and destination. The
models thus developed appear to capture the observed
tendencies in spatial travel patterne with their
simple model structure and with a relatively small
set of explanatory variables. Nevertheless, this
simplification may impose serious limitations when
attempting to expand the scope of the analysis to
include multiple-sojourn trip chaine. Further dis-
cussions of the limitations and problems arising
from the assumption can be found in Hanson (14,15).
[This study focuses on trip linkaqes and constraints

——

in its effort of extendinq the framework of destina-
tion choice analyeis. Possible alternative develop-
ments are discussed elsewhere (16-18), with emphases——
on additional f,actorsand behavioral aspects.]

An alternative approach is to acknowledge that
choices underlying daily travel and activity pat-
terns are interdependent (~). This can be done by
analyzinq travel choices as a simultaneous decision
that is concerned with the entire daily activity and
travel pattern (20-22), or by analyzinq’the eeries——
of choices sequentially (23,24). In the latter case,.—
interdependencieecan be accounted for by epecifyinq
the choices as dependent on the past history of ac-
tivities (1,2), by viewinq them as dependent on pos-
sible futu~e-behavior (25), or possibly on both. The—
interdependencies are reflected in the models of
this study through activity choices that are assumed
to be history dependent, and destination choices
that are specified as, to an extent, deuendent on
the future.

By viewinq the destination choices in an individ-
uals daily travel pattern as interrelated choices
and recognizing the fact that his travel pattern
develops around the home base, it is hypothesized
that the residence location of the individual is of
critical importance in explaining the non-home-based
destination choice. Note that the residence location
has not been included in previous analyses of desti-
nation choice. However, the very fact that the indi-
vidual sooner or later returns home in the future

suggeste that the choice is influenced by the loca-
tion of the home.

For example, consider the choice of a ehoppinq
opportunity by a worker on the way back to home from
the work place. This destination choice for the non-
home-based shoppinq trip ie influenced by the loca-
tion of the home because it is dependent on the in-
tended future behavior, in this case, returninq
home. Accordingly, the choice cannot be explained by
the conventional factore alone, but its explanation
requires that additional factors be introduced into
the analysis. The distance between the alternative
destination and home appears to be a promisinq can-
didate variable that may well explain thie type of
future dependency.

The importance of the residence location as a
factor in non-home-based destination choice models
can be seen in the followinq discussion, which em-
phasize the constrained nature of urban travel
choice. Individuals are typically subjected to cer-
tain constraints as to the locations where they can
be at varioua time periods of the day. In other
words, the range of locationa where the individuals
can exist is confined within a limited region in the
time-space coordinates, which ia often called a
prism (~). This constraint will affect the choice of
both activities and their locations.

Suppose that an individual located outside the
home wishes to visit another location for an out-of-
home activity, but he must return home by time T.
The time available for the out-of-home activity and
travel is T - t, where t is the present time. Let i
be the location where the individual is currently
located, and j be the potential destination. Then
the followinq relation must be satisfied for loca-
tion j to be accessible:

dij+djh<T-t (1)

where dij is the travel time between locations i
and j, and djh is the travel time between j and
the home base. The inequality indicates that the
destination-to-home travel time (djh) is an imPor-
tant element in destination choice under the prism
constraint.

Additional evidence for the importance of the
residence location is given by the followlnq empiri-
cal observation of the seriee of destination choices
in a trip chain. By applying the log-linear model of
contingency table analysis to a larqe-scale oriqin-
destination survey dats set, Kermanshah (3) found
that there exiete a pred~inant pattern into which a.
set of destination locations to be visited are fre-
quently arranged in a trip chain: The individuals
tend to visit farther locations firet, and subse-
quent destinations tend to be closer to home or
cluster in the vicinity of the precedinq locations.
The findinq implies that the home location is aqain
of critical importance in adequately capturinq the
pattern of sequencing the locatione vieited in a
trip chain.

MODEL FORMULATION

The activity and destination choice models of this
study are formulated by usinq a two-staqe approach,
where activity choice and destination choice are
separately modeled; choice o.f deetinat!ons qiven ‘he
out-of-home activity type ie first modeled, and then
activity choice models are developed. Accordingly,
the destination choice modele include as alterna-
tive only nonhome destination opportunities. The
structural framework of the model syetem of ‘his
study is described in detail elsewhere (~) . It is
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worthy to note that a similar activity-location

model system has been developed by van der Hoorn
(~) with emphasis on determining trip generation
based on temporal tendencies in activity enqaqement
and also on differentiatinq in-home and out-of-home
activities.

The non-borne-baseddestination choice model of
this study is formulated as

Pa(ij,t)= exp [Va(ij,t)]/Xk exp [Va(,~,t)]

1

forj=l, .,, J (2)
Va(iJ,t)= V(d,J, d,h, A,>t, y)

where

J=
a.

Pa(i,j,t) =

Va(i,j,t) =

‘j =

t=
y.

dij =

djh =

number of destination alternatives,
type of the activity for which the
choice is made,
probability that destination j will
be chosen by individual i at time t to
pursue an activity of type a,
measure of attractivenessof desti-
nation j when visited from i at time t
to pursue an activity of type a,
vector of attributes of destination

j,
time of day,
activity history,
travel time between oriqin i and
destination j, and
travel time between home h and lo-
cation j.

The multinominallogit model, which has been used in

TABLE1 VsrisblesConsideredinModelDevelopment

many previous analyses of spatial Choice (28-30) , is
——

used here as the model structure. The representative
utility or attractiveness measure of destination j
[Va(i,j,t)l is time-of-day dependent and is formu-
lated with the distance measure (djh), the trWSl

time between the home base and destination j. This
is in addition to the conventional oriqin-destina-
tion travel time (dij) . Other factors considered
in the model development are activity history, time
of day, attributes of destination locations, and
socioeconomic attributes of the individual. The
variables used are summarized in Table 1. Not all of
the variables in the table appear in the final
models selected in this study.

Noting that the individuals time budqet for ac-
tivity and travel becomes tiqhter as the day pro-
ceeds, it is expected that the valuation of travel
time varies depending on the time of day: presumably
the individual is less willinq to take a lonq trip
at the end of the day than in the beqinninq of the
day. Such a time-dependent nature in destination
choice can be represented in the model by introduc-
ing an interaction term that involves time-of-day
and travel time variables. Similar terms can be used
to represent a possible history dependency in desti-
nation choice.

The emphasis placed in this study on temporal

dependencies of activity and travel requirea that
time of day be explicitly incorporated into the
framework of the model. This leads to the formula-
tion of the model where the attraction measure of a
destination is defined as a function of the time of

day as well as its attributes, such as retail em-
ployment. This is based on the belief that activity

Variable Group
Abbrevi-
ation Definition

Destination attributes (Aj)
Population
Retatiemployment
Nonretail employment

Travel time (d)
Orrgin-destination travel tlm:
Home-origin travel time
Home. destmatlon travel time
O-1 dummyfordih-djh

Accessibility y index (Ia)
Accessibility of zone i for actlwty type a at time t

Time of day (t)
Function of time of day
Store hours (O-1)
Business hours (O-1 )

Activity h,story (y)
Activity engagement in previous chains in

Personal business
Social recreation
Shopping
Serving passengers

Activity engagement in the current chain in
Personal business
Social retreat Ion
Shopping
Serving passengers

Current activity
Personal buain ess
Social recreation
Shopping
Serving passengers

Out-of-hometlme

No, of chains

Socioeconomic attributes (e)
School-age chifdren

Household role
No.ofchddren

POP ln[(zonalPopulation)/1,000]
REMP In[(zonalretailemployment)/1,000]
NREMP In[(zonalnonretmlemployment1,000]

dij Time (rein) obtained from off-peak network skim trees

dih
djh
d, 1if~h -djh> O;O,otherwise.

I.(i,t) inZjexp[V,(i,j,t)]

~ t2 up(t), ~~-t), In(t); t is ~ hours
,,

D,(t) I if t is between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.; O, otherwise
q(t) I If t is between 8:00 a.m. and S:00 p.m.; O, otherwise

Binary variable: 1 if activities of the indicated type were pursued m the trip
PBNSOIH chainspreviouslymade
SRECO1H
SHOPO1H
SRVPOIH

Binary variable: I ifanactivityoftheindicatedtype has been pursued m the
PBNSOIC current trip chain
SRECOIC
SHOPOIC
SRVPOIC

Binaryvariable:1ifthecurrentactivityisoftheindicatedtype
PBNS
iiEC
SHOP
SRVP
OHTIME Cumulative amount of time spent so far outside home for both trips and ac.

tivitles
CHAINS Cumulative number ofhome-baaed trip chainsmadeso far

SCHLAG Bimrvvariable:1 if the age of youngest child in the household is between S

ROLE
CHLDRN

and 12; O, otherwise
Binary variable: 1 tan individual is female. and not employed; O, otherwise
Number of household members who are 17 yrars old or younger and not mar-

Household income
No.ofcm

ried

lNCOME Median value of the household’s .m””a] gross income category ($)
CARS Number of cars available to the household
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and destination choices are made on the basis of the
availability of functions that accommodate and fa-
cilitate the pursuit of intended activities, but not
the physical existence of the facilities themselves
(y) . For example, a department store after it has
closed in the evening should not be counted as a
destination opportunity. In order to represent such
temporal variations in the availability of opportu-
nities, variables were developed that represent
typical business and store hours. Note that the in-
clusion of the time-of-day-dependentattraction mea-
sures in the model offers a mechanism for evaluating
the changes in activity and travel patterns that
correspond to changes in the availability over the
l-day period.

The alternatives of the non-home-based activity
choice model include four activity types (personal
business, shopping, social recreation, and servinq
passengers) and two returninq-home options (i.e.,
returninq home temporarily, and returninq home per-
manently). The last alternative implies that the
out-of-home activity schedule of the day will be
terminated. This study hypothesizes that choice of
activity type depends on the distribution of oppor-
tunities around the oriqin location. For example, if
the individual who has just completed an out-of-home
activity is located in an area with intense commer-
cial development, the individual may be more likely
to pursue additional shoppinq activities. This ef-
fect is represented by the followinq accessibility
index defined for location i (9,10):-—

Ia(i, t) = In { 2, exp [Va(i, j, t)]} (3)

where the Va(i,j,t)‘s are obtained from the non-
home-based destination choice models. This index
represents the expected maximum utility; that is,

the expected utility of that destination that is
MOst attractive to the individual who intends to
pursue activity of type a and is located at i at
time t. Inclusion of the Ia(i,t)’s for all activ-
ity types would indicate the relative attractiveness
of the respected types of activities. Note that the
accessibility measure is a function of the travel
time to opportunities from i, and may be viewed as a
proxy variable for travel cost for activity enqaqe-
ment from that location. Also note that the measure
is time-of-day dependent, and that the activity
choice model takes on the form of the nested loqit
model. Another spatial fsctor considered in the non-
home-based activity choice model is the distance of
the oriqin location from the home base.

The home-based destination choice model has the
same loqit form. The model development effort con-
siders the traditional factors (dij and Aj) and
also the variables representing the past history of
activity and travel as well aa time of day. The
hrnne-basedactivity choice model is similar to the
one developed in the earlier effort (~). The types
of variables included in the four typee of activity
and destination choice models are qiven in Table 2.

DATA SET

The statistical analysis of this study uses a sub-
sample of the 1977 Baltimore travel demand data set.
The subsample is almost identical to the one ueed in
the ptevlous effort of activity choice model formu-
lation (~), and includes adult individuals whose
daily trip records are complete and consistent, and
whose households had access to a car. OnlY those in-
dividuals who did not make work trips on the survey
day are analyzed in this study. The activitY choice

TABLE2 Variables Examined inDeveloprnent ofActivitysnd
Destination Choice Models

Destination Choice ActivityCholce
Model Model

Home Nonhome Home Nonhome
Variable Group Based Based Based Based

Destination attributes (Aj)
Travel Time

dij
dih
djh

Accessibility y index
[L(i,t)l

Time of day (t)
Activity history (y)
Socioeconomic attributes

(e)

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

Note: X indicates that the variable group is examined in the mode! development

analysis excludes weekend trip records because of
the obvious differences in time use patterns between
weekdays and weekends. The sample screeninq cri-
teria, which are similar to the ones used in pre-
vious studies (1,2,6,8,26,32), are used here with——
the intention of-c=n&=llinq the sample so that the
travel environment within which the individuals’
activity and travel patterns develop will be rela-
tively homogeneous. Such a controlled sample and the
resultinq internal homogeneity are believed to aid
in the effort of interpreting the results and infer-
rinq causal relationships by simplifying these
tasks. The current sample is sliqhtly smaller than
the one used in the previous study (~) because a new
set of ecreeninq criteria, which are concerned with
the consistency of spatial information, is intro-
duced in this study. Because only agqreqate measures
of the attributes of destination alternatives are
available in the data file, the analysis uses 70
planning districts as the alternatives of destina-
tion choice.

The resulting sample used in the development of
activity choice models includee 343 home-based
choices and 550 non-home-based choices in 343 trip
chains made by 209 individuals. Unfortunately, the
sample size is not large enough for estimating des-
tination choice models by activity types, and week-
end observations had to be included in order to
facilitate the estimation process. The eample used
for the development of the destination choice models
of this study includes 647 home-based choices and
354 non-home-basedchoices with nonhome destinations.

ESTIMATION RESULTS

The key question in the empirical analysie is
whether the traditional destination attraction mea-
sures and origin-destination travel time adequately
explain destination choice behavior, or whether ad-
ditional factors, such as the distance between an
alternative destination and the home base, should be
introduced into the model. Another interesting as-
pect to be examined is the interplay of te~ral and
spatial factors. The temporal variablee may influ-
ence destination choice, and the temporal and spa-
tial factors may jointly or independently affect
activity choice.

Non-Home-Based Destination Choice Models

The model coefficients are eetimated by using, as
the choice set, 12 randomly selected destination
alternatives and the destination that was actually
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TABLE3 Non. Home-Bssed Destination Choiee Modefa
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Activity Type

PersonalBusines+ Social-Recreation Shopping

Coeffi- t- COeffi- t- Coeffi- t-
Variable cient statistic cient statistic cient statistic

‘4 -0,0824 -3.87
lll~t~ij -0.0592 -6,02

djh

-0.0640 -6,29
-0.1391 -5.89 -0.1792 -6.46

~P~ih -0.0617 -7,38
0.3363 1,55 0,s410 2,85

(REMP)D,(t) 0,3557 2.37 0.687 I 5,18

Note: Varhbles redefined in Table 1

‘Includes serving pauengm.

TABLE 4 Summary StatisticsforTable3

ActivityType

Personal sOcial-
Businessa Recreation Shopping

I_& -307.79 -266.76 -333.44
-151.84 -153.58 -134.79

Sample size 120 104 130
;: = 1- UB)MJ) 0.507 0,424 0,596

311.90 226.36 397.30
df 4 3 3

Note: L(d) = Iog.likelihood with the model coefficients; L(0) = Iog.likeli.
hood without any coefficients; and the chi-square values presented ue
deoned as - 2[ L(0) - L(d)].

alncludes wiving passengers.

chosen. Because of the insufficient sample size, two
activity types--personal businese and serving pas-
sengers--had to be grouped together in this non-
home-based destination choice modeling.

The final ntcdelseelected (Tablee 3 and 4), after
examination of a larqe number of alternative model
formulations, are rather simple and involve only
three groups of variablee: time of day, travel time,
and attraction meaeuree of the destination. Modele
with interaction terme coneistittgof travel time
meaauree and hietory variables or socioeconomic at-
tributes were estimated to evaluate the effects of
the latter variablee on destination choice, espe-
cially on the trip length. Effects of the eocioecrr
ncmic attributea and activity history, however, were
not evident from the model specification effort of
this etudy.

The estimation reeults confirm the !typothesized
importance of the travel time between the destina-
tion and home. Inspection of the t-statistics indi-
catea that this variable ie at least as significant
aa the traditional oriqin-destination travel time.
Its significance is especially notable for the so-
cial-recreation activity. The came conclusion can be

obtained from the data in Table 5. The table pre-
sents another set of destination choice modele that
were eetimated without the time-of-day effects in
order to make the comparison of the relative effects
of dij and d h eaSier. It can be seen that djh

1has a coeffic ent value and t-statistic close to
those of dij in the models for personal buairtess

and ehoppinq. In the model for eocial-recreation,
both ite coefficient and t-statistic are twice as
much as those of dij.

The eetimated effect of this variable ie illus-
trated here by using the example diacuesed earlier.
Suppose that an individual at a nonhome location (i)
is makinq a destination choice for shopping. There
are two opportunities, j and k, with identical at-
tribute (i.e., Aj = Ak) and the same distance
away from i (di = d.k). Opportunity k, however,
is twice aa far ~rom the home base ae opportunity j
(dkh = 16 rein,and d h = 8 rein).

2
Thie is shown in

Figure 1. The conven ional destination choice model
would predict the identical choice probability for
the two opportunities. The estimated chopping dee-

Note:Numberindicatestraveltime(mm). w

FIGURE1 Effectofresidencelocationonnon-home-besed
destimtionchoice.

TABLES AlternativeNon-Home-f36sedDetiinstionChoiceModeleWithout
Tneaf-DayEffeets

ActivityType

Personal sOcisl-
Business Reaeation Shopping

coeffi- t- Coeffi. t- Coeffi- t-
Variable cient statistic dent statistic cient statistic

dij -0.1532 -6.01 -0.0814 -3.83 -0.1674 -6.27

%P
-0.1367 -5.79 4.1684 -7.38 -4.1803 -6.49

0,3423 1.59 0.5493 2.90
(RSMP)D,(t) 0,3548 2.37 0,6888 5.26

Note: Variables aredefined in Table 1
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tination choice model of Table 3, on the other hand,
yields the predicted choice odds of

Pa(i,j,t)/Pa(i,k,t)= exp[-O.1792(8 - 16)] = 4.2,

namely, the opportunity closer to home is more than
4 times likely to be chosen than the other.

The way the individual chooses his destinations
in a seriee of trips cannot be characterized ae the
movement of a frog jumping between lily pads, and
the location of the destination relative to the home
base is an important concern to the individual. Thie
conjecture, now supported by the empirical result,
hae not been incorporated into the standard destina-
tion choice or trip distribution analysis. It is
proposed in this study that the destination-tc-home
travel time be considered in formulating non-home-
based destination choice models, such that the indi-
viduals movements can be characterized appropri-
ately as human behavior, not as the random movement
of a froq.

Another new feature of the models developed here
ia the inclusion of time-of-day variables. This is
based on the belief that the time of day influences
not only activity choice (~,~ but also the choice
of the location to pursue the activity. Only few
studies (Q) have examined the temporal dependencies
of destination choice behavior. The present estima-
tion results indicate that, as the day proceeds and
the time constraint becomes tiqhter, the negative
effect of origin-destination travel time increases
for personal bueinesa (includinq serving passengers)
and shopping. In other words, the individuals tend
to make shorter non-home-based tripa for these two
activity typee toward the end of the day. For the
social-recreation activity, the time variable is
combined with the destination-to-home travel time,
implying a somewhat different effect of time thst
social-recreationalactivity locations tend to clue-
ter around the home base in the later part of the
day.

Non-Home-BaeedActivity Choice Model

Ae activity choice models have been developed in the
previous study in an aspatial context (Z), the pres-

TABLE7 Non-Home-Bssed Activity Choice Model

ent effort concentrates on the introduction of spa-
tial elements into the model and examination of
their effects on activity choice. The discussion on
the estimated coefficients of those variables that
are included in the previous model development ef-
fort is not repeated in this paper. The interested
reader ie referred to the work by Kitamura and
Kermanshah (~). The spatial variablea considered in
modelinq the non-home-based choice are accessibility
indices [Ia(i,t)’sl and the distance from the
oriqin to home (dih). The model specification ef-
fort ia summarized in Table 6, and the final mdel
is given in Table 7.

The set of four accessibility indices evaluated
accordinq to Equation 3 for the respective activity
types is first added to the previously developed
base model (~). The indices as a qroup have a chi-

s~are value Of 7.o8, with daqrees of freedom (cIf)
of 4, and not significant at a = 0.05. Inspection
of the individual coefficients indicated that the
coefficient of the index for personal business alone
waa significantly different from zero, but its sign
wae negative, thus contradicting the hypothesis that
hiqher accessibility induces activity engagement.
The final model (Table 7) was developed by eliminat-
ing insignificant accessibility indices while addinq
the origin-to-home travel time variable to the two
alternatives--temporary return to home and permanent
return to home. These variables are significant as a
qroup (x’ = 13.04, with df = 4) and the coeffi-
cients of the accessibility indicas are positive and
lie between O and 1 in agreement with the derivation

TABLE6 Development ofNon-HomeJlased Activity
Choice Models

Log. # of Added
Model Likelihood Coefficients df

Constant terms alone -872.45
Base model’ -763.43 220.04 29
Baaemodel+la(i,t) -759.89 7,08 4
Final model [with dih

and 1, (i,t )1 -756,91 13.04 4

aSee paper by KJtamum and Kermanshah (2/.

Actwlty Type

PersonalBusiness Social-Retreation Shopping Serwng Passengers Temporary Home Permanent Home

Coeffi- t- Coeffi- t- Cneffi- t- COeffi- t- Coeffi- t- Cneffi- t-

Varlable cient statistic cient Statlstlc cient statistic cient statistic cient statistic sent statistic

Constant -I,1103 -1.95 -4,0188 -4.03 -3.4003 -3.79 -4,0440 -4,01 1.2745 1.50
PBNS 1,6092 1,78 1.5712 1.89 2.6850 2.50 1.0873 1.34 1.0873 1,34

SREC 1.1335 1.90 1.6292 1.99 0.3576 0.74 0.3576 0,74

SHOP 0.8279 1.15 -0,4479 -1.26 -0.4479 -1,26

0.2336 3.85 0.1055 1.96 0.2020 3,19
:Xp(-t/ 1o)
exp(t/1O)

0.4610 0.26
0,0561 6.09

CHLDRN -0,2398 -1,82
SCHLAG 0.7363 1.86
CARS 0,0672 0.66 -0.2486

PBNSOIC 1.1346

-2.30

2,26 0.3966 1.04
SRECOIC 0.4855 1.12 0.7013 1.79
SHOPOIC 1.4350 3,36
SRVPOIC 1,1578 2.68

OHTIME -0,0002 -0,28

CHAINS -0.1987 -1,60

i.r..(ity 0,27.27 1.42.
j,~,(it)b 0.3115 1.69

-0.0500 -2.51 -0,0561 -3.14
,

NO[.:L(0) = -985.46, L(C) = -87’2 .45. L(6) = -156.91; P2 = 0.132: N = 550. [Note ihaf L(c) is the 10@ikelihOOd With cOmlanl ‘=ms ●konel

~Accesaib ilit Y index for social-retreat ion.
Accessibility index for servm~ passenser$.
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.
of the nested hgit model (9,1O). The result indi-.—
cates, however that the accessibility variables pro-

vide rather marginal improvement to the goodness-of-
fit of the model, and the socioeconomic, time-of-
day, activity history variablea and oriqin-t-home
travel time are the major factors that explain non-
home-based activity choices.

The origin-tc-home travel time has a significant
negative coefficient for both temporary and perme-
nent returns to home. It appeara that the variable
reflects the sequencing tendency that the locations
visited after a completion of nonhome activity tend
to be closer to home. Accordingly, the individuals
exhibit a higher probability of returninq home from
a location closer to home. The analysis, which used
a large-scale data set from the Detroit metropolitan
area (~ , showed the same tendency of sequencing.
The finding obtained from the two data sets may im-
ply risk-averse planninq behavior of the individ-
uals. Locations closer to the home base require less
time to visit, and the visits can be arranged with
flexibility because they will fit into short time
slots available during the day. On the other hand,
visitinq locations farther from home requires more
time and allows less echedulinq flexibility. Pre-
sumably individuals prefer to make less flexible
visita first becauae of the uncertainty involved in
trip makinq and activity engagement (e.q., it may
not be possible to visit farther locations later be-
cause of tightened time constraints). A previous
study (~) suqgeated similar planning behavior under
uncertainty in sequencing activities in a triP
chain. Daily time-use patterns reported in the lit-
erature (~) also suqqest that less flexible activi-
ties tend to be pursued first durinq the day.

Home-Based Choice Models

Unlike the case of the non-home-based model, the
time-of-day variables played less important roles in
the home-based destination choice models and the
model for personal business alone included the vari-
able. Accordinqlyt the models qave the appearance of
the traditional destination choice models. Inclusion
of the accessibility indices in the home-based ac-
tivity choice model resulted in a small improvement
of the loq-likelihood value and the indices as a
qroup were not significant at a = 0.05. The final
model excluded the index for shoppinq because its
siqn was neqative and insignificant.The other three
indices had coefficient values between O and 1. How-
ever, as in the non-home-hased activity choice
model, these spatial variables played only marginal
roles. It can be concluded that the choice of activ-
ity types, whether h- based or nonhome based, is
largely determined by factors other than the acces-
sibility to opportunities [the estimation resulta of
the home-based choice models can be found elsewhere
(3) 1.

Residual Analysis

Underlying the use of the system of the loqit models
in this study is the assumption that the random dis-
turbance terms associated with respective alterna-
tives are statistically independent across the al-
ternatives in a choice and also acrosa the choices
made by an individual. It appears appropriate to
adopt this assumption for the destimetion choice
models when they are formulated by activity types.
Also note that the logit model is the only choice
model that has been applied successfully to empiri-
cal destination choice analysis. The assumption,
however, may be less appropriate when applied to a

series of activity choices. For example, an individ-
ual may have a positive or neqative preference for
certain activities throughout a day, which can be
represented only by disturbance terms that are cor-
related across choices. Inferrinq from the known
results of linear-regression analysis (~, this by
itself does not impose any serious estimation prob-
lems. However, the activity choice models of this
study contain the history variables that may be
viewed as a class of the laqqed dependent variable.
Presence of the correlation then may lead to incon-
sistent estimates when the ordinary loqit estimation
procedure ia applied. Although it is beyond the
scope of this study to develop an improved estima-
tion procedure, an analysis was carried out to ex-
amine possible correlations of the residuala of the
choice models. The results are summarized in the
followinq paraqraph [further discussions can be
found elsewhere (26)].

Presence of correlations amonq the random dis-
turbance terms across choices were examined by usinq
weighted residuals (~). The reaiduala were evalu-
ated for up to the sixth activity choice for each
individual in the sample with more than one out-of-
home activity record. The residuals were then re-
qressed on the set of precedinq residuals in order
to examine the existence of correlations. The re-
sults indicated that the correlations were overall
weak and were at the level that would have been ex-
pected with independent residuals. The result suP-
ports the model development effort of the study and
indicates that interrelated choices can be adequate-
ly modeled by introducing variables that represent
the history of the choices without assuminq a com-
plex distributional structure for the disturbance
terms of a series of choices.

“DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS

The results of this study can be discussed from two
different perspectives. One is concerned with the
improvement of destination choice models toward more
appropriate representation of spatial travel pat-
terns of urban residents. The other iS concerned
with the development of a model system that is ca-
pable of evaluating the daily travel pattern as a
whole rather than as a collection of isolated and
unrelated trip segments.

The empirical analysis of this study has clearly
shown that there exists a modification of destina-
tion choice models that will lead to better depic-
tion of complex travel patterns. By introducing into
the model formulation the travel time between a des-
tination alternative and the home base, it becomss
possible to represent the patterns in sequenciw
activity locations in a trip chain and aleo to bet-
ter describe individuals’ movement patterns that
center around their residence locations. Representa-
tion of interrelated destination choices involved in
a trip chain can be made by applying the destination
choice models in a sequential manner.

The destination-to-home travel time is an impr-
tant factor that influences non-horns-baseddestina-
tion choice as much as the traditionally used ori-
qin-destination travel time. Judqinq from the
statistical significance of this variable, its in-
clusion in the model should contribute to its pre-
dictive accuracy. Moreover, this improvement does
not require any additional information to be suP-
pliedg the model can be estimated by usinq the
standard logit estimation procedure with small-scale
survey results. The study results warrant the eval-
uation of the predictive capability of the proposed
non-home-based destination choice model in compari-
son with that of the conventional model, and further
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the development of the procedure for model applica-
tion.

Another result of the non-home-based model esti-
mation is that the valuation of travel time varies
dependinq on the time of day, presumably because of
the tightening time budget constraint toward the end
of the day. This constraint on destination choice
can be expressed conveniently in destination choice
models.

The difficulty of developing a model system of
daily travel patterns is perhaps proportional to the
complexity of the behavior itself, especially the
magnitudes of interdependencies among the choices.
This study, together with the previous effort (1,2),
has shown that the dependencies can be incorpo~a~ed
into the model system by use of appropriately devel-
oped variables that represent the past history of
activity. The significance of the variables suqgests
that their omission will result in serious errors.
The endoqenous nature of the history variables, how-
ever, may create estimation problems when the random
disturbance terms of the choice models are corre-
lated across choices. The residual analysis con-
ducted in connection with this study (26) indicated
that such correlations are not siqnific~t. Although
the effort to develop and apply improved and more
versatile estimation procedures should continue, it
may be appropriate to conclude that the loqit model
can be used to represent a series of choices and
that each choice model can be separately estimated.
These results and also the findinq from the previous
studies (1,2)--that the activity history can be rep-
resented ~n a simple and convenient manner--all suq-
qest that the model structure can be kept simple and
that the model system can be applied in a practical
manner.

The study findings also suqqest that activity and
destination choices are influenced by different
types of factors, with only a few affectinq both.
Activity choice ia influenced largely by time-of-
day, activity history, and socioeconomic attributes
of the individuals, whereas spatial factors play
only minor roles. On the other hand, the socioeco-
nomic and history variables influence destination
choice behavior to a rather limited extent.

The sequential model system developed here, with
further extensions and modifications, can be used in
several ways. Daily travel patterns can be recon-
structed by the system by usinq the stochastic simu-
lation technique, and impacts of transportation
planning options can be evaluated. This reconstruc-
tion is more realistic than one by the conventional
procedure because the model system accounts for the
interdependencies among choices and continuity of
trips. The separability of the explanatory vari-
ables, together with the previous findings (~) that
socioeconomic attributes play only small roles in
non-home-based activity choices, may make possible
aq9ra9ative treatment of individuals when simulating
their non-home-based choices; model application may
be able to avoid the bookkeeping difficulties that
may otherwise arise. The model can also be used to
evaluste the likelihood of alternative daily travel
patterns that a person may take in response to
changes in various elements in the travel environ-
ment. The model will serve as a useful supplementary
tool to the in-depth qame-simulation technique (37)—
used to evaluate such responses.

The model system, as it is formulated now, is
sensitive to travel time, land use variablea, as
well as socioeconaic variablee. The inclusion Of
time of day offered the possibility of evaluating
the effects on travel patterns of the changes in
time-related factors such as store hours. The desti-
nation attraction measures that are formulated as

time-of-day dependent make the model system sensi-
tive to such changes. The estimation results, how-
ever, did not show that the accessibility indices,
which are also time-of-day dependent, have an impor-
tant effect on activity choice. This may he caused
by the physiological rhythms inherent in human ac-
tivity patterns snd also to the habitual, routine
time-use patterns that may be insensitive to chanqes
in the environment. It is quite conceivable that the
temporal variations in the supply of opportunities
are closely correlated with the time-use patterns,
mskinq it difficult to evaluate the sensitivity of
activity choices to chanqes in the availability of
opportunities over the l-day period.

“Althoughit is believed that the proposed sequen-
tial model system will resolve many problems of the
conventional forecasting procedure, it is of course
not devoid of limitations. The model system assumes
the structure of (past) history dependency. As a re-

sult, the activity and travel patterns predicted by
the syetem may not necessarily aqree with the pat-
terns that individuals, who conscientiously plan
ahead and schedule future activities, would exhibit
in a different travel environment. Theoretically
speaking, a future-dependentmodel system can be ob-
tained from a history-dependent system (~), but
practical difficulties involved therein call for
other solutions. One possibility is to model the re-
spective model components such that they reflect the
individuals~ planning effort. An example of such a
model can be found in a recent destination choice
analyais (~). The activity choice models may be
made future dependent by extending the accessibility
index amonq the time dimension to reflect the avail-
ability of opportunities durinq the rest of the day.
Note that the system structure can be kept as his-
tory dependent after these modifications. Another
task that remaina to be completed is the development
of activity duration models. This is beinq under-
taken while focusinq on the relationship between
activity durationa and their locations, time of day,
and history (38). Interrelationships among activity
duration, activity choice, and activity sequencing
also remain as a subject of future investigation.
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